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A Co-educational College 
of Liberal Jfrts and Sciences 
conducted by the Society of Jesus 
DENVER, COLORADO 
Jfd JWajorem Dei yloriam 
"All For The Greater Glory of God" 
The Jesuit Motto 
~EGIS COLLEGE cordially invites you to visit the campus. 
Many cultural, athletic, and religious functions are held which the public is welcome 
to attend. Appointments for personal interviews should be made in advance and 
confirmed. The college offices are open from 8 :00A.M. to 4:30 P.M. on weekdays. 
The college is located at West 50th Avenue and Lowell Blvd. ; the address is 3539 
West 50th Avenue Parkway, Denver, Colorado 80221. The college telephone 
number is Area Code 303, 433-8471. 
Specific inquiries should be addressed to the following: 
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE 
• General academic policy and programs; faculty. 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
• General student affairs; coumeling; housing; discipline; placement; 
scheduling of events. 
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
• Admission of students; catalogue and bulletin requests; scholarships; grants-in-aid; 
transcripts of credits: schedule.f; selective service; 1•eterans affairs. 
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS AND FINANCE 
• Business affairs; federal loans; financial aid. 
DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE R ELATIONS 
• Development program; alumni affairs; public information; public relations. 
DIRECTOR OF EVENING AND SUMMER SESSIONS 
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July 29-30 


















Dec. 11-1 6 
Dec. 17-Jan. 9 
1972: 
Jan. 10 
Jan. I I 
J an. I 3 










Ju ne I 2 
June I 3 
June 14 
July 4 




Faculty and parents convocation, p.m. 
President's Reception, p.m. 
Freshman testing and orientation 
Freshman registration 
Arrival of upperclassmen 
Registration of upperclassmen 
Classes begin, 8:00 a.m. 
Last day for late registration and course changes 
Labor Day. holiday 
Mass of the Holy Spirit 
Mid>emester examinations 
Senior comprehensive examination results f iled 
with Director of Admissions and Records 
Thanksgiving vacation 
Classes resume, 8:00a.m. 
Final reports, senior comprehensive repeat 
examinations 
Semester examinations 
Christmas and semester vacation 
Second Semester 
Registration for second semester 
Classe, begin. 8:00a.m. 
Last day for late registration and course changes 
Midsemester examinations 
Spring Convocation 
Senior comprehensive examination results filed 
with Director of Admissions and Records 
Easter recess begins after last day class 
Classes resume, 8:00a.m. 





Registration, 8:00 a.m. to 12 :00 noon 
Clas~es begin 
Last day for late registration and course changes 
Independence Day, holiday 
Examinations 











Government of the College 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Very Rev. Louis G. Mattione, S.J., Chairman 
Rev. Harry R . Klocker, S.J., Secretary 
R ev. Fred T. Daly, S.J . 
Rev. David L. Hartenbach, S.J . 
Rev. Edward L. Maginnis, S.J . 
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
Very Rev. Louis G. Mattione, S.J ......... . ................ President 
Rev. Harry R . Klocker, S.J ....................... Dean of the College 
Rev. Robert F . Houlihan, S.J . . ................. .. .. Dean of Students 
Eugene A. Donohoue ................ Director of Business and Finance 
Andrew J . Martelon .................... Director of College R elations 
Rev. William E. Olszewski, S.J ............ . Director of Religious A ffairs 
PRESIDENrS COUNCIL 
John F . Sweeney, Chairman 
William T. Blackburn 
Max G. Brooks 
Edward Hirschfeld 
Martin C. Kelly 
Roger D. Knight, Jr. 
Frank B. McGlone, M.D. 
Stephen L. R. McNichols 
John R. Moran 
Robert T. Person 
J. Kernan Weckbaugh 
ADMINISTRATORS 
John V. Coyne . . ..................... Director of Counseling Services 
Philip R. Flanigan ................ Director of A dmissions and Records 
Philip E. Gauthier ....... . ............ Director of Public Information 
Clarence H . Kellogg ........................... Director of Athletics 
Miss Mary Constance Keough . .......... . . A ssociate Dean of Students 
William R. Matt. ............. . . . Acting Director of A lumni Relations 
Dennis North ..... . .......... . .................... .. . Librarian 
R aymond G. Regner . . ................... . . .. ... Business Manager 
George Williams . . ........ Director of the Evening and Summer Sessions 
Government of the College j§ 5 

Faculty 
VICKI L. ARIANO, A.B., M.A. 
Reference Librarian, Instructor 
A .B., M .A., University of Denver. Instructor, 1968-. 
BERNADETTE I. BAUMAN, B.S., M.S. 
Lecturer in Sociology 
B.S. , Loretto Heights College; M.S., Saint Louis Univer~ity. Lecturer in Soci-
ology, 1969-. 
GEORGE ERIC BECHTOL T, A.B., M.A. 
A ssociate Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., Wittenberg College; M.A., Ohio State University. Instructor in Spanish, 
German, and Economics, 1945-50; Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, 
1951-56; Associate Professor of Modern Languages, 1957-. 
LOUIS A. BLOOMER, S.J., A.B., M.A., M.A. 
Professor of Speech 
A.B., M.A. , Saint Louis University; M.A., The Creighton University. Associate 
Professor of English, 1943-54; Professor of English, 1955-61; Professor of 
Speech, 1962-. 
RICHARD F. BOCKLAGE, S.J., A.B., M.A., S.T.B. 
A ssistant Professor of English 
A.B., M.A., Loyola University, Chicago; S.T.B., Saint Louis University; In-
structor in English, 1957-62; Assistant Professor of English, 1963-. 
CHRISTIAN L. BONNET, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L. 
Professor of Philosophy 
A .B., Saint Mary's College; M.A. , S.T.L., Saint Louis University; Ph.L. , Gre-
gorian University, Rome. Instructor in Philosophy, 1946; Assistant Professor of 
Philosophy, 1947-50; Associate Professor of Philosophy, 195 1-68; Professor of 
Philosophy, 1969-. 
MAGNUS V. BRAUNAGEL, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Physics 
B.S.E.E., B.S.-Sci. Lit. Arts, University of North Dakota; M.S.E.E., University 
of Notre Dame; Ph.D. Engineering, Purdue University : Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics and Physics, 1963-64; Assistant Professor of Physics, 1965-68; 
Associate Professor of Physics 1969-. 
RONALD S. BROCKWAY, A.B., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of History 
A.B., Georgetown University; M.A. University of Colorado; Ph.D., Candidate, 
University of Colorado. Instructor in History, 1965-67; Assistant Professor of 
History, 1968-. 
NORRIS F. BUSH, B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Education 
B.S., Central Missouri State College; M.A .. University of Denver. Assistant 
Professor of Education, I 969-. 
Faculty j§1 
-------~ 
THOMAS J. CASEY, S.J., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L. 
A ssociate Professor of Sociology 
A.B. , M.A .. Ph.L., S.T.L., Saint Louis University. Instructor in Sociology, 
1960-62; Assistant Professor of Sociology, 1963-67; Associate Professor of 
Sociology, 1968-. 
VERONICA EDWINA CASEY, A.B., M.A. 
Professor Emeritus of Education 
A.B., University of Denver; M.A., University of Southern California. Assistant 
Professor of Education, 1963-69; Professor Emeritus of Education, 1969-. 
CARMEN A. CASIS, A.B., M.A. 
Instructor in English 
A.B., Mount Union College; M.A., University of Southern California. Instruc-
tor in English, 1967-. 
J. MICHAEL CONNER, B.S., Ph.D. 
A ssistant Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., Millsaps College; Ph.D., University of Wyoming. Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry, 1967-. 
JOHN V. COYNE, A.B., M.B.A. 
Director of Counseling Services 
Professor of Business Administration 
A.B., Universi ty of Notre Dame; M.B.A., Stanford University. Instructor in 
Business Administration , 1946-48; Assistant Professor, 1949-51 ; Associate 
Professor, 1952-58; Professor of Business Administration, 1959-. 
CLY DE CURRIE, B.S. , M.S., Ph.D. 
A ssistant Professor of Biology 
B.S., Lane College; M.S., Ph.D., University of Colorado. Assistant Professor 
of Biology, 1966-. 
FREDERICK T. DALY, S.J., B.S., M.S., Ph.L., S.T.L. 
Professor of Mathematics 
B.S .. M.S., Ph.L., S.T.L. , Saint Louis University. Assistant Professor of Mathe-
matics, 1953-56; Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1957-65; Professor of 
Mathematics, 1966-. 
T IMOTHY P. DONOVAN, B.S. , M.A. 
A ssistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Regis College; M.A., University of Oklahoma. Instructor in Mathematics, 
1967-68; Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1969-. 
CHARLOTTE P. DONSKY, Bacc., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of French 
Certf. de Licence, Sorbonne, University of Paris; M.A., University of Colorado; 
Ph.D., Candidate, University of Colorado. Instructor in French, 1965-67; 
Assistant Professor of French, 1968-. 
JOSEPH V. DOWNEY, S.J., A.B., M.A., M.S., S.T.L. 
Professor of Physics 
8 j§ Faculty 
A.B., Xavier University; M.A., M.S., S.T.L., Saint Louis University. Instructor 
in Physics, 1942-50; As istant Professor of Physics, 1951-55; Associate Pro-













JA AY Y. DOW lNG, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
A .\Sil·twll Profe.\.\or of English 
B.A .. 1\I.A .. Southern 1\lethodi\ t Univer\ity; Ph .D .. Univer;ity of Wa~hington. 
A~\i\tant Profe"or of Engli,h, 1969-. 
FRA K M. FAR! A, B.S., B.A., M.S.B.A. 
Instructor in Economics 
B.S .. B.A .. Colorado State Univer'>i ty: M.S.B.A., Univer,ity of Denver. In,truc-
tor in Economics. 1969-. 
PHILIP D. FARLEY, B.S., M.A. 
Jn.1tructor in Mathematics 
B.S., Regis College; M.A .. Colorado State College. Instructor in Mathematics. 
1969-. 
LICE O 'S. FEHRE BACH, B.A., M.A.. Ph .D. 
J>rofe\sor of P.-,ychology 
A.B .. Barnhard College. Columbia Univer .. it} : M.A., Ph .D .. Univer\ity of Den-
ver. Profe,,or of P~}chology. 1968-. 
EDWARD F. FLAHERTY, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.B. 
/ 11.1tructor in Theolot.:Y 
A.B .. Rod.hur\ t College: M.A .. Univer,ity o f San Francisco; Ph.L.. Sa int Loui '> 
Univer~ity: S.T.B., Saint i\lary\ College. Jn.,tructor in Theolog}, 1968-. 
JOH P. FLEMING, B.S., M.E. 
A .11i.1tW1t Projes5or of Phy.1ical Education 
B.S., M.E .. Univer.,ity of Idaho. (n<,tructor in Phy~ical Education. 1966·6R: 
A\'oistant Professor of Phy\ical Education. 1969-. 
JOH L. FLOOD. B.S., M.S. 
A nis/{11/t Profes.\llr of Bu.1iness Admini.1tration 
B.S .. Univer\ity of Denver ; M.S .. Univer•ity of Oregon. Instructor in Busine'>' 
Atlmini\tration. 1966-67; A\sbtant Profe<,<,Or of Bu, ines\ Admini~tration. 1968·. 
RICHARD J . FORTI . S.J.. A.B., M.S. 
A uiswnt to the Dean of Swdents 
/n1tructor in P.1ychology 
A .B., t.S .. Saint Loui~ Univcr.,ity. l n'>tructor in p,ychology, 1969-. 
DEN IS J. GALLAGHER, A.B. , M.A. 
A 1 1i.1ta111 Profe.\.\01' of Speech 
A .B .. Regi;. College: I.A .. The Catholic Unhcr .. ity of America. Instructor in 
Speech. 1967-68; A~>i.,tant Profc<,sor of Speech. 1969-. 
JAMES F. GILSI A , JR. , B.S. , M.A. 
I 11.\1 me tor in Sociology 
B.S., M .A .. Loyola Univen.ity o f Chicago. In.,tructor in Sociology. 1969-. 
JOHN L. GR IESS, A.B., M.A. 
A s.1i.1tant Profes.\Or of Speech and Drama 
A . B .. Univer.,ity of Denver ; M.A .. BO\\ ling Green State Univer.,ity. As.,i;.tant 
Profe.,,or of Speech and Drama. 1966·. 
Faculty j§9 
RALPH A. GROSSWILER, B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
B.S., Texas University; M.A., University of Missouri. Assistant Professor of 
Economics, 1967-. 
MARTIN T. HATCHER, B.S., M.S. 
A ssistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Naval Science, U.S. Naval Academy; M.S., Purdue University. Instructor 
in Mathematics, 1962-63; Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1964-. 
JAMES 0 . HIX, B.S., M.B.A., C.P.A. 
Instructor in Accounting 
B.S., M .B.A., University of Denver; C.P.A. Instructor in Accounting, 1967-. 
HARRY E. HOEWISCHER, S.J., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.B. 
A ssociate Professor of Psychology 
A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.B., Saint Louis Universit y. Dean of Students, 1959-60; 
Instructor in Education, 1959-61; Dean of the College, 1960-64; Assistant 
Professor of Education and Psychology, 1962-64; Assistant Professor of Psy-
chology, 1965-68; Associate Professor of Psychology, 1969-. 
ROBERT F. HOULIHAN, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.B. 
Dean of Students 
A.B., M .A., Ph.L., S.T .B., Saint Louis Univer~ity. Dean of the College, 1944-
66; Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1964 ; Dean of Students, 1966-. 
BERNARD S. KARST, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.L. 
A ssociate Pro fessor of Classical Languages 
A .B., M.A., Ph.L., Saint Louis University. Principal, Regis High School, 1933-
44; Assistant Professor of Education, Regis College, 1945-54; Dean of Students, 
196 1-62; Associate Professor of Classical Languages, 1955-. 
CLARENCE H. KELLOGG, A.B. , M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
A.B., Saint Ma ry's College, California ; M.A., University of Southern Cali-
forn ia. Assistant Profe>sor of Physical Education, 1966-. 
MARY CONSTANCE KEOUGH, A.B., M.S. 
A ssociate Dean of Students 
A.B., M.S., The Creighton University. Associate Dean of Students, 1968-. 
HARRY R. KLOCKER, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.L. , S.T.L., Ph.D. 
Dean of the College 
Professor of Philosophy 
A.B., M.A., Ph.L. , S.T.L., Saint Louis University ; Ph.D., Gregorian University, 
Rome. Instructor in Philosophy, 1955-57; As~istant Professor of Philosophy, 
1958-62; Associate Professor of Phi losophy, 1963-65; Profe,sor of Philo~ophy, 
1966·; Dean of the College, 1966-. 
LORETTA R. KONECK£, A.B., M.A.T. 
Instructor in Education 
10 j§Facu/ty 
A.B., Albion College; M .A.T ., University of Chicago; Ph.D., Candidate, Uni-

















RUBY L. KOSCHENE, B.A., M.A. 
Instructor in Psychology 
B.A., M.A., University of Colorado; Ph.D., Candidate, Colorado State Uni-
versity. Instructor in Psychology, 1969-. 
ROBERT J. LACEY, A.B., M.A., C.P.A. 
A ssociate Professor of Accounting 
A .B., Rockhurst College; M.A., University of Kansas; C.P.A., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Accounting, 1962-68; Associate Professor of Accounting, 1969-. 
WILLIAM S. LEVINGS, E.M., M.S. , D.Sc. 
Professor of Geology 
E.M., M.S., D.Sc., Colorado School of Mines. Professor of Geology, 1957-. 
PETER J. McLAUGHLIN, B.A., M.A. 
Lecturer in Theology 
B.A., Regis College; M.A., University of Denver. Lecturer in Theology, 1969-. 
BERNARD J . McMAHON, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 
Lecturer in Philosophy 
A.B., M.A .. Gonzaga University; Ph.D .. Gregorian University, Rome. Lecturer 
in Philosophy, 1966-. 
WILLIAM H. MACKINTOSH, A.B., Th.B., M.A., B.D., D.Phil. (Oxon.) 
A ssistant Professor of Philosophy 
A.B .. Th.B .. Eastern College; M.A., Pennsylvania University; B.D ., Yale Uni-
versity; D.Phil., Oxford University. Lecturer in Philosophy a nd Theology, 1967; 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy, 1968-. 
EDWARD L. MAG INN IS, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L., S.T.D. 
Associate Professor of Theology 
A.B .. M.A .. Ph.L., S.T.L., Saint Louis University; S.T.D., l nstitut Catholique 
de Paris. Instructor in Theology, 1958-60; Assistant Professor of Theology, 
1961 -65; Associate Professor of Theology, 1966-. 
FRANCIS J . MALECEK, S.J., A.B .. M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L., S.T.D. , Ph.D. 
A ssociate Professor of Philosophy 
A.B., M.A., Ph.L. . S.T .L.. Saint Louis University; Ph.D .. Gregorian University, 
Rome. Dean of Students, 1952-59; AssiMant Professor of Philosophy, 1952-66; 
As\OCiate Professor of Philosophy, 1967-. 
HAROLD L. MANSFIELD, B.S., M.A. 
A ssistant Profes.w r of Psychology 
B.S .. Colorado State University; M.A., University of Denver; Ph.D., Candidate. 
Univer~ity of Denver; ln,tructor in Psychology. 1967-68; Assistant Professor 
of P•ycho logy. 1969-. 
WILLIAM T. MILLER, S.J ., A.B., B.S .. Ph.L., S.T.L., Ph.D. 
Associate Profes.wr of Chemistry 
A.B., B.S .. Ph.L. , S.T .L. Saint Louis University; Ph.D., University of Cali-
fornia. Instructor in Chemistry , 196 1; Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1962-
65; Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1966-. 
Faculty jj 11 
KAY M. MIRICH, B.A., M.A. 
Instructor in Speech 
B.S., Idaho State University ; M .A., Colorado State College. Instructor in 
Speech, 1969-. 
FRANCIS J. MORIARTY, S.J., A.B., M.A. 
A ssociate Professor of Philosophy 
A.B., M.A., Saint Louis University. Associate Professor of Philosophy, 1966-. 
DONALD J . MURPHY, S.J. , A.B., M.A. 
Guest Lecturer in Theology 
A.B., M.A., Saint Louis University; S.T.L., Saint Mary's College. Instructor in 
Theology, 1969-. 
ROBERT L. MURPHY, S.J., A.B., M.A., S.T.B. 
A ssistant Professor of Economics 
A.B., Rockhurst College; M.A., S.T.B., Saint Louis University. Instructor in 
Economics, 196 1-64; Assistant Professor of Economics, 1965-. 
G. HOWARD NIELSEN, B.S., M.A. , Ph.D. 
A ssistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., South Dakota State University; M.A., Ph.D., University of Colorado. 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1969. 
DENNIS D. NORTH, B.Mus., M.A. 
Head Librarian, A ssistant Professor 
B.Mus., Michigan State University ; M .A., University of Denver. A~si tant Pro-
fessor, 1969-. 
WILLIAM E. OLSZEWSKI, S.J. , A.B., M.A., S.T.B. 
Director of Religious Affairs 
Instructor in Education 
A.B., M.A. , S.T.B., Saint Louis University. Instructor in Educat ion, Director 
of Religious Affairs, 1968-. 
ROBERT 1. O'SULLIVAN, S.J., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L. 
A ssociate Professor of English 
A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L, Saint Louis University. Associate Professor of Eng-
lish, 1967-. 
FRANCIS J . OZOG, B.S., Ph.D. 
Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., University of Detroit; Ph.D., Northwestern University. Instructor in 
Chemistry, 1950-53; Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1954-56; Associate 
Professor of Chemistry, 1957-62; Professor of ChemiMry, 1963-. 
JOSEPH V. PIGNATIELLO, B.S. 
Instructor in Physical Education 
12 j§ Faculty 












GARY L. RANCK, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
B.S .. M.S., Ph.D .. University of Utah. As~istant Professor of Biology, 1968-. 
KARLEEN G. REDLE, A.B ., A.M., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of English 
A.B., Washington University; A.M., Indiana University; Ph.D., Northwestern 
University. Lecturer in English, 1968-69; Assistant Professor of English. 1969-. 
DONALD L. SALMON, A.B., M.A. 
A ssistant Professor of History and Political Science 
A.B., D akota Wesleyan University; M.A., University of Denver; Ph.D., Candi-
date, University of Denver. Instructor in History and Political Science, 1965-66; 
Assistant Professor of History and Political Science, 1967-. 
KENNETH C. SEIDENSTRICKER. B.S., M.A. 
Associate Profeswr of Economics 
B.S., M.A., Marquelle University. Instructor in Economics, 1960-61. Assistant 
Profes~or of Economics, 1962-68; Associate Professor of Economics, 1969-. 
DONALD G. SI SABAUGH, B.B.A., M.A., C.P.A. 
Instructor in Accounting 
B.B.A., General Motors Institute; M.A .. Michigan State University. C.P.A. 
Instructor in Accounting, 1969-. 
PAUL M. SLOAN, A.B., M.A. 
Instructor in Sociology 
A.B .. Bethel College; M.A. , University of Minnesota. Instructor in Sociology, 
1969-. 
RUDY W. SPORCICH, A.B. , M.A., M.A. 
A s.wciate Professor of Business Administration 
A.B .. M.A., Western State College; M.A., Columbia University, Inst ructor in 
Accounting. 1957-58; Assistant Professor of Business Adminbtration, 1959-63; 
Associate Professor of Business Administration, 1964-. 
HAROLD L. STANSELL, S.J ., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L., Ph.D. 
Professor of History 
A.B., M.A .. Ph.L. , S.T.L., Ph.D .. Saint Louis University. Instructor in History. 
1946-50; Assistant Professor, 1951-53; Associate Professor of History, 1954-66; 
Professor of History, 1967-. 
THOMAS J. STEELE, S.J. , A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of English 
A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L., Saint Louis University; Ph.D. , University of New 
Mexico. A\sistant Professor of English, 1968-. 
KATHLEEN STREPMANIS, B.S., M.A. 
Catalog Librarian, Instructor 
B.S., San Jose State College; M.A., University of Denver. Instructor, 1967-. 
Faculty j§ 13 
MOST REV. BERNARD J. SULLIVAN, S.J., A.B., M.A., LL.D., D.D. 
Professor Emeritus of Theology 
A.B., M.A., Saint Louis University; LL.D., Regis College; D .O ., former Bishop 
of Patna, India. Instructor in English, Regis College, 1914-19; Professor of 
Theology, 1952-60; Professor Emeritus of Theology, 1961-. 
HARRY L. TAYLOR, B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
B.S., Northeast Missouri State College; M.A., University of Colorado. Instruc-
tor in Biology, 1965-66; Assistant Professor of Biology, 1967-. 
JOHN P. TEELING, S.J., A.B., M.A., Ph.L., S.T.L., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of English 
A.B., Ph.L., S.T.L., Saint Louis University; M.A., Marquette University; Ph.D. , 
University of North Carolina. Instructor in English, 1956, 1962-63; Assistant 
Professor of English, 1964-66; Visiting Professor, University of Baghdad, 
1966-68; Associate Professor of English, 1969-. 
ALCIDE TREMBLAY, B.A. , M.A. 
Instructor in Modern Languages 
B.A., M.A., Universidad Interamericana, Saltillo, Mexico; Diplomas, Univer-
sity of Paris, University of Madrid. Instructor in Modern Languages, 1969-. 
DONNELL VAN de VOORT, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of English 
A.B., Birmingham-Southern College; M.A., Ph.D., Vanderbilt University. 
Assistant Professor of English, 1965-. 
JULIO VARGAS, B.S.Ed. 
Assistant Professor of Spanish 
B.S.Ed., Granada University. Highest Berlitz Directorship. Instructor in 
Spanish, 1968-69; Assistant Professor of Spanish, 1969-. 
ELFR1EDE V. von GLINSKI, A.B., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of German 
A.B., Technische Lehranstalt, Berlin; M.A., University of Colorado. Lecturer 
in German, 1965; Instructor in German, 1966-67; Assistant Professor of Ger-
man, 1968-. 
SAM WALDMAN, A.B., M.A. 
Associate Professor of Education 
A.B., M.A., University of Denver. Associate Professor of Education, 1968-. 
CHARLES D. WELLER, A.B., M.S. 
Assistant Professor of Sociology 
14 j§ Faculty 
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.. ITS ORIGIN AND ITS GROWTH 
The historical, philosophical, and cultural roots of Regis College reach 
back to the middle of the sixteenth century to the vision of the founder of 
the Jesuit Order, Sa int Ignatius Loyola. Among the principal functions 
envisio ned for his order, Loyola placed the task of education. Immediately 
upon its appro batio n by papal decree, the order began to fo rge what has 
since become o ne o f the world 's truly impressive records in the field of 
higher educatio n. Colleges and universities sprang up under Jesuit direc-
tion in many countries. Jesuits became noted fo r achievements in many 
fie lds, including the exploration and mapping o f the continental U nited 
Sta tes. Such men as F ather Jacques Marquette and F ather Isaac Jogues 
give abundant testimo ny to the accuracy o f historian George Bancroft 's 
sta tement tha t, "Not a cape was turned, not a river entered but a Jesuit led 
the way." In th is region Fa ther Peter DeSmet trekked thousands of miles 
across the plains and high country in his missio nary work with the Indians 
of the area. 
While these men charted the wilderness, their comrades were beginning 
the fo undations of what has developed into an ex tensive educatio nal system 
in the U nited States. In 1789 the first Jesuit college was fo unded in 
America, Georgetown U niversity in Washingto n, D.C. Today there are 
twenty-e ight Jesuit colleges and universities in this country. 
Regis Beginnings 
Regis College t races its on gtn to the New Mexico Territory and to the 
tiny village o f Las Vegas where, in ovcmbcr, 1877, a group of Jesuits 
fro m the Italian Jesuit Province of aples o pened Las Vegas College. The 
o riginal college building was the residence of Don Francisco Lopez, and 
classes were held there until the completion of a new college in 1878. 
The drea m of these early Jesuits of a la rge and prospero us college did 
not materialize. Small enrollments plagued its administrators with financial 
worries a nd prevented tl.e development of a complete curriculum . But the 
combi ned ta lents of two men, Bishop Joseph Machebeuf of the Diocese 
o f Denver and Father Dominic Pantanella, S.J ., helped to relocate the 
college. Bishop Machebeuf purchased property of a former hotel in 
Morrison. twenty miles southwest o f Denver, turned it over to Father 
Pantanella as a site fo r a new Jesuit college, and in September, 1884, the 
College o f the Sacred Heart was opened there. 
It soon became clear tha t Morrison, remote from Denver and access ible 
only by poor roads, did not provide the necessary po tential for a growing 
college, and Father Pantanclla began to look fo r a mo re satisfactory loca-
tion. Bishop Machebcuf was instrumental in securing a forty-acre plot of 
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land, north of the city of Denver, the present site of the college. There, in 
September, J 888, the new Sacred Heart College, combining faculty and 
students from both Las Vegas and Morrison, was opened. The fo llowing 
year the Colorado legislature empowered the college to grant degrees, and 
the first graduation exercises were held in June, 1890. 
The Early Years 
During the first thirty-two years of its existence, the college formed a 
part of the missionary activities of the Colorado-New Mexico mission under 
the government of the Naples Province of the Society of Jesus. During 
those years there were few physical changes, fewer academic changes, but 
a slow but steady growth in student enrollment. The college survived the 
financial panic of the early 1890's and the drain on enrollment caused by 
World War I. In August, 19 19, th is mission era came to an end when the IL 
school was placed under the jurisd iction of the Missouri Province of the 
Society of Jesus. 
The Middle Years 
The next decade was a time of gradu al growth and no table curriculum 
expansion. In 192 1, the name of the college was changed to Regis College 
in honor of the Jesuit sa int, John Francis Regis, an eighteenth century 
missionary in the mountains of southern France. The high school and 
college programs, which had once fo rmed a continuous progression through 
seven years of study, the classical trivium and quadrivium plan, were 
reorganized along the four-year high school - four-year college pattern. 
The college and high school were separated bo th academically and 
administratively. Carroll Hall , erected in 1923, became the first major 
addition to the college physical plant. It was the first in an elaborate 
framework of development. 
The expansion program necessarily involved the college in what was, 
for those years, a heavy debt. With the coming of the depression and the 
impact of World War 11 , strict financial management was required to keep 
the institution's doors open, but at the end of the war, Regis was ready to 
receive the returning servicemen. This began the phenomenal rise in 
enrollment. 
The Modern Regis 
The college has experienced remarkable growth since the early fift ies. 
Gains have been registered in all phases of its operation. Student enroll-
ment and the number of faculty and staff ha\e doubled. Seven major 
buildings have been constructed and other campus physical improvements 
made representing an investment of over six million dolla rs. The annual 
budget has increased over I 00 % and the total asse ts of the college have 
increased over 300% . The status of the college was changed from a men's 
coiJege to a co-educational institution effective September I, 1968. 








Regis College welcomes qualified students without regard to race, color, 
c reed and national origin . The college endeavors to s timula te the student's 
desire fo r knowledge and to ass ist the s tudent to develop habits of con-
structive c ritical thought in a changing and complex universe. Opera ting 
in the light of present scientific and cultura l insights, as well as in the 
Judeo-Christian and other constructive traditions, Regis College attempts 
to produce leaders in our civilization. 
The Curriculum 
Regis College as an educationa l institution is an operating unit stn vmg 
to lead its students to a grasp of the reality of which they are a part. Just 
as the educated individua l should possess a cohe rent and unified view of 
himself and his world, so. too, a college faculty should have a coherent and 
unified grasp of what it , as a professional gro up. is aiming at in its pro-
fessional act ivity. It is not enough simply to be proficient in one's chosen 
field. What is at s take he re is whether or not a faculty has a genuine 
philosophy of education and an insight into its goals and purposes. The 
question always is: What is at least basica lly required to produce the 
inc ipient libera lly educated man? 
In the second place, once the question is so put, the answer has to 
be based on a philosophy of man and the kind of process best suited to 
perfect him inte llectually and to provide him with an insight into values 
that can be li ved and made operat ive in his daily life. Regis is trying to 
educate a human be ing in re la tion to the world a ro und him and to ex pose 
him to the truths discovered about that world , a bout himself, and about a 
reality that transcends both. Only in this way can we hope to point the 
student intelligently toward the future . 
Now the reality which surrou nds us is very complex. So is the human 
being who attempts to acquire insights in to it and express them meaning-
fully. Histo rically vario us methodologies have been developed to enable a 
man to come to some grasp o f real ity and to express it as best he can. 
These methodologies can be reduced to four, each serving in its own way 
to achieve its own proper grasp and expressio n of truth. T he reason for 
reduc ing the number to fo ur is that methods of operatio n a re dist inguished 
by the subject mat ter with which they deal and the purpose in view. What 
these a re will become clear from what the various a reas of study say about 
themselves. 
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The Humanit ies 
Science 
" .. provides courses of instruction intended primarily for 
the cultural development of the student through contact with 
the culture of the past and present." 
The purpose here is to acquaint the student with man's artistic expression 
of his sensible and intellectual expe rience of reality, to provide a truly 
human insight into whatever has motivated man to be more or less than 
human. The subject matter is the reo/ as humanly experienced and as 
artistically expressed. 
"Natural Science deals with the operations of nature as they 
are experienced with a view to understanding the principles 
which govern such operations." 
"Mathematics is a discipline which studies abstract con-
structs derived from quantitative relationships." 
"The Social Sciences ... a rc concerned with man in his past 
and present environment." 
The purpose of scientific inquiry is an intellectualized expression of the 
relationships observable in nature (in the case of natural science), or of 
the relationships obtaining between mathematical constructs, or of the 
relationships between man and his environment. 
The subject matter is either nature or man as this can be observed, 
measured, and expressed in exact and sometimes verifiable propositions. 
Philosophy 
'' Philosophy deals with man's ex perience of the world and 
himself with a view to understanding the ultimate principles. 
both intrinsic and extrinsic, which make man and his experi-
ence possible." 
The purpose, then, of philosophical inquiry is to understand man and his 
world in relation to those questions which arc of ultimate concern to 
man: The source of all rea lity, the reason for his own exi tcnce, and the 
possibility of a Supreme Reality. 
The subject matter is sensible being in so far as this can lead to a 
knowledge of the principles which govern it and to a further although 
limited knowledge of a reality which cannot be humanly experienced. 
Theology 
The study of theology " introduces the student to the truths 
of the Christian revelation considered as principles of the 
science of theology.'· 
Hence, the subject matter of theologica l investigation is truth as revealed . 
Its method is to apply human understanding and insight to such truth in 
order to arrive at properly theological conclusions. 
















The vario us approaches to reality briefly described above arc really 
different one from another. Each enables a human being to understand a 
litt le be tte r the complex real in which he must achieve as perfectly as 
possible his humanity. An institution, then, which professes to give its 
students a liberal educatio n must see to it tha t these students are introduced 
in some depth to the disciplines which will give them an incipient under-
standing o f themselves and their world . It may and will do other things. 
It can and does, fo r example, provide the student with the technical and 
professio nal knowledge to achieve a bet ter material mode of living. ft can 
and does prepare him for success in graduate wor k. It can complement with 
ext ra courses one or mo re of the basic areas o f study. It can and does hold 
up to him the value of a mo ral code and re ligious prac tice. Bu t all these 
are secondary in rela tio n to the primary purpose of provid ing some insight 
in depth into those tru ths which it is good for a human being to know simply 
because he is human. 
The College Today 
Accreditations and Affiliations 
Regis College is accredited by the North Cent ral Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools and holds membership in the Association o f 
American Colleges, Associa tio n of University Evening Colleges, American 
Council on Education, Nat ional Catholic Educat ion Association, Jesui t 
Educational Association, American Associa tio n of Colleges for Teacher 
Education, the Associa ted Colleges of Colorado, the Colorado Associa tion 
of Independent Colleges and Universities, and the Natio nal Associa tion 
o f College and U niversity Summer Sessio ns. 
The college is approved by the Colorado Sta te Department of Educa-
tio n fo r preparing students for State Teachers Certificates o n the elemen-
tary and secondary level. 
T hese accredita tio ns assure a student of complete professional recog-
nition of the degree he receives fro m Regis and of its acceptabili ty when 
applying for admission to graduate schools. 
In addition to the above affiliations, the college is represented in 
numerous pro fessio nal and academic societies through the individual 
memberships held by members of the faculty. 
Location 
Regis is located in Denver, the Rocky Mountain West's largest and most 
rapidly developing metro politan center. The area po pulation is over one 
millio n persons as the city attracts more business and industry. Denver, 
the center for much o f the fin ancial, industria l, professional, and cultural 
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activity of the region. is served by a network of rail, air, and highway 
routes which makes it easily accessible from any part of the nation. 
The Campus 
The campus, covering approximately thirty acres, is located in a residential 
a rea in the northwest corner of the city. Main Hall, which dates from 1887, 
sta nds as the major landmark of the college. It serves as the residence of 
Jesuit facu lty and contains the administrative offices of the college. 
Field House 
The Regis Field House, completed in 1960, offers a completely modern 
plant for the intramural and intercollegiate a thletic programs. ft includes an 
indoor swimming pool, used both for recreation and for physical education 
classes. 
Residence Halls 
There are three college residence halls: Carroll Hall , which was built in 
1923 and now serves as a residence for women students; O'Connell Hall, 
which was completed in 1957 and houses freshmen; and DeSmet Hall , 
which was completed in 1964 and accommodates male upperclassmen. 
The Center 
The Center, opened in 1957 and substantia lly enlarged in 1963, contains 
the offices of the Dean and Associate Dean of students and the Director 
of Religious Affairs (Chaplain) , the student activity offices, the College 
Bookstore and Campus Shop, and faculty offices. This building a lso offers 
dining facilities for 450, a student lounge, facu lty dining room, snack bar. 
game rooms, meeting rooms, and private dining facilities. 
Classrooms 
Loyola Hall contains most of the classrooms, counsel ing services facilities, 
facu lty and academic administrat ive offices. Other classrooms arc located in 
Carroll Hall , the Library, the Science Hall , and the Field House. 
Science Hall 
The Science Hall, completed in 1966, houses the physics, mathematics, 
biology and chemistry departments. The col lege's well known seismology 
un it is a lso located here. A lecture amphitheatre, used jointly by the science 
departments, is a special feature o f the build ing's design and utility. Each 
depa rtment has its own laboratories, facu lty offices and private facu lty 
research facilities. 













Dayton Memorial Libraray 
The Dayton Memorial Library offers a wide select ion of reference books 
and periodicals for the needs of students and faculty. Completed in 1966 
it has a book capacity of 150,000 volumes and seating for 400 students. 
The Library was designed under a "learning center" concept, incorporating 
on three levels individual study carrels; group study rooms; an independent 
study hall open even when the library proper is closed; an audio-visual 
center; language laborato ry; educational materials center; an exhibits area. 
The collection of books and periodicals is supplemented by the 
resources of libraries in the area, such as the Denver Public Library and 
the o ther college libraries. 
The Regis library is also designated as a depository for United States 
Government documents and, as a member of the Bibliographical Center 
for Research, it can provide access to the resources of the libraries in the 
Rocky Mountain Region. 
The Student Body 
The student body of the college is composed about equa lly of students 
who live on campus a nd those whose homes are in the Denver and 
Colorado areas. Students from all over the United States and from foreign 
countries attend Regis. Coming from a wide geographical area, the men 
and women of Regis can be expected to represent di fferent backgrounds 
and interests. 
Freshman Week 
The entering freshmen are introduced to Regis College during the week 
before classes convene. During this period they have the opportunity 
to meet with a faculty adviser and plan their academic program. 
Freshman Week, however. includes much more than the routine of 
selecting courses. It is the most important week on the freshman academic 
calendar, and attendance is required of all new freshmen. The program 
includes entrance and placement testing, orienta tion to campus life, tours 
of the campus and community, review of and orientation to regulations, 
and study sessions. Special events are planned for the women students. 
In addition, there are special lectures designed to furnish new students 
with some idea of the academic standa rds they wi ll be ex pected to attain. 
Valuable instruction is given also on the budgeting of time and the 
mecha nics of study itself. 
College Life 
College life naturally cente rs about the classrooms, library, and labora-
tories. But despite the demands which academic requirements make on 
the students, they are a ble to participate in a wide range of out-of-class 
activities . 
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Numerous organizations on ca mpus encourage interest in such areas 
as literature, philosophy, science, and business, and they provide the 
student with opportunities for lectures and intelligent discussions in those 
fie lds. 
Practical experience in reporting and creative writing may be acquired 
by participation in the various campus publications. Other organizations 
have athletic, service, or spiritual objectives. 
Each group has a facu lty adviser to assist members in their varied 
activities. 
The year on campus is enlivened by plays, lectures, athletic events, 
concerts and other programs. In addition, parties, dances, mountain trips, 
ski trips, and other activities assure every member of the student body as 
full a social calendar as he desires. 
But the obligations of Regis College extend past the basic requirements 
for the academic and social well-being of the students. Through the 
Counseling Services, the student is assured of a competent and sympathet ic 
hearing for personal, academic, and spiritual problems. 
Counseling Services 
The offices of the Counseling Services arc located in Loyola Hall. Three 
faculty members are avai lable to provide recommendation to professional 
guidance sources for students. The Services also direct all testi ng on 
campus. 
Spiritual Life 
Regis College is a Catholic institution , and as such is concerned about 
the full growth in Christian understanding and living of its students. 
Daily Masses arc offered and all students, faculty and staff arc invited to 
attend and participate. A full-time Chaplain is responsible for offering 
each student a religious program of some varie ty. Included in thi s program 
arc ret reats. weekends of renewal. discussion evenings on a reas of Christian 
living, spiritual counseling. participation in on-campus and off-campus 
apostolic work, etc. Each .\tudC'IIt is advised to take part in one or more 
of these offerings in the course of each year at Regis. T he Chaplain may 
be contacted for necessary detai ls. 
Student Life Committee 
The Committee on Student Life considers problems which concern the 
welfare of the student body and makes recommendations in cases involving 
disciplinary violat ions. ~ 
Student Health Service 
The objective of the health service is to provide adequate ly for the health 
needs of the full-t ime student. 








Each new student is required to undergo a physical examina t ion before 
entrance. The physician records the results of the examina tion on the 
R egis College Health Form which is then returned to the college. This 
report is retained in the student dispensary for reference and any illness 
or treatment of the student is recorded on it. Should a student arrive on 
campus without having had a physical examination, he or she will be 
requested to report to the Student Health Service and an examination 
wi ll be a rranged at the s tudent's expense. All new students a rc urged 
to have polio vaccinations, influenza and toxoid immunizations, tube rculin 
test, and a recent X-ray examination. 
A registered nurse is on duty e ight hours each class day and a 
physicia n is on campus at specified periods each week. All students a re 
entitled to reasonable visitation of the infirmary including ordina ry medi-
cines and care for minor injuries. Students arc responsible to compensate 
for a ny extraordinary medication , special prescriptions or medical a ttentio n. 
A $20.00 Health Fee is charged each student each semester. 
Health and Accident Insurance 
The college recommends that a ll students be covered by some form of 
hospita l and surgical insurance. There is au tomatic enrollment o f all 
students in a Blue Cross-Blue Shield hospital and surgical program unless 
a waiver has been executed by both student and pa rent. 
Hospital i7ation, dental care, and personal visits to or by a physician 
are the responsibi lity of the s tudent and his or he r parents or guardians. 
Charges fo r such services arc sent directly by the physician, surgeon, or 
hospital to the pa rents or guardian . 
A student under 21 who wishes to be a blood do nor is required to 
have the written permissio n of parents or gua rdian. This permission is 
filed with the health form in the dispensary. 
Every precaution is taken in the co llege science labo ratories to provide 
for the safety and well-being of the students. Adequate instruction 
regarding the hazards involved is given and, when necessary, specia l safety 
equipment is provided. The college assumes no responsibility for accidents. 
Physical Education 
The importance o f physical development is recognized in educational circles 
today. The phys ical education p rogram a t Regis College aims to develop 
physical Fitness and to promote a thletic ski ll s and interests which may be 
o f usc through adult life. This is done thro ugh specialized physical 
educatio n classes, intramural and intercollegiate competitio n. 
/ntramurals 
An intramural program involves over fifty percent of the student body 
in a wide range of sports. In addition to the five athletic fields for 
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outdoor sports, the facilities of the Regis Fieldhouse a rc ava ilable. These 
include three basketball courts, two handball courts, an exerc ise room, 
steam room, and swimming pool. 
Intercollegiate Athletic Program 
T he college a lso plans and encourages a varied p rogram o f intercollegiate 
a thletic participation. Each year competit ive schedu les in basketball, 
baseball , soccer, rugby, skiing, tennis, golf, track, a nd swim ming a re 
ful fi lled by Regis teams, capably coached by members of the a thletic staff. 
T he program is strengthened by usc of the excellent facilities- fie ld house, 
baseba ll field , tennis cou rts, and track. Regis College is a charte r member 
of the recently enla rged 15-mcmbcr Rocky Mounta in Athletic Conference. 















Standards of Conduct 
High standards of good character and personal integrity, both on and off 
campus, arc expected of every Regis College student. Extraordinary 
breaches of discipline render a student subject to censure. More serious 
offenses may result in discipl inary suspension or dismissal. 
) Student Handbook 
T he Regis College Student Handbook, containing detail s of the college 
regulations, is provided each student either during the freshman orientation 





Students a re permitted to bring cars to the college. Every car must be 
registered with the Dean of Students in order to obtain a Regis College 
parking sticker. Detailed regulations governing student usc of automobiles 
will be issued at the time of registration. Ample parking facilities for both 
resident and non-resident students are provided. 
Dining Room 
Every resident student is entitled to twenty meals per week in the college 
dining room in The Center. Three meals are served Monday through 
Satu rday and two on Sundays and holidays; the <.lin ing room is closed 
during periods of vacation exceeding four days. All meals arc carefully 
plannc<.l by a national food service specializing in the operation of college 
din ing facilities. 
Upon payment of the boa rd and room bill in the business office each 
stu<.lcnt receives a card which entitles him to meals. T his card is not 
transferable. All who live on campus must participate in the room and 
boar<.l plan. Those who do not live on campus may ma ke special arrange-
ments to cat in the Center dining room. 
Residence Halls 
Detailed regulations governing student life in the residence halls a rc 
furnished students upon their a rri val at the college. The rules are designed 
to guarantee each student a comfortable, attractive, clean, and qu iet place 
for study and living. 
On-Campus Residence 
In general , unmarried. non-metropolitan-Denver stu<.lcnts reside on campus 
an<.l take their meals in the college dining room. Exception is made for 
veterans and those living with ncar relatives. 
Personal Appearance 
All students a rc ex pected to be decent ly attired on campus. Especially in 
the chapel. the classrooms, the dining room and the library they arc 
expected to be cleanly and presentably dressed. 
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Cocurr icu lar Activities 
Participat ion 
The college sponsors a full program of cocurricular activities, religious, 
intellectual, cultural, and social in scope. This program aims to create a 
stimulating climate in which students can develop physical, mental , and 
moral potential. 
The students' first few months in college arc among the most important 
since it is during this period that they will form the attitudes, habits, and 
living patterns which will guide them through the remainder of their 
collegiate studies. For this reason first semester freshmen are not permitted 
to join any student organization requiring an initiation or extensive 
cocurricular involvement. This allows the freshmen sufficient time to 
concentrate on their academic work and to develop proper study habits 
and attitudes. 
Eligibility for active membership in any cocurrieular organization 
requires full-time student status, the minimum cumulative scholastic 
average, and freedom from any discipl inary action. 
Student activities and organizations are grouped under three general 
classifications: semi-academic, spiritual, and service. 
SEMI-ACADEMIC ORGANIZATIONS 
Alpha Kappa Psi Fraternity 
Gamma Sigma Chapter of Alpha Kappa 
Psi Fraternity was established in the Division 
of Commerce and Finance on April 20, 
1954. It is a national professional fraternity 
with the following objectives: to further the 
individual welfare of its members; to foster 
scientific research in the fields of commerce. 
accounts, and finance; to educate the public 
to appreciate and demand higher ideals 
therein; and to promote and advance, in in-
stitutions of college rank, courses leading to 
degrees in busine s admini tration. 
Alpha Sigma Nu 
A National Jesuit Honor Honor fraternity 
open to junior and senior students. Candi-
dates who have distinguished themselves in 
scholar hip, loyalty and service at the col-
lege are nominated by the members. A speci-
fied number of those nominated are selected 
by the Dean of the College. and must be 
approved by the President of the College, 
who is, ex officio, a member of the fraternity. 
The Biology Club 
The purpose of this organization is to 
promote interest in the biological sciences. 
Membersh ip is limited to students who have 
completed successfu lly two semesters of bi-
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ology. Meetings, which are held monthly, 
include lectures by guest speakers or reviews 
of current research by members. Discussions 
follow. The personnel of tbe Biology Depart-
ment serve as moderators. 
Forensics 
The Regis Debating and Oratorical Society 
offers ~pecial opportunities for development 
in the speech arts. In addition to regular 
practice sessions on campus, intercollegiate 
debates and speech contests are promoted 
during the school year. As a member of the 
Colorado-Wyoming Forensic League, Regis 
is associated in intercoll egiate speech com-
petition with other Colorado colleges and 
with the University of Wyoming. 
The Literary Club 
The Literary Club has bimonthly meet· 
ings for the purpose of holding discussions 
of significant literature. 
The Philosophy Club 
Sponsored by the Philosophy Department, 
the Club provides students the opportunity 
for philosophical research and discussion, 
especially in the area of modern philosophi-










Pi Delta Phi 
The Modern Languages Department spon-
~ors the Gamma Chi Chapter of Pi Delta 
Phi. Societe d 'Honneur Nationale Fran~aise. 
It provides the members with the opportu-
nity for discussion of French literary prob-
lems and trends. Membership is limited to 
\tudents who have completed successfully 
two semesters of advanced French and have 
an overall B average. 
Regisongsters 
The Regisongsters meet to enjoy choral 
\ inging and its members are those who like 
to .. sing for fun." This active group presents 
concerts both on and off campus which have 
been well received by all. 
Regis College Theatre Guild 
The Regi~ College Theatre Guild is a stu-
dent o rganization whose purpose is to pro-
mote interest in theatre on the Regis campus. 
Members participate acti vely in all phases of 
theatrical activity in the productions of the 
Regis College Theatre. The Guild also spon-
sors lectures, discussions, contests, and spe-
cial experimental programs during the school 
year . 
Rho Chi Sigma Fraternity 
Linked by the bonds of brotherhood as 
well as by the fact that most of the mem-
bers are ma)onng in the natural sciences, 
the Brothers of Rho Chi Sigma strive to help 
each other in their scholastic endeavors, as 
well as in their social lives. Realizing their 
responsibility to the <chool and to the com-
munity, the Brothers yearly sponsor several 
events for the enjoyment of the entire Regis 
community, in addition to participating in 
many service projects simply as a helpful 
gesture to the school. but more, to the peo-
ple of Denver. 
Science Society 
The Science Society attempts to stimulate 
interest in the natural sciences. It encourages 
and attempts to prepare students for grad-
uate studies. In its social-mindedness it seeks 
to nurture a genuine concern and interest in 
the Regis community, as well as to develop 
a similar concern for the civic community. 
Student National Education Association 
The Goldrick Chapter, Student ational 
Education Association, a collegiate pre-pro-
fessional organization, is under the direction 
of the Regis College Department of Educa-
tion. Its purpose is to provide future teachers 
with cocurricular experiences and opportu-
nities which will enrich their concepts in 
teacher education. These include seminars, 
school visits, teaching in various institutions. 
and attendance at N .E. A. conventions. 
SPIRITUAL ORGANIZATIONS 
St. John Berchman Society 
The St. John Berchman Society is a ser-
vice organization concerned with assisting the 
performance of the regularly held litu rgies 
and other religious activities and exercises 
of the college. Membership in the organiza-
tion is open to all students interested in as-
sisting the Chaplain with these activities. 
Christian Action 
C hri s tian Action is concerned with 
strengthening the Christian spirit at Regis. 
Interested students plan various activities on 
and off campus, e.g., days and weekends of 
renewal ; work with the poor and deprived 
in the Denver area ; talks and informal dis-
cussions, campus liturgy. Christian Action 
is thus a center for Christian activities of all 
kinds, rather than an organization with com-
plex structures and detailed rules. 
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS 
Student Government 
Governed by a s even-man Executive 
Board, a General Assembly, and a Board 
of Judicial Review in a new Constitutional 
arrangement that utilizes a tripart ite "checks 
and balances" system, the Student Senate of 
Regis College is composed of all full -time 
students. 
The offices of the Executive Board - all 
elective - compose the executive branch of 
student government. These include a Presi-
dent, Vice-President, Secretary, and Treas-
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urer, plus three newly-created offices: the 
Directors of College Relations, Community 
Relations, and Social Affairs. Board mem-
bers serve as presidential advisers and each 
holds a chair on a Student Senate Standing 
Committee. 
The legislative branch consists of the 
General Assembly, the elective student rep-
re•entativc body; its members are each of 
the elected class officers and a repre enta-
tive from each of the Senate-chartered clubs 
and fraternities. Presided over by the Vice-
President of the Board, the General Assem-
bly is empowered to legislate and appro-
priate as it sees fit in matters of student 
concern. 
The newly-created Board of Judicial Re-
view is the judicial branch of the Senate. 
Supervised by a Chief Justice, its responsi-
bilities include interpreting the Senate Con-
stitution and settling parliamentary disputes 
arising therefrom. 
Recent changes in student government, 
includ ing the drafting and ratification of a 
new Const itution and student representation 
on most Faculty-administrative committees, 
insure a bright future for student involve-
ment and commitments of all kinds; indi-
vidual repre~entation has become more com-
plete and administration more efficient and 
responsive to individual needs. 
A full description of the governmental 
structure of the Student Senate is to be found 
in the Student Handbook, published each 
Fall by the Executive Board. 
Karate Club 
The purpose of the organization is to 
stimulate interest in the art of Karate as a 
sport at the college. Instruction sessions are 
held throughout the year. as well as periodic 
opportunities for advancement through test-
ing. Membership is open to faculty members 
as well as to the general tudent body. 
The Regis Brown and Gold 
This news and feature newspaper, pub-
lished during the academic year, serves as 
a n outlet for fiction, poetry, and articles 
written by members of the student body. In 
addition it gives coverage to student, college, 
and administrative affairs. 
The Ranger 
This illustrated yearbook, published in 
May e:~ch year, pictorially records campus 
activities of all kinds. 
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Alpha Delta Gamma Fraternity 
The purposes of Iota Chapter of this na-
tional Catholic fraternity are to unite con-
genial Regis men in a brotherhood of love 
and respect, to develop the highest Chris-
tian ideals of manhood among its members, 
to foster the interests of Regis College among 
the student body, and to support actively 
the functions of other organized Regis 
groups, insofar as these functions are under-
taken for the benefit of the college. 
77 Club 
The purpose of this organization is to de-
velop student body spirit and support at col-
lege athletic events. 
Denver Club 
The Denver Club's principal aim is to 
unite the Denver students for stronger sup-
port of all college activities. A major service 
activity is the welcoming of the freshmen 
when they arrive for the first semester. 
I rish Regis Association 
The I.R.A. is a club for those who are 
Irish by ancestry or Trish in spirit. This ser-
vice organization aims to foster the traditions 
and culture of Ireland. 
Italian Club 
The Regis Italian Club aims to provide 
its members numerous social events and 
aspects of community involvement. Member-
ship is open to all students. The "I" Club 
sponsors various club and campus events. 
R Club 
The R Club is composed of students who 
have distinguished themselves through suc-
ces ful participation in some branch of in-
tercollegiate athletics and who have been 
awarded a college letter for their achieve-
ment. 
Siger Ski Club 
Siger, the largest club on campus, with 
the cooperation of the United States Ski 
Association, offers Regis students instruc-
tions and opportunities in some of the finest 
skiing in the world. The club arranges trans-
portation to such ki areas as Aspen, Vail, 
Winter Park, Loveland and Arapahoe and 











As a priva te, independent college, Regis depends principally for support and 
development upon fees paid for tuition and other collegiate requirements. 
Applicable tuition and fees for 1970-7 1 : 
Tuition: $40.00 per semester hour. 
Fees: per semester -
Student activity, registration, library fees .................... $20.00 
Student health fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 
*Science laboratory fees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 
*Foreign language laboratory fees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 0.00 
* Depending on courses in which a student is enrolled . 
Education cou rse fees: 
Student Assistantship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.00 
Student Teaching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40.00 
Board and Room : $500.00 per semester , plus any applicable taxes. 
Generally speaking this provides double occupancy of a room and 20 
meals per week during the time the college is in session, e.g., vacation 
periods exceeding four days are excluded. 
Books and supplies average between $50.00 and $75.00 per semester, 
depending on the courses selected, and must be paid for at the time of 
purchase in the College Bookstore. 
BASIC STUDENT COSTS PER SEMESTER AT REGIS COLLEGE - 1970-71 
Tuition .. . ............................. $40.00 per semester hou r 
Board and Room ...................................... $500.00 
Books a nd Supplies (estimated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00 
Average Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.00 
Personal expenses, including travel, recreation. dry cleaning, etc., wi ll 
vary with the individual student. 
Financial Information j§ 31 
These arc the basic charges. There are, however, a few additio nal 
non-recurring costs which should a lso be figured into a student's budget. 
A $ 10.00 non-refundable fee is due at the time admission credentials are 
submitted . There is a fee of $20.00 for registratio n on other than a 
regula rly scheduled registration d ay and a $5.00 fee fo r examinations o r 
tests which are taken on a day other than tha t assigned . A charge of 
$2.00 will be made every time a student adds o r drops a course after 
his o r her schedule has been approved and recorded in the Office of 
Admissio ns and Records. 
Registration will not be considered to have been completed until a ll 
financial obliga tions arc paid . Payments for tu ition and campus meals 
and lodging are to be made in person o r by mail before the scheduled 
registra tion d ay. (Sec Student Financial Aid .) 
If a student has an unpaid financia l obligation of any nature due eithe r 
to the college or to funds administe red by the college, he o r she will not be 
a llowed to graduate, to be listed among those receiving a degree or special 
certificate, or to receive a transcript of cred its. The only exception to 
th is policy is made in the case of notes or other types o f indebtedness 
maturing after graduation. 
Advance Down Payment 
In o rder that adequate fin ancia l plans can be made before the openi ng 
o f a semeste r, it is necessary tha t the college have accurate informat ion 
regarding enrollment in that se meste r. Therefo re an advance down 
payment is required of all students, both re turning students and new 
a pplicants, as positive evidence of intentio n to a ttend during tha t semester. 
Every non-resident student intending to enroll in any semester is 
required to make an ad vance payment of $50.00 to reserve academic 
space. For the student Ji.ing on campu , a total payment o f $ 100.00 is 
required in order to reserve academic and living space. T he advance 
payment is required even though scholarship , grants, or loans a rc pending. 
Advance payment is credited toward tuitio n, room, and board after the 
student has actually enrolled. 
Deadlines for advance down payments and for refunds arc June 15, 
for enrollment in the f irst semester, an d December 15, for enrollment in 
the second semeste r. 
Should a student withdraw from the college for sound reason, other 
than d iscipl inary, refund s will be made for tuition and/ or board and 
room, however refunds arc no t prorated so note the schedule which 
fo llows. The procedures for withdrawal, indicated on page 42, must be 
fo llowed, o r refunds will not be granted . 














If a student withdraws before: 
1st Semester 2nd Semester Per Sem. 1/r. Board & Room 
September 6 January 31 $ 35.00 $375.00 
September 20 February 14 $ 25.00 $330.00 
October 4 March I $ 15.00 $285.00 
October 18 March 15 $ 8.00 $250.00 
November I March 29 $150.00 
lf a st udent drops from any or all classes without executing the 
Withdrawal Authori-;,ation Form or moves off campus without proper 
clearance in writing from the Dean of Students, he will au tomatically void 
any refund commitments on the part of the college. Refunds will be made 
after October I for the first semester and after February 15 for the second 
semester. 
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Student Financial Aid 
As parents and students are well aware, education is a costly but vaJuable 
asset. In order that students will come to appreciate the financial sacrifices 
involved in attaining their educational goals, it is advisable for them, 
with the help of their parents, to set up a fiscal budget as a guide in 
defraying the expenses of their education. The average annuaJ costs of 
financing a Regis College education have already been given. The method 
of meeting these costs is naturally a matter of concern to students and 
parents. At the beginning of each semester , in September and January, the 
need arises for meeting the expenses of the semester, approximately $650.00 
being required for tuition and another $500.00 for room and meals. The 
resources for meet ing these expenses a rc primarily those of the parents and 
students. However, there are certain possibilities that merit investigation on 
the part of both students and parents. 
Applications for financial assistance, scho larships, grants, National 
Defense Student Loans, and part-time employment are considered only 
after formal acceptance has been granted by the Admissions Committee. 
Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid 
A college-sponsored program for scholarships and grants makes available 
annually a certain number of scholarships and grants to students qualifying 
fo r this form of financial help. Scholarships arc available specifically for 
minority group students. 
Scholarships are awarded on the basis of academic merit both to 
entering freshmen and students a lready in attendance. Only those students 
who maintain a high scholastic average each semester qualify for a 
scholarship. Grants-in-aid arc awarded on the basis of a satisfactory 
scholastic average and evidence of the need of financial aid. All scholar-
ships and gran ts must be renewed each year. 
Regis College maintains a fund from which most of the scholarships 
and gran ts a rc fin anced. There arc also a small number of partially 
endowed scholarships and loan funds such as the Katherine Gibbons 
Memorial , the Rourke Memorial, the Father Pantanella Memorial, the 
Margaret R. Doyle, R.N. Memorial Award, and the George Tipton Family 
Loan Fund. 
Initial application for financial assistance is made by submitting the 
Parents' Confidential Statement thro ugh the College Scholarship Service. 
The necessary forms can be obtained from your high school counselor or 
directly from the College Scholarship Service, Box 592, Princeton, ew 
Jersey 08540, or Box J 025, Berkeley, Cali fornia 94704. Applications 
for renewal of scholarshi ps or grants a rc made by submitting the R enewal 
Application for Financial Assistance (Form 4 10). This form is obtained 
from and submitted through the Director of Admissions and Records. 
Applications must be received by February I to become operative for 
the following year. 






National Defense Studen t Loan Program 
U nder the National Defense Education Act o f 1958, R egis College is 
enabled to extend loans to students who meet qualifications specified in the 
Act as fo llows: 
I. The student must be enrolled in an eight semester ho ur or more 
program. 
2 . The student must be, in the judgment of the institution, capable 
o f maintaining good standing in his or her chosen courses of study. 
3. The student must be in need of the amo unt o f his or her loan to 
pursue his o r her course of study. Need is determined on the basis 
of the Parents' Confidential Statement submitted through the 
College Scholarship Service. 
Students may borrow in one year a sum not exceeding $ 1,000 and 
during thei r undergraduate ed ucation a sum no t exceeding $5,000. The 
bo rrower must sign a note for his loan, evidencing obligation and 
agreeing to interest and repayment te rms established by the college. The 
law itself establishes certain basic conditions covering student loans, 
including a requirement that repayment o f the loan begin nine months a fter 
the borrower ceases to be a hal f-time student and be completed within 
ten yea rs thereafter. I ntcrcst at the rate of 3 per cent per annum 
commences with the beginning of the repayment period . Borrowers have 
the o ppo rtunity to cancel a ll or part of their loan through a full- time 
teaching program. Further, the borrower's obligation to repay his loan 
is to be cancelled in the event of his death or permanent and total 
disability. 
Higher Education Act 1965 
The Higher Educatio n Act of 1965 makes ava ilable certain financial 
aid to needy students. In general the principal a ids are the Nat ional Defense 
Student Loan Program, Wo rk Study Program, Educational Oppo rtunity 
Grants. 
Work Study Program 
As a part of the Econo mic Oppo rtunity Act th is program provides jobs 
for e ligible students. T o quali fy the applicant must come from a family 
whose total income docs not exceed the amount as defined by the Federal 
G overnment. The Parents' Confidential Statement is required of a ll 
applicants. 
Application 
Application fo rms for, and info rmatio n regarding, government financial 
assistance may be o btained fro m the Director o f Admissions. T he deadline 
fo r submitting applica tions for the following academic year is June I. 
Student Financial Aid j§35 
Loans 
Any excess funds avai lable after this first allocation may be applied for 
by November I for the second semester of the current academic year. 
Successful applicants will be noti fied of their allotment by J unc 15 and 
December 15 , or fifteen days after the college receives notification from 
the government that its allotment is available should this notification be 
received after June 15. 
Loans arc generally availabll.: from banks and agencies in the student's 
home town. The loans are of various types. They may be under the 
Federal Insured Loan Program, under which qualified borrowers may 
repay afte r graduation. Other loans may be available based on the credit 
of the borrower. Students and parents arc urged to discuss with a bank 
or high school counselor loan possibi lities at an early date. 
Commercial lending agencies also specialize in loans for college 
educations. The Business Office at the college has information and 
application blanks for such loans. A program of this type includes insurance 
on the life of the parent, the life of the student, or both, and trust 
administration to insure the student's education in the event of the dea th 
of the parent. The monthly payments required by these plans depend upon 
the size of the loan and the length of the repayment period. 
Based on the annual costs at Regis College. monthly payments covering 
tuition and fees will be approximately $90.00. If additional coverage 
for room and board is des ired, monthly payments will be approx imately 
$1 75.00. 
Student Employment 
Part-t ime job opportunities arc made available by the Dean of Students' 
office when they arc registered by pro pective employers. While the college 
discourages such emplo}ment during the freshman year, it recognizes that 
some students will require additional income sou rces during the year. 
To assist these students as well as seniors sce l-.i ng employment after 
graduation, the college mai ntains a placement office on the campus. 
This office maintains a file of current full- and pa rt-time job opportun ities 
in the a rea. The services of this office arc ava ilable to all Recis Colleuc 
students without charge. ~ ~ 












There arc a number of awards, some with cash stipends, made during 
the year to students who achieve special distinctio n in various academic 
areas. 
Intercollegiate English Prize 
A purse of $100.00 i' offered yearly by 
Mr. D. F. Bremmer of Chicago for excel-
lence in English essay wr iting. The purse i\ 
open to competition among the students o f 
the Je5uit Colleges in the Midwest. 
Intercollegiate Latin Prize 
A cash prize is given each year by the 
Very Reverend Father\ Provincial of the 
Midwest Province, of the Society of Jesu'> 
to the winner o f a Latin contest fo r 5tudenb 
in the colleges of the Midwest Provinces. 
The Campion Physics Award 
The late John F. Campion of Denver 
founded this award for the best es.,ay in 
physics. 
The Fr. Joseph A. Ryan Award for 
Excellence in Commerce and Finance 
Indiv idual awards to sen iors in the De-
partments of Accounting. Bu, iness Admin-
i'>lration and Economic' are given to recog-
nize excellence in each of these areas of 
concentration. 
The Class of 1929 Biology Award 
The member~ of the graduating clas'> of 
1929 founded this award for the out;.tand-
ing studen t in biology. 
The A. W. Forstall Award 
Friend5 of the late Father A. W . Forstall , 
S.J.. e-,tablished thi'> award in analytical 
chemi!>try to mcmorialiLe the work done hy 
him in chemi,try and ,cience. 
Wall Street Journal Award 
Awarded annua ll y to a 5cnio r in bu'>ine\\ 
admini,tratio n for oul\tanding performance 
on the comprehen,ive examination~. 
Colorado Society of Certified Public 
Accountants Award 
The highest ranking senior concentrating 
in accounting receive' this award. 
The Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship 
Annually awarded to the male senior stu-
dent of the Divi\ion of Commerce and Fi-
nance ~~ho pD\\esses the highest scholastic 
average for three year' of 1~ork at Regi\. 
Administrative Management Society Award 
The Denver Chapter of the Administrative 
Management Society offers a scholarship 
trll!,t each yea r to a junior or senior student 
in the Division of Commerce and Finance 
who has an acccptuble academic record and 
grade average, and demon\trates an intere\t 
in and has \ati\factory qualifications for one 
or more phase\ of office management. 
The James and Marie Doyle 
Memorial Award 
A cash grant prc,cnted to a graduating 
\en ior for out<.tanding achievement in the 
fie ld of science. 
The James R. Sauer Memorial Award 
An award for out\landing achievement in 
the field of chemi,try. 
The Robert F. Hamblin Memorial Award 
An award for o ul\t anding achievement in 
the field of mat hematics. 
The Chemical Rubber Co. Award 
The Chemical Ru hber Company Achieve-
ment Award. pre,ented to the out~tanding 
\tudent in fre,hman chcmi,try. 
Awards j§37 
Admission to the College 
General Principles 
Regis College welcomes q ua lified students without regard to race, colo r, 
c reed and na tional origin. 
The college uses two genera l princ iples in evaluating any applicant for 
admissio n - documenta ry evidence of achievement and evalua tion of the 
individua l's potentia l for success in college. 
The Committee o n Admissions and Degrees passes upo n a ll appl ica-
tio ns fo r acceptance into Regis College. This committee is interested in 
selecting only those students who show promise of profiting by the type 
of education which is traditiona l to the college. 
The qualifications o f a ll appl icants arc evaluated bo th from the ir 
academic record and the judgment o f the high school o fficials. The high 
school academic record is used to determine ~\ hcther the applicant has 
completed sa tisfactorily the requi red entrance units; the applicant's choice 
of subjects and cocurricula r activities will also be conside red. The written 
recommendat ion of the high school principal or counselor, particula rly 
in regard to motivation and maturity, is requested in o rder that the 
committee may have some evidence of the judgment of high school officials 
regarding the college qualifications of the applicant . T est scores a rc 
required as independent sources o f information on high school achievement 
and college aptitudes. 
Academic Requirements 
An applican t to Regis College must have been gradua ted from, or be in 
his or he r last year a t an approved secondary school and must satisfy the 
minimum requirement of fi fteen academic units. The level o f achievement 
in these courses will de termine the action taken by the Admissio ns 
Committee. 
Entrance Examinations 
Applicants a rc required to submit results from the American College Test 
(ACT ) or the College Entrance E\amination Board (SAT) before action 
is taken by the Admissions Committee. 
Since the academic guidance program at Regis is gea red exclusively 
to the ACT, s tudents will be required to take thi test a fter the ir a rrival a t 
the college if they hme not com pleted it earl ie r. This test, comprised of 
social s tudies. English, mathematics, and natural sciences should p resent 
no specia l difficulties if the appl icants ha\c prepared themselves con-
scientiously during the ir high school years. 
Application Procedure 
High school senio rs who a rc seriously conside ri ng enrollment at R egis 
College a rc urged to submit their applications no la ter than the end o f the 











first semester o f the ir senior year in high school. 
The first step in applying for admittance to the freshman class is to 
write a lette r to the Office of Admissions. Applica tio n forms and a 
list of the required documents will then be sent to the applicant for 
complet io n. 
Once all the required documents a re received by the O ffice of 
Admissions, the application is reviewed and evalua ted by the Committee 
on Admissions and Degrees, and the applicant is notified in writing of 
the decision of the comm ittee. 
Advanced Standing 
Applicants who have done college level work elsewhere arc admitted to 
advanced standing upon submitting proper c redentia ls. These credentia ls 
include: the application form, properly completed; transcripts of academic 
credit earned in each institution previously attended; documenta ry evidence 
from the last institutio n a ttended that the applicant withdrew in good 
standing; and a written recommendation to Regis College from an 
authorized official o f that institution . 
All applications for admission to advanced standing should be 
addressed to the Director o f Admissions. When a ll documents have been 
received, applicants will be advised of the evaluat ion of their academic 
record, the amount of transfer credit allowed, and thei r admission to the 
college. T wo months should be a llowed to accomplish this. 
Advanced Placement 
A superior high school studen t, upon admission, may be granted advanced 
placement in a given subject. with or without c redit. When applicants 
arc granted advanced placement in a freshman course, they a rc entitled 
to be excused fro m that course, and that fact is recorded on the ir permanent 
record. The basis for granting advanced placement is a thorough 
exa mina tion in the entire subject matter of the course to be waived. 
The examination may be one prepa red by the chairma n of the department 
concerned or it may be one o f the College Entrance Examina tion Boa rd's 
ad vanced placement examinations. 
Veterans 
The college is approved by the Colorado Commissio n on Veterans' 
Education and Training for Educational Assistance, Public Law 358 and 
under the Vocational Rehabilita tio n Act for vete rans with service-connected 
disabi lity. It is a lso an approved institution under Public Law 634 (War 
Orphans' Educationa l Assistance Act o f 1956) . Recent legislation 
provides educatio nal assistance en titlement to the wives of veterans having 
a permanent and total service-connected disability and to widows o f 
vetera ns who died of a service-connected disab ility. Veterans and othe r 
e ligible persons should obta in thei r certifica tes of eligibility from the 
Regiona l Office of the Ve terans Administration before entrance into the 
college. 
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General Educational Development Tests 
An applicant fo r admission who has never rcceh·cd a high school diploma 
may be admitted to the college if he gives proof o f a sufficiently h igh grade 
in the Genera l Educationa l Develo pment Tests, high school level. This 
can be handled in two ways: the applicant may obtain a high school 
d iplo ma issued by his high school o n the bas is of the G .E.D. tests o r he 
may secure a Colorado High School Equivalency Certifica te issued by 
the Colo rado Department of Education, also on the basis o f the grades 
made in the tests. 
Admission of Special or Unclassified Students 
Applicants for admission who arc no t candidates for a degree and who 
desire o nly one or two courses fo r credit, eithe r in the summer session or 
in the regula r sessio n, may enroll as specia l students witho ut completing 
all the a pplication procedure if they furnish evidence tha t they a rc quali fied 
to enter these pa rticular courses. 





• Acadenzic lnfornzation 
Student Responsibility 
., --
Each student is persona lly responsible fo r in fo rmation in this section . 
.~J Failure to read and understand these regulations docs not relieve a student 
of responsibility. Further, any announcements concerning academic regu-
lat ions which arc posted on the official bulletin board, located outside the 





The College Year 
The college year is divided into two se mesters of sixteen weeks each. The 
fi rst semester begins with Freshman Week, the latter part of August, and 
ends in late December. It i followed by the Christmas and between 
semester vacation of approximately three and one-half weeks. T he second 
begins in mid-January and end approx imately at the close of the third 
week in May. 
The summer session extends from the middle of June through the first 
week of August. 
Registration Procedure 
Student s must register for each semester on the da te designated in the 
cellege calendar. (Sec page 4.) There is a S20.00 fee fur late regist ration. 
All students must consult with an academic ad\ iscr prior to registrat ion. 
Directions for registration will be posted on the offi cial bulletin board by 
the Rel!ist rar; rcl! ist ration materials will be available in the Re!.!istrar·s 
Office. ~As cvidcn'Cc of completed registration, a student must have fin ancial 
clearance from the Business Office, indicating that full payment of charges 
has been arranged. 
Changes in Registration 
Changes in registration must be made in the Registrar's Office, on the 
official Change of Schedule Form, during the first three class days of the 
semester. This regula tion applies to courses added, changed or dropped. 
o course may be added afte r the third da) of classes. A charge of $2.00 
will be made for eac h course a student adds or drops. Changes which a rc 
made fo r the conve nience of the college do not carry a charge. 
A student is responsible for all courses li ted on his master schedule 
card . Proper ent ry must be made on the master schedu le card for any 
course which is changed. added or dropped. All such changes require 
the approval of the Registra r. Credit will be given only for courses which 
appear on the ma~ tc r schedule card. A student who is registered for a 
course and fa ils to a ttend such course, without benefit of a Change of 
Schedule Form and the Registrar's approval, will receive a FA grade for 
the course. 
Academic Information j§ 41 
Concurrent Registration 
A student who wishes to enroll in courses at another institution at the same 
time he is enrolled at Regis College must obtain permission for concurrent 
registrat ion from the Director of Counseling Services, the respective 
Department Chairman, and the Registrar. whose signatures must appear on 
the Concurrent Registration Form. Information regarding specific institu-
tions and courses is ava ilable in the Registrar's Office. Credit and grade 
points earned under this arrangement will apply toward a degree at Regis 
College, and total study load will include course taken at other institutions. 
o credit, regardless of the cou rse, will be granted toward a degree for work 
carried concurrently. without prior permi sion, or for courses completed 
with less than a C (2.0). ormally, permission for concurrent registration 
will not be granted for a cour e which is offered at Regis College. 
Students who wish to enroll for summer session courses at another 
institution shou ld normally have such cou rses approved by the proper 
department chairman at Regis College. After approval for courses have 
been received, an Authori~ation To Register form should be secu red from 
the Registrar. 
Withdrawal from a Course 
Students who wish to withdraw from a course. or courses, prior to the 
mid-semester examinat ion period must obtain from the Registrar's Office a 
Permit to Withdrall' Form, which will be signed by the respective 
instructors and returned to the Registrar's Office. The student will receive 
a grade of WP if he is doing passing work at the time of withdrawal. or 
WF, if his work is below passing. 
Any student who withdraws from a cour e or courses after the mid-
semester exam ination period, even with authoriLation, except in the case 
of serious emergency, will receive the grade of WF in the course or courses 
involved. 
Withdrawal from the College 
Every student who withdraws from the college before the completion of a 
semester must have the authorization of the Dean of Students and the 
Registrar. He muo;t also be cleared by the Librarian, the Director of his 
Residence Hall. and the Business Office. o withdrawa l will be considered 
official without authorization and clearance as herein described . A student 
who withdraws from the col lege wi th proper authorization will receive 
the grade of WP or WF in each course, accord ing to his level of class ''ork 
at the time of withdrawal. 
A student who withdraws from the college without giving proper 
notification of his intention to withdraw will receive the grade of WF in all 
courses in which he is enrolled. 
















Unit of Credit 
The unit o f credit at Regis College is the semeste r hour. Most courses a rc 
designa ted as 3-semcstc r-hour courses. In gene ra l. the 3-semcstcr-ho ur 
course incluOl!S three class periods of 50 minutes each per week. Three 
hours of labo rato ry a rc equivalent to one class period. 
Academic Load 
The average class load is 15 to 18 semester hours. If, in the judgment of 
the Counseling Services, the student will benefit by a reduced load, the 
student will be restricted to such a course load . A student who has a high 
acad emic a"e rage for each semester of a ttendance may obta in pe rmission 
to carry mo re than 18 semester ho urs in a given semester but no mo re 
than 2 1 semeste r hours. Pe rmission to carry more than 2 1 semester hours 
must come from the Dean of the College. 
Auditing a Course 
Any students who wish to acquain t themselves with course content, witho ut 
being responsible fo r assignments and tests, may attend the course as an 
aud itor with the permiss ion of the inst ruc tor. Audito rs a rc cha rged the 
regula r tuitio n fcc, b ut receive no credit for the course. 
Specia l or unclassified s tudents who wish to audit a course may enroll 
in the cou rse '' ith the consent of the Registrar and the course instructor. 
The Grading System 
























Outstanding schola rship 
Supe rior wo rk 
Satisfactory 
Work of lowest passing qua lity 
Fa ilure 
Fa ilure due to excessive absence 
Withdrawal passing, witho ut prejudice 
to academ ic standing 
Withd rawal while fail ing 
Denotes that an examina tion o r required 
assignment has been postponed by in-
structor for serious reason. An incom-
ple te not removed during the first six 
weeks immediately following the semes-
te r in which the incomplete was re-
ceived automatically becomes an F. 
Student must take initiative in remov-
ing an incomplete. 
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Grade Reports 
Grades are reported by the instructors at midsemestcr and at the close of 
the semester. Only semester grades are official and are entered upon the 
student's permanent record. One copy of both the midsemester and 
semester grades is mailed to the parents; another copy is delivered to the 
student. 
Transcripts of Credit 
Transcripts of credit are available in the Registrar's Office upon written 
request, which can be accomplished on a form in that office. The first 
official copy is issued without charge. Thereafter a charge of $ 1.00 is made 
for each additional copy. No transcripts will be prepared during regis-
tration, examination, or commencement periods. 
Academic Standing and Penalties 
A student at Regis College must maintain at least a 2.0 (C) cumulative 
grade point average (GPA) to be in good academic standing. The cumula-
tive GPA is computed by dividing the total number of grade points earned 
by the total number of credit hours attempted. A grade of D in an upper 
division course in the concentration or supporting areas wi ll not be counted 
toward graduation. A grade of D in other courses indicates an academic 
deficiency; however, these course hours will apply toward graduation. 
A student in poor academic standing is subject to academic suspension, 
and will not be admitted to Regis College during the ensuing academic 
year. GPA levels at which suspension becomes au tomatic arc prescribed by 
the Academic Dean's Office. 
Dean's List 
At the end of each semester, the Dean's List is published. A full-time 
student who has earned a B or 3.0 grade point average, with no gt:ades of 
F, is eligible. 
Classification of Students 
Freshman - Satisfaction of entrance requirements 
Sophomore - Completion of 30 semester hours and the prescribed GPA 
Junior - Completion of 60 semester hours and the prescribed GPA 
Senior - Complet ion of 92 semester hours and the prescribed GPA 
Special Students 
A special .\ludent is one not officia lly enrolled as a degree candidate. 
Class Attendance 
A student is expected to make every effort to attend all class meetings. 
When the number of unjustifiable absences in a course exceeds the number 










stipul ated by the respective department, the instructo r immediately informs 
the student o f the fac t and sends a report to the Acade mic Dean's Office. 
The student will be excluded from the class and his grade will be reported 
as FA. Any student who appeals to the Dean to reconsider the instructo r's 
decision is required to do so without delay in o rder to avoid further 
absences pending the outcome of his appeal. 
Absence from a regula rly scheduled class immedia tely preceding or 
immedia tely following the Thanksgiving and Easter vacation periods is 
considered a double absence. 
Attendance at Final Examinations 
Fi na l examina tions a re given a t the end of each se mester. A student who 
misses a final examina tio n or who has other incomplete work for which 
the re is not a justifia ble excuse is given the grade of F in the course. 
A student who, for a valid reason, is unable to take a final examination is 
required to make up the examination within the period of two weeks from 
the date on which the examina tion was scheduled by the Registrar's Office. 
Convocation Attendance 
All full-time members of the student body arc required to a ttend a ll 
academic convocations. These include the Mass o f the H oly Spirit opening 
the college year, the Spring Honors Convocation, and other convocations 
as anno unced. 
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Special Programs 
Engineering 
Three-Two Engineering Plan: Under this program the student spends three 
years studying prescribed courses at Regis College, and then transfers to 
either St. Louis University or Marquette University, where he receives his 
technical training in engineering. Upon satisfactory completion of studies 
at the engineering school he receives the Bachelor of Science Degree from 
Regis College and the engineering degree from either St. Louis University 
or Marquette University. 
Pre-Engineering Program: A student who wishes to take pre-engineer-
ing at Regis College but who does not wish to follow the three-two plan 
should consult with his adviser relative to required courses at the 
engineering school he plans to attend. See pages 62 and 92 for further 
information on enginering programs. 
Pre-Law 
Most Jaw schools now require the bachelor's degree for admission, together 
with satisfacto ry scores on the Law School Admission Test. A student's 
pre-law preparation should be in the subject area or areas in which he can 
do his best work. A pre-law student should work closely with advisers and 
give specific attention to requirements of the Jaw school he plans to attend. 
Medicine - Pre-Medical and Pre-Dental 
Most medical and dental schools require a mtmmum o( three years of 
collegiate level work for admission. They arc placing increased emphasis 
on a broad liberal education as a background for members of the medical 
professions, and prefer applicants who have bachelor's degrees. See pages 
64 and 65 for additional presentations of these pre-professional programs. 
Honors Program 
CAICU 
The Regis College curriculum provides for those specially gifted and 
industrious students who can profit from a program of guided and 
independent study. This system of tuto rials, under the guidance of 
selected faculty members, may be arranged in joint consultation with the 
Academic Dean and the department chairman concerned. 
CAICU (Colorado Association of Independent Colleges and Universities) 
is a cooperative program under which students from Regis, the University 
of Denver, Loretto Heights College, Temple Buell College, and Colorado 
College, can, when it is practicable, take cou rses at one or more of the 
other institutions. Students enro ll a t the college of their matriculation, 
such as through Regis. They take the course on the cooperating campus, 
pay no extra fees for their courses but recei've credit fo r such courses at 
the school at which they arc matriculating. In this way students can 
supplement their degree programs at Regis College with courses not 
readily available, and enrich their overall educational achievements by 
availing themselves of professors and courses on o ther campuses. 
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Foreign Study Progra1n 
Because of the critical need for increased internatio nal understanding in 
today's world and in view o f the unique educational opportunities tha t 
foreign study offers, Regis College offers two foreign study programs fo r 
its students. 
Foreign Study Program in Western Culture 
Regis College, in coopera tion with Loyola University of Chicago, offers 
a year of foreign study abroad at the Rome Center o f Liberal Arts. 
Foreign Study Program in Oriental Culture 
Regis College offers its students an opportunity for foreign study in 
O riental culture at the So phia University (a Jesuit institutio n) in T okyo. 
At present this is a summer program o ffered during the mo nths of July and 
August. We ho pe that very soon we shall be able to extend this program 
to a year in length. 
Application for Foreign Study 
Info rmatio n o n these progra ms is available in the Dean's Office. Any 
student wishing to participate in a foreign study program must make 
application with the Dean of the College and receive his previous approval. 
Reserve Officers Training Corps Program 
R egis College, in cooperation with the University of Colorado, o ffers 
a two-year ROTC program leading to a commission as a Second Lieutenant 
in the United Sta tes Air Force upon graduation. Classes, ta ken during 
the junior and senior years, a re held on the University Campus twice a 
week. 
Cadets enrolled in this program will receive a monthly allotment and 
may, if they meet the physical requirements, take flight training during 
the senior year. Unifo rms and required texts are provided by the Air Force. 
Each graduate is bound to at least a four-year obligatio n with the 
Air Fo rce. He may, if he chooses and his service has been satisfactory, 
make the Air Force his career. Regular commissions arc also available 
to some cadets upon graduat ion. 
Credits earned through participation in the ROTC programs will not 
a pply to the minimum graduatio n requirements nor will they constitute 
a course overload. Special fees, payable to the University of Colorado, will 
be charged the participa nt. 
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Programs tn Teacher Educati01t 
Regis College offers two programs in teacher education, one for elementary 
teachers and one for secondary teachers. The requirements established by 
the Committee on Teacher Education for each of these programs must be 
fulfilled before the college will issue a recommendation for the appropriate 
credential. Each of the programs is designed to provide the student with 
a mastery of his subject matter area as well as a knowledge of the various 
aspects of professional education . During the course of studies each 
student is afforded the opportunity to employ his knowledge in actual 
classroom situations. The established requirements include those presently 
prescribed by the State Board of Education and arc subject to change in 
keeping with changes which may be required by the State Board and 
Regis College. 
ADMISSION TO THE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
l. The student who wishes to enter a teacher education program at Regis 
must meet the basic minimum requirements for entrance to the college. 
2. The student must make a formal application for entrance into a 
teacher education program, usually during the sophomore year, 
following completion of Ed. I I and Ed. 40. 
3. The Committee on Teacher Education will then review the student's 
application and notify the student in writing of the decision. 
4. Before final approval is given for acceptance of a student into the 
teacher education program, the student is required to appear befo re at 
least two members of the Committee on Teacher Education for 
personal interview. 
5. An over-all grade point average of 2.0 is required for admission into 
the teacher education program. 
6. Each candidate for teacher educatio n must present satisfacto ry evidence 
of the correct use of the English language. 
7. To be eligible for entrance into the program, the candidate must meet 
the personality and health requirements as stated in the directives 
issued by the Department of Education. 
8. If a student requests that course credit from other institutions be 
applied to departmental requirements for recommendation for certifi-
cation, these credits must be approved by the Committee on Teacher 
Education. 
9. Norms listed in the Regis Handbook for Teacher Education serve as 
the official guide for interpreting departmental regulations. 













Prepara tion for teaching consists of mo re than a satisfacto ry completion 
of a series of courses. Teaching requires competence in the teaching area, 
some professional tra ining and, among other th ings, sound mental and 
physica l health and good character. The progress of all students in the 
teacher education sequence is reviewed each semester by the Committee 
o n T eacher Education. The Committee reserves the right to exclude 
stude nts from the teacher educatio n sequence and to withhold recommen-
dation for certifica tion o n the basis of defic iencies in characteristics which 
teachers need. 
The college will not recommend students fo r certification in any state 
unless the candidate has completed a ll of the specific requirements which 
arc required by the Sta te Board of Education in that sta te. 
Teacher Education Program in Elementary Education 
T his program is designed to give prospective teachers in elementary 
education a knowledge o f the elementary school curriculum; information 
relating to the organizatio n of the elementa ry school; experience in the 
p roblems and activities within the school; practical aspects of teaching 
through provision for pa rticipation-observation ; and student teaching in 
e lementary school classrooms. The program is designed to enable a teacher 
prepared at Regis to teach effectively a t the elementary school level. 
The student is urged to strengthen his teaching by selecting other 
courses which provide a broad cultural and academic background. 
L isted below are the pro fessional educatio n courses which are required 
o f students who elect the program fo r elementary teacher education : 
Ed. I I Introduction to Education 
Ed. 40 Educatio nal Psychology 
Ed. I 00 Curriculum Materials and Methods of Teaching in 
Ed . 11 0 
Ed. 156e 
Ed. 182 
Elementa ry Schools 
E lementary Educatio n and Student Assistantship 
Student Teaching in the Elementary School 
Workshop Study o f Aesthetic Values ( Art, Music, 
Children ·s Litera tu rc) 
In addition to the above requ ired courses, the student is stro ngly 
advised to elect further courses to develop adequ acy in p rofessional teaching. 
A DDIT IONAL ELECTIVE COU RSES R ECOMM EN DE D FOR 
ST U DE TS IN E LEMENTARY EDUCATION: 
Ed. I I 2 Physical Educatio n for the Elementary Grades 
Ed. 140 Principles of Counseling and Guidance 
Ed . 150 Principles o f Curriculum Development 
Ed. 17 I Audio-Visual Teaching Aids 
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Education and Psychology of the Gifted Child 
Education and Psychology of the Mentally Retarded 
Workshop in Arithmetic Methods 
Workshop in Reading Methods 
Workshop in Science for the Elementary Grades 
Workshop in Social Studies 
Teacher Education Program in Secondary Education 
This program is designed to give prospective teachers in secondary 
education a knowledge of the secondary school curriculum; information 
relating to the organization of the secondary school; experience in the 
problems of secondary schools; practical aspects of teaching through 
provision for participation in student teaching in secondary school class-
rooms and the knowledge of the principles of counseling and guidance. 
The program is designed to enable the teacher prepared a t Regis to teach 
effectively at the secondary school level. 
The program provides for teacher preparation at the secondary level 
in the following areas: English, history, sociology, psychology, mathematics, 
general science, biology, physics, physical education, chemistry, social 
studies, speech, Latin, Greek, French, German and Spanish. 
Listed below are the professional educational courses which are required 
of students who elect the program for secondary teacher education. 
Ed. I I Introduction to Education 
Ed. 40 Educational Psychology 





Secondary Education and Student Assistantship 
Principles of Counseling and Guidance 
Student Teaching in the Secondary School 
In addition to the above required courses the student is strongly 
advised to elect further courses to develop adequacy in professional teaching. 
ADDIT IO AL ELECT IVE COURSES RECOMMENDED FOR 
STUDENTS IN SECO DARY EDUCATION: 
Ed. 145 
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Tests and Measurements 
Principles of Curriculum Development 
School Administration 
School Health Education 
Audio-Visual Teaching Aids 
Education and Psychology of the Mentally Retarded 
Workshop in Teaching Aesthetic Values 
Workshop in Human Rights and Values 
Workshop in Mathematical Concepts 

















History and Purpose 
This section of the college has been in continuous operation since shortly 
after World War I I. The Evening Session is structured to serve three 
general groups in the community: those who wish to complete a program 
leading to a degree or certificate; those who seek specialized training or 
knowledge in order to increase their competence in their occupation or to 
prepare themselves for a new occupation or profession; those who seek 
general cultural courses for self-development or to fulfill personal in terests. 
These classes are an integral part of the college program, and standards 
of academic and professional achievement are equivalent to those of the 
regular day session. 
Accreditation 
In addition to the accreditations and affiliations held by the college, the 
Evening Session is a member of the American Association of Evening 
Colleges and Universities. 
Programs Available 
Faculty 
CERTIFICATES- A basic curriculum in business education is available 
through a program leading to a Cert ificate in Commerce and Finance. 
This requires a total of 36 semester hours. A basic cultural curriculum 
leading to a Certificate in General Education is also offered and requires 
36 semester hours in a prescribed program of studies. The final 15 credit 
hours toward a Certificate must be taken at Regis. 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE - After completing requirements for the 
Certificate, a student may continue working toward an Associate Degree 
in business administration. accounting, or general education. This degree 
requires 36 addit ional semester hours. The final 15 credit hours toward 
an Associate Degree must be taken at Regis. 
BACHELOR DEGREES - The Evening Session requirements for any 
of the bachelor degrees conferred by the college are the same as for the 
day classes with the exception of the modern language requirement. 
The faculty for these classes is comprised of members of the Regis College 
faculty supplemented by other academically qualified personnel trained 
in their respective fields. 
Admission 
The Evening Session program is designed to appeal to three student types. 
The first is the degree-seeking student who is accepted into the Evening 
Session but admitted to degree status by the Committee on Admissions 
and Degrees. The second type of student is one from another college, 
university or high school who does not meet Regis' academic standards. 
He is admitted on probation as a special-status non-degree student by the 
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Evening Session Director. After raising his grades to accepted minimums, 
he may apply to the Evening Director for degree status. R egis students 
who are dropped from the full-time roster for grade deficiencies o r other-
wise, are not accepted. The third type of student is one interested in a 
specific course for credit o r audit. He must present a high school diploma 
or equivalent certificate to be admitted. All students, other than auditors, 
must have a complete application on file and will be required to pay an 
initial application fee; auditors must have an application on file. 
Note : High school graduates as well as persons over 21, who present 
an acceptable transcript , will be permitted to enroll on the approval of 
the Evening Session Directo r as long as they do not enter degree or 
certificate programs. 
Note: No evening student may transfer to the Day Session without 
official clearance from the Evening Session Director. 
Auditors 
Tuition 
Special students may audit these classes under the same conditions as in 
the day classes. 
Tuition and fees for the evening classes are the same as for the day classes. 
Students taking nine hours or less and employed full-time may be eligible 
for continuing education and teacher enrichment grants. Financial aid is 
also available. (See pages 34 through 36.) 
Summer Session 
The Summer Session extends from the middle of June through the first 
week of August. It is an integra l part of the college year , and provides an 
opportunity for seniors to complete work for their degrees, and fo r others 
to reduce the time required to complete their college work. It is also an 
opportunity for non-degree students to enrich themselves and improve 
their professional standing, as well as for high school students to begin 
college early. 
All courses in the Summer Session are equivalent to those offered in the 
regular year in content, method of instruction, and credit, and enforce the 
same prerequisites. Courses are offered in most of the same areas that are 
available during the regular academic year. 1 n addition, certain attractive 
institutes and workshops are offered that a re available only in the summer 
months. 
A Bulletin for the Summer Session giving the class offerings and all 
other pertinent info rmation, may be obtained by writing to the Director 
of the Summer Session. 
Details and recommended programs for various certificates and degrees 
offered through the late afternoon and evening classes are available on 
request through the Director of the Evening Session. 










D egree Programs 
Basic Degree Program 
The college offers three basic degrees- the Classical Bachelor of Arts, 
the Bachelor of Arts, and the Bachelor of Science. 
CLASSICAL BACHELOR OF ARTS. In the Jesuit system of 
education, 12 hours of college Latin (excluding Latin 1 a and 1 b ) plus 
12 hours of Greek or a modern language are required to qualify for the 
Classical Bachelor of Arts. The degree is offered with concentrations in 
English, history, philosophy, or sociology. 
BAC HELOR OF ARTS. The A.B. degree is offered in the following 
fields o f concentrat ion : E nglish, histo ry, philosophy, sociology. For 
language-education and other combinations cf. page 55. 
BAC HELOR OF SC IENCE. This degree is offered in the fields o f 
biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics, and also in accounting, business 
administ ration, and economics. 
In the natural science curriculum, the degree has fo r its objective a 
tho rough train ing in the scientific method as a basis for sound scientific 
and mathematical thinking, carefully balanced by a cultural training in 
the hu manities. 
In the commerce and finance curriculum, the degree has for its 
objective a balanced tra ining in the principles and practices of the business 
function in human endeavors. The business courses are paralleled by 
c ultural studies in philosophy, theology, history, psychology, and ethics. 
Students whose field of concentra tion is accounting can fulfill the 
academic requirements fo r Certified Public Accountants Examinations in 
the State of Colorado. 
Professional Degree Programs 
Three professional degrees are offered- Bachelor of Science in Chemistry, 
Bachelor of Science in E ngineering Physics, and Bachelor of Science in 
Mathematics, 
BACHELO R OF SC IENCE IN CHEMISTRY. T his is a professional 
degree which offers a concentration in chemistry. T he objective of this 
curriculum is to enable the student to prepare himself for more advanced 
work in chemistry, either in a graduate school o r in industry. The program 
embodies all the courses recommended by the American Chemical Society. 
BACHELOR OF SC IENCE IN ENG INEER ING PHYSICS. The 
objective of this degree is to prepare students for graduate work in the fields 
of physics or the engineer ing sciences. Students a rc counseled individually 
and advised in their choices of elective courses in light of their apti tudes, 
needs and interests. 
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BACHELOR OF SClENCE IN MATHEMATICS. This program 
prepares the student for graduate work in mathematics. The distinction 
between the degrees of Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics and 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics is determined by the choice of the 
technical electives taken by the student during his junio r and senior years. 
ACADEMIC CONCENTRATIONS 
Area of Concentration 
At the close of the sophomore year each student should elect a field of 
concentration around which most of his upper division work will center. 
l n some concentrations even earlier decisions are encouraged. The 
programs in accounting, business administration, economics, and the natural 
sciences require careful planning in order to fulfill all requirements in four 
years. 
The concentration consists of 18 upper d ivision hou rs (courses num-
bered 100 and above) in one subject area. Lower division requirements 
should be satisfied prior to applying for acceptance by a concentration 
department. Applications for acceptance can be secured from the 
Counseling Services and should be filed with the department during the 
second semester of the sophomore year. Concentrations may be chosen 
from the following academic areas: 
Area Degree 
Accounting ................. B.S . 
Biology .................... B.S. 
Business Administration ....... B.S . 
Chemistry ............. .. . . . B.S . 
Economics ................. B.S . 
English ..... :- .............. A.B. 
History .................... A.B . 
Mathematics .. . ............. B.S. 
Philosophy .. ...... .. ....... A.B . 
Physics ................. . .. B.S . 
Sociology .................. A.B . 
Bulletin 
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Each department may demand of those pursuing their field of concen-
tration in the department an oral comprehensive examination as a 
requirement for the successful completion of work in the area. 
Supporting Area 
The supporting area consists of twelve upper division hours selected in 
consultation with the concentration adviser. This area should lend support 
to the development of the field of concentration a nd the ultimate objective 











of the student. In addition to the areas listed above the following academic 




Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 
French ...................... . ................. . . 80 
German ........................ . . . .............. 81 
Latin ............. ..... .... .. ..... . ....... ... . .. 78 
Physical Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
Political Science ....... . ...................... . .... 101 
Psychology ................................. ... ... 102 
Spanish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 
Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83 
Theology .. . ..................................... 107 
Interdivisional Concentration 
Some students may wish to select an interdivisional concentration to 
satisfy pre-professional requirements or special interests. Selection of this 
concentration should be made only after consultation with the Counse)jng 
Services. The interdivisional concentration is composed of a minimum and 
maximum of four subject areas. The concentration must include a minimum 
of forty-two upper division hours, all grades to be C or better. The 
maximum hours to be included in one subject area is fifteen, and the 
minimum is six. With this concentration, the senior student may elect to 
take his comprehensive examinations in any area in which he has accumu-
lated twelve or more upper divis ion hours. All areas listed above as 
concentration or supporting areas may be used to make up the inter-
divisional concentration. Applications for acceptance as an interdivisional 
concentration may be secured in the Counseling Services office and should 
be filed during the second semester of the sophomore year. This type of 
concentration can be valuable to those students who desire to combine a 
teacher training program with other areas such as languages, psychology, 
etc. 
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General Degree R equiremenls 
Basic Program of Studies 
Every candidate for a degree is required to complete the following basic 
program of studies. Additional requirements may be established by the 
department the student selects for his concentration. Such requirements 
may be found by checking departmental req uirements. 
Basic Studies 
Requireme11t Hours 
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Philosophy ................ 9- 12* 
Theology ................. 9-12 * * 
Mathematics or Science . . . . . . 6-8 
Modem Language . . . . . . . . . . 12*** 
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
(Economics, History, Political Science, 
Psychology, Sociology) 
Speech ................... 2-3 
(Two non-credit one hour freshman cour.1e.1.) 
Classical A .B. degree, add 
Latin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 (exclusive of Ll. I a, I b) 
* Pl. 50, 60, 180, plu; an elective required of all students. 
H Th. 50. I 0 I. pill'> an elective required of all Catholic students. The ~ I ll · 
dent may chome a .,econd electi ve in theology rather than the elective 
in phi lo.,ophy. In this ca,e, the theology requi rement becomes 12 hour' 
and the philo<,ophy requirement 9 hour~. 
''"* Required in all Divi>ion., except Commerce and Finance. 
General Regulations 
In add ition to the completion of the academic requirements in basic 
subjects, there is also requ ired of each degree candidate: 
I. The completion of 128 semester hours of academic work in which 
the candidate has earned a 2.0 GPA. 
2. The completion of 30 semester hours in residence at Regis College. 
o transfer student will be admilled with senior standing unless he is 
willing to take his final 30 hours at the college. 
3. Basic competence in the usc and command of the English language. 
He should be able to express himself with the clarity, precision, and force 
which come only from a disciplined comma nd of words, usage, and 
grammar. 
4. A field of concentration consisting of 18 hours of upper di vision 
work in one subject area. This is intended to provide organizat ion, intensive 
work, and a comprehensive understanding of some one field of knowledge. 








5. A supporting area consisting of 12 upper division hours selected 
in consultation with the concentration adviser. This area should lend 
support to the development of the field of concentration and aid the student 
in reaching his ultimate educational objective. No coune in which the 
candidate received less than a C grade is acceptable credit in the concen-
tration or supporting area. 
6. The successful passing of a written comprehensive examination 
in the field of concentration. The scope of the material to be covered in 
these examinat ions, including departmental reading lists, is ass igned by 
the depa rtment chairman . Dates, place, and time of examination arc 
posted well in advance. 
7. Each department may demand of those pursuing their field of 
concentration in the department an oral comprehensive examination as 
a requirement for the successful completion of work in the area. 
8. Filing of a formal Application for Graduation with the Office of 
the Registrar one semester prior to the semeste r in which the student 
expects to graduate. Failure to do so many delay graduat ion. A senior 
student must have at least a 2.0 GPA before he is eligible to make 
application for gradu ation. 
9. Attendance at Commencement Exercises unless permission for 
absence is obtained from the Academic Dean. 
I 0. Settlement of all financial obligations due the college. or fu nds 
administered by the college, before a degree wi ll be conferred on any 
candidate. 
Changes in Requirements 
The requirements listed above are subject to change, and there is no 
contract to permit a student to complete any given printed curriculum or 
program of studies. ln general, grad uat ing senior~ arc normally held to 
requ irements in the Bulletin in the year in which they entered with the 
interpretat ion that the Bullet in in effect in their junior and senior years 
hold for upper division courses. Requests for exceptions should be made 
in writing to the Dean of the College. 
Graduation Honors 
To be eligible for graduation honors a student must have completed a 
minimum of 62 semester hours in residence at Regis College. 
Seniors with a cu mul ative average of 3.8 or above will be graduated 
Summa Cum Laude. 
Those with a cum ulative average of 3.5-3.79 will be graduated 
Magna Cum l.aude. 
Those with a cumulative average of 3.25 - 3.49 will be gradu<.~ tcd 
Cum Laude. 
General Degree Requirements j§ 57 
T)pical D egree Programs 
CLASSICAL BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Freshman Year 
First Seme.fler Credit Hrs. Second Semester Credit llrs. 
Latin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Latin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Engli~h I a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Engli\h I b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Greek o r Modern La nguage.. . . . . . . . 3 
Phy\ica l Education I a . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Greek or Mode rn Language......... 3 
Phy~ical Educat ion I b. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Theology 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
15 --,8 
Sophomore Year 
Latin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Latin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
G reek or Modern Language..... . . . . 3 
lathcmatics or Science . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4 
Greek or Modern Language......... 3 
I\! athematic' or Science . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4 
Speech 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
[ngli '>h 82a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
PhiiO\Ophy 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Philo ophy 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Engli~h 82b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
T11B 18-19 
Junior Year 
Philo,ophy or Theology Electi ve . ... . 
., heology I 0 I . . ............ . . ... . 





Concentration and Supporting 




Theo logy .......... . ...... ... .. . . 3 
12 
Philo,ophy I 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Concentration and Supporting Areas .. Concentrat ion and upporting Area~. . I 2 
15 -1.5 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
The requirement\ for this degree a rc the \:lme '" for the C la\'>ical Bache lor of Art\ with 
the exception o f the La tin requi rement. 
The fol1011 ing fields of concentration may he u ... cd : Engli ... h , hi.,tory, phi lo.,ophy. o r 
\Ocio logy. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES 
Engli\h I a . ...... . . .... ... ...... . 
Mathcmat ic., ... ..... ..... .. .... . . 
Science ..................... . .. . 
Social Science ............ ... .... . 
Speech I 0 ... ....... . ...... .. .. . . 








Engl i'>h I b ..................... . . 
\I athemat ic., ................ . ... . 
Science .................. .. ... . . 
Soc ia l Science ....... . . . ..... . ... . 

























First Semester Credit /ln. SC'cond SemestC'r Credit fi rs. 
English 82a ..................... . 
~1odern Language ......... ...... . 
Philosophy 50 ................... . 
Concentra tion and Supporting 






English 82b ..... .. .. . .... . . ..... . 
Modern Language ..... .......... . 
Philo~ophy 60 ................... . 
Concentration and Supporting 







Philosophy or Theology Elective .... . 3 
3 
3 
Modern Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Modern Language ............... . Concentration and Supporting 
Theology I 0 I ................... . Area-. ......................... 13-1 5 
Concentration and Supporting 
Areas ................. . ...... . 7-9 
m8 
Senior Year 
Theology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Philosophy 180 .................. . 
Concentrat ion and Support ing Concentration and Supporting 





The ~c ience cho\en during fre '>hman year wi ll be the one which the student intend\ to 
make hi\ field of concentration . Student-. who\e concentra tion i'> mat hematics should choo\e 
phy\ic~ as the freshman \Cience. 
Fre,hmen choo-.ing biology a\ a field of concentra tion ~hould \ Uh\ tit utc Social Science 
elective in lieu of Hi\tOry in order to conform with the program it\clf. 
German i' the language recommended for all \tudent~ who'c concentration i~ chemi~try. 
Ru,~ian may be ~llh\titutcd . 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
Engli'h I a .................... .. . 
Chcmi~t ry 6a ................... . 
Chemi'>t ry 7a ........ ....... .... . 
Mathe matic' 60a ............. . .. . 
Social Science~ .................. . 









Engli\h I h ..................... . . 
Chcmi, try 6h ................... . 
Chcmi\ try 7h ................... . 
Mathematic~ 60b ............... . . 
Social Sciences .............. .. .. . 
Theology 50 ..................•.• 
Sophomore Year 
Engli\h 82a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Engli~h 82b ..................... . 
Chcmi,try 40a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Chemiwy 40b .................. . 
Phy,ic'> 2a. or 4a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Phy,ics 2b, o r 4b ................. . 
Phy,ic' 5a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I Phy-.ics 5b ......... . ........ .... . 
Mathemat ic' 60c .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 Mathematic~ 163 ............... .. 
Philo,ophy 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Philo,ophy 60 ................•... 

















Typical Programs j§ 59 
Junior Year 
First Semester Credit /I rs. Seco11d Semester 
Credit /I rs. 
Ph i lo~ophy o r T heology Elective .... . 
C hemi\try 13 1 a ................. . 
Che mistry 132a ........ . .... . .. . . 
Germa n Ia ....... . .. . ..... . .... . 
Theology I 0 I ................... . 








Chemi~try 13 1 b .... . . ........... . 
C hemi '>try 132b ................. . 
Germa n l b ....... . ......... . ... . 
Supporting Areas ......... . . . .... . 
C hemistry 144 ....... . ..... . . . . . . 








German 3a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 C hemi\ t ry 19 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Phi lo~ophy 180 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 C hem i<, try 163 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
C he mi\t ry 146 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Theology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
G erma n 3b o r 32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Supportin g Areas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 C he mi\ try 116 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Supporti ng Areas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
- 1-7 -a 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MATHEMATICS OR 
PHYSICS CONCENTRATION 
Mat he matics II . 12. 3 1. 60a ....... . 
Ph y'>iC'> 2a or 4a ..... . ........... . 
Ph y'>iC'> 5a ...................... . 
English I a ... .. .......... . ...... . 








Mathematic'> 3 1, 60a, 60b . .... . .. . . 
Ph y'>iC'> 2b o r 4 b ................. . 
Phy'>iC\ 5b ........ . ...... . ...... . 
Engli~h lh .. . ............. ... ... . 






3 S peec h 10 .......... . ..... . .. . .. . 
- 1-5 
1 heology 50 ....... . ........ . ... . 
- 1- 6 
Sophomore Year 
Ma thema tic'> tiOa. 60h. 60c. . . . . . . . . . 3 
Phy\iC'> 70a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Physic'> I 02a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Che mi'>try 3a or 6a. or Biology I Oa. . 3 
Engli'>h 82a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ph iiO\Ophy 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
M athe matic., 60e. 163 ............. . 
Ph} \ iC'> 70b ..... . .. . ....... . .... . 
Ph y• ie'> 102b .......... .. ........ . 
C hcm i'>t ry 3h o r 6h. o r Biology JOb .. 
En!!li'h R2h ..................... . 
Philo'>ophy tiO .. . ......... . ...... . 







I C he mi'>try 4a o r 7a. o r Biology I I a . . I 
--17 --17 
1\ l ath cmatic., 163. 170, 154a .. . ..... . 
Phy'>iC'> I OOa. 180 ................ . 
Mo<.lcrn La nguage .. . ............ . 
Philo .. o ph y or Theology Elective .... . 
Elective ................... . . . .. . 
60 j§ Typical Programs 
Junior Year 
3 Mathematic' 159. 154h ..... . .. . ... . 
3 Phy.,ic'> I OOb. I g I ......... . .. . ... . 
3 Modern La nguage ............... . 
3 Econom i" I 0 or 20 ......... . .... . 




















First Semester Credit Hr.\. Second Seme.fler Credit Hrs. 
Theology I 0 I ................... . 
Modern Language .. . ....... ... .. . 





Ph ilo<,ophy I 80 ....... 0 •• • •••••••• 
Theo logy Elective 0 ••••• 0 ••••• • ••• 
Modern Language .......... 0 • 0 0 •• 






BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING PHYSICS 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
Mathematic\ 60a ................ o 
Phy,ic<. 2a or 4a ............... o • • 
Chemi\try 6a ........... .. o •••••• 
Engli<,h Ia .......... .... ........ . 
H i,tory 13a or 32a ... o ••••••••••• o 









Mathematic~ 60b ... 0 •••••••• • o • • • 3 
Ph y<,ics 2h or 4b .............. 0 • • • 3 
Chemi, try 6b 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Engli~h I b ......... 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Hi<,tory 13b or 32b ...... 0... . . . . . . 3 
Speech 10 .......... 0 •••••• o..... 2 
Phy\iC~ 5b ..... o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I Chemi-.try 7a ................... . 
- 1-7 Chemi<,t ry 7b ... 0 ....... 0.... . . . . I 
--19 
Mathe matic-. 60c ...... . ... .... .. . 
Phy~ic-. 70a ...... . .............. . 
Sy.,te m-. Lab. 71 a ... o ••• o ••••• o ••• 
Engli '>h R2a ........ o. o ••••••••••• 
Mo<.lern Language ........ o ••••••• 
I heo logy 50 ...... ............. . . 
Philo,ophy 50 . .......... o •••••••• 
Mathematic\ 154a ....... o •••••••• 
Phy-.ic' I OOa .... o ••• o • o • ••••••• o • 
Phy\iC\ I 02a ...... . ............. . 
Modern I an guage ............... . 
Philo,ophy or "I heology Elective .... . 
I heology 101 .................. . . 










Mathematic' 163 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Phy-.ic-. 70b ............. 0 0 • • • • • • • 3 
Sy\tcm\ Lab 7 1 b .. . ........... 0 • • I 
Engli'h 82b ...... o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
Modern Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ph ilo,ophy 60 .......... 0.. . . . . . . . 3 












Mathematic-. 154b ........... .. 3 
Phy,ic-. I OOh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Phy<.ic' I 02h ........... o o • o • • • I 
Socio logy 2, 3. or 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Modern Language ............. 3 
Mathema tic' 159 ......... 0 •••• 
Bu ... or T ech. Elect. ............. 3 









--,-9 - C9 
Typical Programs j§ 61 
Senior Year 
First Semester Credit 1/n. Second Semester Credit Hrs. 
A 8 A B 
Mathematic'> 11 5 • • • • 0 ••• ••••• 0 3 3 Mathematic\ 170 ....... .. ..... 3 3 
Mathematic'> 123a ............. 3 M athematic~ 123b . .... .... .... 3 
Phy'>ics 105 ........... .... .... 3 3 Philosophy ISO . . . ............. 3 3 
Ph y-.ics ISO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3 Phy~ic~ 110 ••••••••••• 0 0 ••• 0 •• 3 3 
Physics 172a • • • • • • • • • • • 0. 0 •••• 1 Phy'>ics 18 1 ................... 3 
•Theology Elective 0 ••••••••••• 3 3 Phy'>iCS 172b •••••••• 0 ••••••••• I 
Bu'>ine~s Adm. I Sla • 0 •••••••••• 3 3 P~ychology 50 or 70 ........ .. .. 3 3 
Bu~inC\\ Elective ..... .... . . ... 3 Bu~incs-. Elective . ............. 3 
Elective 0 0 ••••••••••••••• •• ••• 3 Elective • ••• 0 •• •• •• •••••••••• 0 3 
--19 --1-S --19 --18 
Total credit hours 14S/ 150 
A -course.\' taken for B.S. in Engineeri1111 Phy~ics 
B - courses taken for B.S. in Mathematics 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CONCENTRATION IN ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ECONOMICS 
Freshman Year 
Accounting I a .................. . 
Mathematics II or equivalent ...... . 
Engli'>h Ia ...................... . 
Economic'> I 0 ............ . ... . . . . 
Social Science ................... . 
Physica l Education I a ...... . ...... . 









Accounting I b ... . .............. . 
Mathemat ics 70 ................. . 
Engl ish I b ........... . •. • ....... . 
Economics 20 ................... . 
Theology 50 ..........•.......... 
ocia l Science ................ • ... 
Phy.,ica l Education I b ... . .. . . . . • . • . 
Sophomore Year 
Accounting 15 .................. . 
Engl i'>h S2a .... ................. . 
Philo~ophy 50 .............•.•.... 
Bu\ine'>'> Admini-.tration 2 ......... . 







Accounting 16 .... . ............. . 
Bu'>inc'>' Atlmi niMration 15 ........ . 
Engl i-.h S2b ..................... . 
Philosophy 60 ..... . ............ . . 
Speech 10 ...................... . 
Elective .... ....... • ...• . .•...... 
Junior Year 
Accounting l Ol a 00. 00 00 00 00 00 00. 3 Accounting IOib 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00. 
Bu.,inc'>s Atlmini'>tration I Sla. ...... 3 Bu.,inC'>'> Atlmini~tration I Si b ...... . 




















Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
- 1-5 15 
















First Semester Credit Hr.1'. Second Semester Credit Hrs. 
Accounting Ill a ........ . ...... . . 
Accounting 145 ................ . . 
Concentration and Supporting Areas .. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Bu~ines~ Administration 181 a ...... . 
Philo~ophy or Theology Elective .... . 
Theology I 0 I ................... . 
Concentration and Supporting Area~ .. 
Elective ........................ . 
T heology ................. ...... . 
Concentration and Supporting 
Areas ....... . ................ . 
ECONOMICS 
Economics I 08 . . ............. ... . 
Philowphy or Theology Elective .... . 
Theology I 0 I . . . ................ . 
Concent ration and Supporting Areas .. 
Elective ....... . ............ .... . 
Econom ics 175 . ................. . 
Theology ....................... . 
Concent ration and Supporting 





Accounting Ill b ... 0 •••••• 0 •••••• 
Theology .... 0 • •••••••••••••••••• 
Philo'>ophy 180 .................. . 
Concentration and Supporting Area~ .. 







Business Administration 181 b ...... . 
Concentration and Supporting 
Areas .............. 0 0 ••••••••• 
Electives ......... 0 ••••• o •••••••• 
Senior Year 
3 Business Administration 168 ....... . 
Philo~ophy 180 ........ 0 •••••••••• 





















Economics I 09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Concentration and Supporting 
Areas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 








Economics 122 ................ . . . 
Ph iiO\Ophy 180 .................. . 
Concentration and Supporting 





Typical Programs j§ 63 
Pre-Pro fessiona I Programs 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
St udents who intend to pursue professiona l studies a fter completing the 
required collegiate work a rc urged to follow a program leading to a 
bache lo r's degree. Schools of law, medicine, and dentis try have inc reased 
their entrance requirements so tha t a lo nger course of collegiate 
prepa ra tion is now necessary, and applicants with the bache lor's degree arc 
preferred . 
Dentistry 
The program outlined below incl udes all the recommendations of the 
American Associatio n of Denta l Schools and the specific requirements of 
Regis College. In the case of a few schools it exceed s the requ irements. 
A pre-dental s tudent is ad\ i cd tha t three years of college work a rc the 
minimum necessary before applicatio n for ad mission to dental school is 
conside red . 
Freshman Year 
Fint Seme.ltl'r Credit /ln. St'contl St'IIIC'Iter 
Credit II n. 
Bio logy lOa ............ . ....... . 
Bio logy I I a ............ . ....... . 
Chemi.,try 6a ........... . . . .... . . 
C hemi.,try 7a . . .......... .. ..... . 
Engli-.h Ia .. . ................... . 
Mathematic' .... . .... . . . ..... . . . . 
3 Biology JOb .................... . 
I Biology l i b ................. . .. . 
3 Che mi,try 6b .......... • ......... 
I C'hemi-.try 7b ........... .. ...... . 
3 Engli<,h I b ......... . ...... • ...... 
3 Mathe mat ic'> ................. .. . . 








Speech 10 ......... . . . . .. ... .. .. . 
- 16 17 
Phy'>ic-. 2a o r 4a ............ . . .. . . 
Phy,ic'> 5a .... . .............. . .. . 
Social Science ........ . .......... . 
Philo-.ophy 50 ........... . .. . .... . 
1\looern Language .. . ............ . 
C hemi•.try 40a .................. . 
Chemi-.try 43a .................. . 
Biology I I I ........ . ...... . .... . 
Ph ilo,ophy o r 1 heology Elective . . .. . 
Modern La nguage .... . .......... . 
Eng li' h K2a ................. . •.. . 
Concentratio n or Supporting 
Area~ ...... . ............ .. ... . 
Sophomore Year 
3 Phy.,ic' 2b or 4b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
I Phy,ic' 5b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
3 So<.:ia l Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3 Philo.,ophy 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3 1\ lodern Language . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3 Chcmi-.try 40h . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 
I Chcmi-.try 43b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
17 - 17 
Junior Year 
4 Biology 10:! .................. .. . 
3 1\ lodcrn Language ......... .. .... . 
3 EngJi,h !!2h .............. . ...... . 
3 Com:cntration o r upporting 









Courses leading to a degree arc to be selec ted with the a id o f the 
s tudent's adviser. 













The minimum requirement for admi sion to medical schoo ls is 90 hours 
of collegiate work o r a three-year program. It is better to plan for a 
four-year program including chemistry , physics, biology, Engl ish composi-
tion and literature, German or French. 
Every medica l school sets its own entrance requirements. A prospective 
applicant should ascerta in well in advance what the requirements a rc for 
the school to which he intends to a pply. 
The credits submitted must o rdinarily include a sta ted number of 
credit hours in certain specified subjects as follows: 
Engli.,h ..... ................... 6 hour~ 
Organic Chemi.,try .. ........... .. 8 hour-. 
General Inorganic Chemi<.,try ....... 8 hour, 
Bio logy .. . ..................... 8 hour-. 
Phy\ic-. ........................ 8 hour-. 
Additional credit in ~ubject~ other 
than ph y'>ical and biological 
•cience .... at lea\ t ............ 12 hour-. 
Addit ional college credit to total 
90 -.eme~ter hour-.. 
Freshman Year 
Fint Semt•.wer Credit/ln. Second Semc1tcr Credit /ln. 
Engli'>h I h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chcmi, try 6b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Engli'>h I a . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
° Chcmi'>try 6a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemi'>try 7a . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Bio logy I Oa . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemistry 7b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Biology I Oh . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Biology lib . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Mathematic' . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Bio logy II a . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . I 
M athematic' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Speech 10. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . 2 Theology 50 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chcmi\ try 40a .................. . 
Ph y-.ic' 2a or 4a ...............•.. 
Phy,ic-. 5a ....... ..... .. •..... • .. 
Social Science .. . ....... . . ....... . 
German Ia ..................... . 
Philo-.ophy 50 ............. . ... .. . 
Chcmi-.t ry 43a .................. . 
Biology I I I .................... . 
Philo,ophy or Theology Elective .... . 
German 3a ..................... . 
En gli'h 82a .... . ..............•.. 
Concentration and Support ing 
Area-. . .. ... ................. . . 
Sophomore Year 
3 Chcmi-.try 40h ....... ... . . ...... . 
3 Phy,ic'> 2h or 4h ... . ............. . 
I Phy,ic-. 5 h ................•.•.... 
3 Social Science ................ ... . 
3 German I h .. . .....•........... . . 
3 Philo-.ophy 60 .... . .•............. 







Biology 102 .................... . 
German 3b or 32 ................. . 
Engli-.h 82h ...... . .............. . 
Concen tration and Supporting 













Degree Requirement -. .............. 12-15 
Philo-.ophy 180 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Degree Requirement-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-12 
• Studcnh "ho arc weak in mathematic-. arc advi-.cd to tal..c Chemi-.try 6a. 7a in sopho· 
more year and 10 tal..c Social Science in it -. place in frc-.hman year. 
I n the ahovc 'chcdulc. requirement-. for entrance into medica l -.chool may he complctt·d 
at the end of three year,, and if an applicant i' accepted hy a medical -.chool al that time. he 
may then di-.continuc hi' rrc-medical rrogram. The fourth year. although optional. i-. ,trongly 
encouraged by mO\ t medica l 'choob. In hi' fourth year the -.tudent should choo'c tho,c cour-.c-. 
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which will com plete the degree requireme nt \. Concentration area~ recomme nded include biol-
ogy, chem i-.try, o r phi iO\Ophy. 
Pre-Engineering Program 
Students who wish to take pre-engineering a t Regis College but who do 
not wish to follow the progra m below should consult the ir adviser for the 
courses proper to the engineering school they wish to a ttend. The combined 
degree is possible only to those students who transfer to Marquette 
University or St. Louis University. This degree plan is not applicable at 
any othe r school. 
The Three-Two Engineering Program 
In conjunc tio n with the College of Engineering a t M arquette University 
and the Institute of Techno logy a t St. Lo uis University, R egis College 
has instituted a libera l a rts-engineering program designed to provide the 
students with the cultural background of a libe ra l educatio n as well as 
the technical engineering tra ining. Students in this program may receive 
both the arts degree and an engineering degree within fi ve years. The first 
three years arc spent at Regis College. d uring which time the program 
o utlined below should be followed. T he s tudent must main tain a 2.5 
average in his total program and not fall below a 2.5 average in his 
mathematical and scient ific courses. pon completion of his three years 
at Regis, the student transfe rs to Marq uette University o r St. Louis 
University for his final two years. If he continues to mainta in his 2.5 
average during his two years o f engineering, he is awa rded a Bachelor of 
Science degree by Regis College. This degree va ries from the usua l R egis 
degree because it has mathematics and engineering science as its field of 
concentrat ion. Upon successful comple tion o f the fi ve-year program, he is 
a lso awa rded a degree in engineering a t eithe r Marque tte or St. Louis. 
Degrees in civil , electr ical. geophysical, industria l, and mechanical 
engineering are offered . 
Freshman Year 
Fint Semell£'r Credit lfr.\. Secoud Semefter Credit II rs. 
!\!a thematic-. 60a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Mathemat ic'> 60b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Engineering D ra1\ ing I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemi ... t ry 6a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Chemi ... try 7a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Dc,criptive Geometry 10......... . . 3 
Chemi,try 6b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 
hemi ... try 7h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Engli ... h I a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
·1 heology 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
--16 
Engli ... h I b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Ph ilo ... ophy 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Speech 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
18 
Sophomore Year 
Mat hem atic-. 60c 
Phy-,ic-, 4a ................ . . . . . . . 
Phy'k' 5a ............ . ......... . 
1\lodcrn Language ..... . .. .. . .. .. . 
Phi lo,ophy 60 ... . ....... . .... . .. . 
Engli' h !:!2a ............ .. ....... . 








Mathematic ... 163 ................ . 
Phy'>iC'> 4b ................... . .. . 
Ph y ... ie-. 5b ...................... . 
1\lodcrn Language .............. . . 
J>h y, ic~ 70a ................. . ... . 













First Semester Credit /Irs. Second Semester Credit /Irs. 





Modern Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Philosophy 180 .................. . 
Physics 70b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Theology I 0 I . .................. . 
Mathematics 105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Socia l Science ................... . 
Economics I 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Electives ....................... . 
Social Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
For St. l ouis University 
Law 
--1-8 
Physics I OOa .................... . 
Physics I 05 ..................... . 
For Marquette University 
Business Administration I 0 ...... . . . 





Most law schoo ls require a bachelor's degree, and they a rc not particularly 
demanding as to a student's undergradua te prepara tion. They do expect 
a good scholastic average and satisfacto ry scores o n the Law School 
Admission Test. A student's pre-law preparation sho uld be in the subject 
a rea in which he can do his best work. An A.B. degree with a concentration 
in humanities, social sciences, or philosophy will be welcomed, just as 
will a concentration in the academic a reas ava ilable in the Divisio n of 
Commerce and Finance. By the same token, the sciences a rc o ften 
overlooked as a fine preparation for law. 
A student inte rested in the study of law sho uld work carefully with 
one o f the assigned facu lty law school advisers as well as with his academic 
ad viser. Once the law school adviser is aware of where the student 
ant ic ipates a ttending law school, he is able to provide pert inent informat ion 
in regard to specific requ irements. 



















Courses of Instruction 
DIVISIONS AND DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
Division of Commerce and Finance 
Robert J . Lacey, Director 
Accounting, Robert J. Lacey, Department Chairman 
Business Administration, John L. Flood, Department Chairman 
Economics, Kenneth Seidenstricker, Department Chairman 
Division of the Humanities 
Charlotte P. Donsky, Director 
Classical Languages and Literature, BernardS. Karst, S.J ., Acting Depart-
m ent Chairman 
English Language and Literature, Richard F. Bocklage, S.J. , Department 
Chairman 
Modern Languages and Literature, Julio Vargas, Department Chairman 
Division of Natural Science and Mathematics 
Dr. Clyde Currie, Director 
Biology, Dr. Clyde Currie, Department Chairman 
Chemistry, William T . Miller, S.J ., Department Chairman 
Mathematics, Frederick T. Daly, S.J., Department Chairman 
Physics, Dr. Magnus V. Braunagel, Department Chairman 
Division of Social Sciences 
Ronald S. Brockway, Director 
Education, Sam.Waldman, Department Chairman 
History, Donald L. Salmon, Department Chairman 
Psychology, Harold L. Mansfield, A cting Department Chairman 
Sociology, Thomas J. Casey, S.J. , Department Chairman 
Division of Philosophy and Theology 
Christian L. Bonnet, S.J., Director 
Philosophy, Francis J. Malccek, S.J ., Department Chairman 
Theology, Edward L. Maginnis, S.J. , Department Chairman 
Academic Organization j'§ 69 
Division of Comnzerce and Fiuauce 
Objectives of the Division 
Economic act ivity is so pervasive tha t the faculty in the Division of 
Commerce and Finance feel that a student's liberal education is incomplete 
if he docs not Jearn something about this important aspect of his life and 
environment. 
Whether we like to admit it o r not, a ll of us live in an economic society; 
most of us will devote a major portion of our time to some kind of economic 
activity. The individual who knows and unde rs tands the operation of t his 
econom ic environment will be able to function in it more effectively than 
the individual who does not know or understand its ope ratio n. To the 
extent that our students attain th is objective, they will attain the goal o f 
R egis College: to produce leaders in this area of human e ndeavor. 
Each of the departments in the division contribu te to this object ive. 
The De partment of Economics s tudies the decision-making process, a t 
the levels of the individual and the firm, and the integration and conse-
quences o f these decisions, in the industry, and in the overall economic 
system. 
Accounting provides us with the factual info rmation we need to reach 
an intelligent decision. The Regis Accounting Depa rtment examines this 
informat ion system, pointing out both its st rength and its weaknesses. 
T o be a leader, the decisio n-maker must impleme nt his decisio n. 
The De partment of Business Administration concerns itself with this aspect 
of econom ic behavior, studying the ins titutions and functions through which 
economic activity i channeled. 
ACCOUNTING 
Objective of the Department 
The objective of the Accounting Department is to e na ble the student to 
acqui re a definite knowledge and under tanding o f basic accounting 
concepts and principles, their development and a pplication within our 
economic syste m. By the end of the cnior year, he will have a breadth 
and depth o f knowledge that wi ll best serve him in his future growth in 
public, governmenta l, o r private accounting, in the various fie lds of 
business, and in his cont inuing formal and in forma l educational processes. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Basic Requirements: 
Twelve hours of one mode rn language, or twelve ho urs of an elect ion 
of courses in no more than two o ther disciplines in addition to the Basic 
Program of Studies and outs ide the area of concentra tio n ; s ix hours of 
socia l science in addit ion to the hours req uired in the Basic Program of 
Studies and outs ide the Division of Comme rce and Finance; three hours 
in the fine arts; six ho urs of mathe matics, Mt. II (or equivalent ) a nd 
Mt. 70 (or equ iva lent). A cou r~c in s tatist ics is req uired. 




Ac. Ia, lb, 15, 16; Ba. 2, 15; Ec. 10, 20. In addit ion to the formal 
course requirements, it is expected tha t the student wi ll have demonstrated 
his competency in basic knowledge of accounting through at least average 
atta inment in lower division accou nting courses. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Ac. Ia, lb, 15, 16. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration includes 30 credit hours of courses numbered 
100- 199, 18 hours to be given to Accounting and 12 hours to Business 
Administ ration and/or Economics. Cou rses arc to be chosen with the 
counsel of the concentration adviser. Specific cou rses required are 
Ac. lOla, IOib, lil a, lllb, 145, and a course in statistics, Ba. 18 1a 
and 181 b. The supporting area of 12 hours may be taken in any other 
area approved by the concentration advise r. 
la. Accounting Principles (3). 
Ba'>ic accounting definitions, conceph, and 
theory. ba<,ic procedure., in ~u mmarization 
and reporting; d i'>tinctiOn'> in the capital ~ec­
tiOn'> of individual proprietor~hips. partner-
'>h ip'>. and corporation'>; basic analysi'> of fi -
nancial information. 
lb. Accounting Principles (3) . 
A continuation of Ac. I a. Prerequi<,i te: 
Ac. Ia. 
15. Managerial Accounting (3). 
A '>ludy of the theory and procedure., in-
volved in management deci'>ion maJ,ing \\ ith 
'>pecial emphasis on quantitative technique., 
de'>igncd for thi'> purpo'>e. Prerequi-.ite-.: Ac. 
Ia and lb. 
16. Managerial Accounting (3). 
Continuation of Ac. 15. Prerequi.,ite'>: Ac. 
Ia. lh. 
lOla. Intermediate Accounting (3) . 
A comprehen'>ive \ tudy of generally ac-
cepted accounting concept-. and the a\\Cl 
-.ide of the balance ~heel. Prercqui.,ites: Ac. 
I a. and I h. 
lOlb. Intermediate Accounting (3). 
A comprehen'>ive study of the liab ility and 
capital section-. of the ba lance <,heel along 
''ith a ~tudy of the variou'> analyt ica l proc-
e-,.,e.,. J>rerequi'>ite: Ac. lOla. 
lila. Advanced Accounting (3). 
Special partner-.hip problem\. in-.tallmcnt 
-.ale,, con,ignment'>, home office and branch 
relation,. Prerequi'>ite: A c. I 0 I h. 
lllb. Advanced Accounting (3). 
Corporate con.,olidation-., e\tate.,, trU'>I'>, 
receiver~hip-., introduction to fund accounting 
and actuarial \cience. empha\iting considera-
tiOn\ of intere-.1'>. J>rerequi.,ite: A c. I II a. 
118. Cost Accounting (3). 
An examination of the traditional areas of 
indu.,trial accounting '>UCh a-. job co\ting, 
proce\s CO'> I i ng. budgeting, and \tandard CO'>l 
procedures. Prerequi.,ite: Ac. 15. 
141. Income Tax Accounting (3) . 
Introductory '>llldy of income tax law' 
with empha'>i'> upon application to individ-
ual\. J>rerequi'>ite: Ae. I b. 
142. Organization Income Tax 
Accounting (3). 
A study of income tax h1'~' in relation-
'>hip to bu'>ine\\ activitie'> and organizatiOn'>. 
J>rerequi~ite : Ac. 18. 
145. Auditing Principles and 
Procedures (3). 
A '>llldy of auditing principle, and objec-
tive\ in their relation.,hip to auditing '>lan-
dard'> and procedure'>. J>rcrcqui'>ite: 18 hour' 
of accounting. 
147. Advanced Accounting Theory (3). 
A comprehen.,ive study of: the develop-
ment of profc.,.,ional accounting: the devel-
opment and aprlication of accounting con-
cert'> and po.,tulate'>: the interrelation.,hir of 
accounting and our economic sy\tem. J>re-
rcqui-.ite: 18 hour\ of accounting. 
148. Accounting Systems (3). 
An advanced cour\e in data procc.,.,ing 
with \pccial empha.,i\ on \Y'>tcnb develop-
ment. Prerequi.,ite : Ba. 185. 
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Objective of the Department 
The objective of the Department of Business Administration is to prepa re 
students fo r effective service in business and to develop in them habits 
of thought that make for continuing growth. Certain definite and 
fundamental purposes unde rlie instructio nal activit ies. These may be 
described brie fly as follows: (I) To develop an appreciation and 
unde rstanding of the human and material factors which make up the 
subject ma tte r of business. (2) To give the students the la rger knowledge, 
skill , and resourcefulness which constitute a college training fo r the better 
opportunities in business. (3) T o guide students in the selection of 




Twelve hours of one modern language, or twelve hours o[ an election of 
courses in no mo re than · two othe r disciplines in addition to the Bas ic 
Program of Studies and o utside the area of concentration ; six hours of 
socia l science in addition to the hours required in the Basic Program of 
Studies; three hours in the fine arts; six hours of mathematics, Mt. I I (or 
equivalent), Mt. 70 (or equiva lent ). A course in statistics is required. 
Divisional Requirements: 
Ba. 2 , 15; Ac. Ia, lb, 15 , 16; Ec. 10. 20. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Ba. 2; Ac. Ia, lb; Ec. 10, 20. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentra tion must inc lude 30 c redit hours of courses 
numbered I 00- 199, 18 hours to be given to Business Administratio n 
(including 168, 18 1a, 18 1b). 
The supporting area of 12 hours may be taken in any other area o r 
a reas approved by the concentration ad viser. 
2. Business in Our Society (3). 
An integrated pictu re of hu,ine" opera-
tion' in our '>Oeiety. f undamental' of hu\i-
ne\\ orcan ization. manacement. and finance 
a' integral part' of the .,;ti,faction of human 
\\ant\. A requ ired cour~e for all ~tudent' 
who'e area of concentration i' with in Com-
merce and Finance. 
15. Business Communicat ions (3). 
De,igned to meet the need' of bu~ine" for 
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hetter communication..- written and oral. 
Cover' the technique<, o f re\earch. organi7a-
tion. and pre,cntation of written memoranda. 
letter\ and report\. Oral pre,entatio n' are 
made to help develo p nece,sary '>kill\ and 
technique' required in a busine'>.\ environ-
ment. A required cour'e fo r all ~tudents in 
the Divisio n o f Commerce and Finance. bu t 
may he waived for tho,e who demonMrate 
competency in the'e area\ as approved by 














107. The Business Firm: 
Theory and Practice (3). 
This course provides a general theoretical 
a nd quantitative analysis of market behavior. 
It al\o entail\ an intensive study of alterna-
tive theorie~ of bu\ine~~ behavior under 
conditions of monopoli<tic competition and 
oligopoly, with emphasis on empirical teMs 
of such theories. The legal, ethical, socio-
logical, and political ramifications of these 
analy<,es will be explored. This course may 
not be applied toward the area of concentra-
tion by Mudents majoring in Economics. 
Prerequi'>ite\: Ec. 10 and Ec. 20. 
120. Marketing (3). 
An analysis of the funct ions performed by 
the various marketing institutions. 
121. Marketing and Management 
Policies (3). 
An analysis of the use and impact of 
marketing procedures such as marketing re-
search. non-price compet ition, price compe-
tition. advert i,ing. selling policies. and choice 
of a channel of di,tribution. Prerequisite: 
Ba. 120. 
130. Corporation Finance (3). 
Administrative and managerial problems 
of financing business and industrial com-
panic'>; promotion, corporate str uctures; 
sources :>f fixed capital: expansion; dist ribu-
tion of .. arnings; reorganization ; social as-
pect of cc.~poration finance. 
134. FundDmentals of Investments (3). 
Principles underlying the making of safe 
invest ments; the need for constant super-
vision ; investm,•nt in s trument s; security 
analysis; forecast' ng the market ; the business 
cycle and investn·ent values. Same as Ec. 
134. 
151. Human Relatkms in Business (3). 
The fundamental\ of employee human re-
lations and the manag<'rial implications of 
human relations. People • t work in all kinds 
of organizations and how .hey may be moti-
vated to work together in greater teamwork. 
An integration of the ~ocial sciences as they 
affect people at wor~. 
162. Managing Small Business (3). 
Emphasize' fundament a I factors con-
cerned with the C\tabli'>hment and compe-
tent operation of small business, including: 
financing and source' of funds; organizing 
the bu\ine<,s and establishment of policies: 
factor\ in business success; and the futu re 
outlook of small business. 
167. Managerial Functions (3). 
Comprehensive coverage of managerial 
principles applicable to numerous activities 
through a Mudy of the fundamental func-
tions of management. Recent developments 
and their effect upon management and man-
agement techniques. 
168. Business Policies and 
Management (3) . 
An analysis and appraisal of the objec-
tives and funct ions of a business enterprise 
and a thorough basic treatment of the 
fundamenta l principles of internal business 
planning, organizing, and controlling. To 
illustrate the practical application of the 
principles discussed in classroom sessions, 
visits will be made to various industrial and 
business houses in Denver. A required course 
for students whose field of concentration is 
Business Administration. Prerequisite: senior 
<tanding. 
ISla. Business law (3). 
An introduct ion to the study of law and 
its administration. Topics covered include : 
branches of the law; the law of contracts; 
principal and agent ; employer and employee; 
negotiable instruments. A required course 
for all students who e field of concentration 
is Business Administration. 
181b. Business law (3). 
A stud y of the law applicable to principal 
debtor and surety; insurer and insured; bai lor 
and bailee; carriers and shippers, passengers; 
vendor and vendee; relationship of partner-
ship; corporation and stockholders. A re-
quired course for students whose field of 
concentration is Bu s iness Administration. 
Prerequ isite : Ba. 181 a. 
185. Introduction to Business Data 
Processing (3). 
A general course to introduce students to 
computer science and data processing. Will 
acquaint the student with the large body of 
materia l which computer science and data 
proce\sing encompasses; will help prepare 
tho•e Mudents who decide to enter this fie ld 
with a firm foundation for advancement in 
the fie ld of computers; will provide all stu-
dent\ with a basic understanding of the con-
cept and operat ion of a stored pro.;;ram 
computer. 
190. Current Problems in Business (3) . 
A seminar cour~c concerned with current 
problems in business administration, eco-
nomics, and finance. Prereq uisite: Permis-
sion of department chairman. 
Business Administration j§n 
ECONOMICS 
Objective of the Department 
The Department of Economics is organized to give the student an under-
standing of the factors which influence economic decision-making, so that 
the student may think clearly and independently about economic problems 
which he may face in later life, both as an individual and as a member 
of society. 
Courses arc designed to acquaint the student with the following areas 
of economic thought: the economic factors most relevant to decision-
mak ing in the business firm and in industry; the interrelationship of firms, 
industries, and the public in the national economy; the influences of the 
various nat ional economies in the international economy. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Basic Requirements: 
Twelve hours of one modern language, or twelve hours of an election of 
courses in no more than two disciplines in addition to the Basic Program 
of Studies and outside the area of concentration; six hours of social science 
in addition to the hou rs required in the Basic Program of Studies; three 
hours in the fine arts; six hour of mathematics. Mt. I I (or equivalent ), 
Mt. 70 (or equivalent). 
Divisional Requirement: 
Ec. 10, 20; Ac. Ia, lb ; Ba. 2, 15. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Ec. 10, 20. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration must include 30 cred it hours of courses 
numbered I 00- 199, 18 hours to be given to Economics, incl uding Ec. I 08, 
I 09, 122. and 175 . The supporting area of 12 hours may be taken in any 
other area or areas approved by the concentration adviser. 
10. Principles of Macroeconomic 
Problems (3). 
Financing economic activity: money and 
the ban~ing ~y\tem; determinants of the level 
of economic act ivity: public finance; mone-
tary and fi,cal pol icy: economic grov.th: 
international economic relat ions. 
20. Principles of Microeconomic 
Problems (3). 
In troduction to economic analy!>is: nature 
and motive\ of economic acti vity: con-.umer 
demand : cost' and ' upply: price behav ior 
under competition and restricted condition': 
the price 'Y'tem and re<,ource allocation. 
30. Current Economic Policy Issues (3). 
This cour~e explores the background and 
74 j§ Economics 
effect\ of '>elected economic policie'>. The 
objective of the cour.,e i'> to focu!> economic 
theory on problem\ of current importance, 
hence the ' pecific -.ubject matter of the 
cour'c \\ill change a\ matter\ of economic 
intere't change. Prcrequi, ite: Ec. I 0 and :W. 
108. Economic Theory (3). 
De, igned to gi'e the mature sllldent a 
better gra-.p of economic analy'i' with '>pe-
cial reference to value. di-,tribution. and ,o. 
cial control. T he development o f economic 
thought with empha'i' placed on current 















109. Economic Theory {3). 
Continuation of Ec. 108. Emphasis is 
placed on macroeconomic theory. particu-
larly the determination of national income. 
and il'> aggregate con~t ituents. The problem 
of economic gro" th i~ ~llldied, particu larly 
''ith reference to di~tre~~ed areas. occupa-
tional group\. and growth impediments in 
a mature economy. The effects of variou~ 
monetary pol icies and fiscal policies on gen-
era l economic activity are shown. Prerequi-
~ite: Ec. 10. 
111. History of Microeconomic 
Thought (3). 
A \ tudy of the wor ks of the pr incipal 
individual~ and schools of economic thought 
from ancient t imes to the present in regard 
to value, pricing. and distribution of goods 
and \ervices in market and non-market econ-
omic\. Prerequisite: Ec. 20. 
112. History of Macroeconomic 
Thought (3). 
A ~tudy of the \\OrJ..s of the principal in-
dividual\ and ~chool~ of economic thought 
from ancient times to the pre ent in regard 
to money, income. output and employment, 
\\ith empha\i~ on explanations of economic 
growth and fl uctuation~ in rhe level of ag-
gregate economic activity. Prerequisite: Ec. 
10. 
122. Money and Banking (3). 
A ~tudy of the nalllrc and functions of 
money and credit. of monetary s ta ndard~. 
bank currency. and credit instruments. An 
undcr..,tanding of the variety and growth of 
hanl.ing function'>: the control over bank'> 
through Federal RC\erve regulat ion~: the 
Trea ... ury and pre\<,urcs on intere'>t rate-.: in-
ve'>tment need\ and our accelerated grO'>'> 
national product. Prcrequi'>itc'>: Ec. I 0 and 
20. 
134. Fundamentals of Investments (3). 
Same as Ba. 134. 
140. Labor Problems (3) . 
A ..,urvey of the American labor force 
and it '> producti•cne..,..,. The need for a li\ ing 
wace and for hcallhy \\Orking condition'>. 
Un-ion organi.wtion and it '> bargaining po" er 
under modern lahor laws. Regulation of 
\\a~.:e-. and hour .... Union •cr\U'> management 
claim..,; labor di ... pute, and their concltl\ ion~. 
I IKCntive'> which a\\ure good relat ion .... La-
bor'~ '>ecuri ty again\! old age. unemploy-
ment, and di..,abi li ty. Prcrcqui '>itc;: Ec. I 0 
ant: 20. 
141. Labor Legislation (3) . 
The hi'>lOrical development of labor legis-
lation. The character of current labor legis-
lation. The influence of labor legislat ion on 
management. organized labor. non-organized 
labor. and the general public. Prerequisites: 
Ec. 10 and 20. 
152. Government and the American 
Economy (3). 
The conditions under which individuals 
turn to the political process to reveal their 
preference;. The programs resulting from 
government action, particularly those con-
cerned wi th monopoly situations; the main-
tenance of competition, and destructive com-
petition. T he effect'> of these programs on 
the alloction of resources and on the dis-
tributive shares. 
155. Public Finance {3). 
A ~tudy of the economics of taxation and 
the \ale of government services, beginning 
\\ith the principles of taxation and proceed-
ing to the economic effects of income taxa-
tion. -.ale'> and excise taxes. property taxes, 
and death and gift taxes. A ~tudy of fees 
and commercial revenues. Prerequisites: Ec. 
10 and 20. 
156. Fiscal Pol icy (3) . 
A study o f the role of government in the 
economy, ih pallcrns and trends in expendi-
ture'>. and intergovernmental fiscal relations. 
A study of the economics of government 
borrowing, fisca l policy and debt manage-
ment. Prcrequi'>ite: Ec. 10 and 20. 
160. Regiona l Economics (3). 
A '>llldy of the regiona l economic develop-
ment of the United States. The folio'' ing 
topic'> arc covered in this cour~e: location 
theory and indu~tria l vocat ion pauern~. ur-
ban land U'>e problem~. interregional trade, 
the imract of gro" th on regional structure. 
Specific method\ of regional analy'>i'> arc 
di\Cli'>\Cd. I hC\C include input-output analy-
'>i'>. linear programming, indu\trial complex 
analy'>i'>. the urban-ba'>c multiplier. methods 
of optimiting r lant location. Prerequisites: 
Ec. I 0 and 20. 
161. Business Cycles (3). 
Economic fluctuation~ as related to prog-
re\\: hi.,torical record and mea..,uremcnt o f 
bu\ine'>s cyc le\. Pattern of pro<,perity and 
dcpre~'>iOn. Condition'> and caw,es of ~uch 
changes. Ovcr-inve..,tment ; capita l and credit 
acceleration: gauging market> and price·CO!>l 
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relations. Keynes' multiplier and Schumpe-
ter's innovation analysis. Monetary controls; 
job and output stimulation ; inflation con-
trols. Prerequisites: Ec. 10 and 20. 
163. Economic Growth a nd 
Development (3) . 
A study of the general factors underlying 
economic growth and the major theories of 
economic development. A survey of growth 
in advanced and underdt:veloped countries. 
A study of the cost~. problems, and public 
policies in regard to economic growth. 
165. Survey of Economic Sys tems (3) . 
A study of individualistic Capitalism with 
its tendency toward personal monopoly ; 
modified Capitalism; British Socialism; Fas-
cism; and Communism. Discussion of the 
historical origins of these various economic 
systems. 
175. Introduction to Economic 
Stat istics (3). 
The application of frequently used statis-
tical tools in economics and business. The 
uses of frequency distributions and measures 
of central tendency. Analysis of major busi-
ness indexes and certain forecasting pro-
cedures. 
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182. Economic History of the 
United States (3) . 
The reasons for and effects of tbe transi-
tion from a predominately agricultural econ-
omy to a predominately industrial economy. 
The problems involved in this transition; the 
changing functions of the government. The 
changing role of the United States in the 
world economy. 
186. Inte rnationa l Trade (3). 
A study of the theory and empirical foun-
dations of international trade along with the 
problems of international disequi librium and 
the process of balance of payments adjust-
ment. Prerequisites: Ec. 10 and 20. 
187. Foreign Trade Policie s (3). 
A study of public and private barriers to 
trade, the commercial policies of the United 
States. and regional economic integration 
with emphasis on the Common Market. A 
study of international monetary problems 
and areas of international cooperation. Pre-
requisites: Ec. 10 and 20. 
190. Seminar on Curre nt Economic 
Problems (3)'. 














DiJ;isiou of the Hunzauities 
Objectives of the Division 
The Division of the Humanities includes the Departments of Classical 
Languages and Lite ra tures, English Language and Litera ture, Modern 
Languages and Litera ture, and the related a rts of Speech, Music, Painting 
and Sculpture. It provides courses of instruction intended primarily for 
the cultura l development of the student through contact with the culture 
of the past and present , since languages and litera ture are held fit 
instruments for intellectu al and mo ral development and should co ntribute 
to the fulle r and nobler life of the individual and of socie ty. For the libe rally 
educated man, a s tudy of the ancient classics is a basis for a be tter 
unde rstanding and appreciation of weste rn civilization, in great part 
the ir he ritage. The modern li te ratures, especia lly English, a re also studied 
in their perspectives of socia l, philosophical, and re ligious movements. 
Furthe rmo re, the practical va lues o f technical skills and basic communi-
cation, through a command of languages and their effective expression, 
a rc considered essentia l not only for persona l enjoyment bu t for leade rship. 
HUMANITIES 
I 00. Sem ina r in Humanities ( 3) 
Each year a seminar in humanities is o ffe red to selected seniors to 
prO\ ide them with an opportuni ty to integra te various a reas of study 
a rou nd a common theme or problem. A number of faculty members 
pa rticipate. T he course is b uilt aro und readings, discussions, and position 
papers presented by the students. 
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE 
Courses in Greek and La tin language and lite rature arc designed to 
acquaint the student with anc ient culture. The ancient classics, the 
mytho logy of the Greeks and Ro mans and the influence of the ir philosophic 
systems upon the lite ra ture a rc studied and evalua ted. 
Supporting Area Prerequis ites 
Greek - I a and I b ; La tin - 6 ho urs of lower division Latin beyond 
l a and l b. 
GREEK 
1a. Introductory Greek (3 ). 
G rammar, syntax, and vocab u l a r y of 
Homer. 
lb. Introductory Greek (3). 
Continuation of Greek I a. 
10. The Greek Historians (3). 
Sel ection~ from the Wor k<. of Herodotu \, 
Thucydide\, and Xenophon. 
12. Plato (3). 
The Apology and Crito. 
41. Homer (3). 
Exten,ivc readings from the Iliad and the 
Otly.11ey. 
110. Greek Poets (3). 
Select ion~ from the Lyric and Elegiac 
Poets. 
120. The Greek Tragedians (3). 
T he t ragcd ie~ of Euripide~ and Sophocle~. 
140. Arist ophanes (3). 
The Cloud.\ and the F rog.1. Reading of 
other plays in translation. 
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LATIN 125. Tacitus (3). 
1. Introductory Latin (3). The Agricola and Germania. 
Latin vocabulary, grammar, and syntax 
for those beginning Lat in. 
10. Livy (3). 
Selections from Book I and Books 2 1-22. 
12. Virgil (3). 
Selections from Books 1-6 of the Aeneid. 
13. Horace (3). 
Selections from the Odes and Epodes. 
15. The Works of Caesar (3). 
Commentaries on the Gallic War anti 
Commentaries on the Civil War. 
135. Cicero (3). 
Cicero the Philo~opher: The De Senectute 
and De Amicitia; Selections from the Tuscu-
lan Disputations. 
140. Latin Satire (3). 
Selections from the satires of Juvenal and 
Martial. 
141. Medieval Latin (3) . 
Selections from pro e and poetry of the 
Middle Ages. 
190. Private Study in Selected 
Latin Authors (3). 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Objective of the Department 
T he principal objective is two-fold: (a) to enlarge the student's cultural 
development through intelligent and personal experience of the valuable 
literature of our language; (b ) to guide the student to a more artistic and 
more effective expression of his thought and feeling. For students whose 
area o f concentration is English, a further objective is to provide oppor-
tunity for analyzing works of major English and American writers, to 
present an outline of the develo pment of lite rature in the English language 
from Beowulf to our own day, and to investigate mo re profoundly the 
principles of good critic ism and of artistic wri ting. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
E n. l a, lb, 82a, 82b. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
En. I a, I b, 82a, 82b. 
The Field of Concentration 
Students planning to concentrate in E nglish must formally apply to the 
Department in the person of the Chairman and request an ad viser from 
the Department's staff. Unless such an applicatio n is made prior to the 
first semester of the junior year, the student will be excluded from 
counseling, directio n and consideratio n of the Department. I t is highly 
recommended that prospective teachers of English seck an adviser in this 
department. 
It is a lso strongly suggested that the student under consultatio n with 
his department adviser choose three hours or more in the history of 
E nglish language and general linguistics. 
The field of concentrat ion in Engl ish consists of 18 hours of upper 
division work. 



















la. College Reading and Writing (3). 
Close analysis of selected works of litera-
ture; intensive study of the dictionary as a 
guide to diction, word-meaning, and the his-
tory of the language; composition stre sing 
clear and effective writing. 
lb. College Reading and Writing (3). 
Continuation of En. I a, with increased 
emphasis on composition. 
82a. Great Writers (3). 
Reading and analysis of The Canterbury 
Tales, two plays by Shakespeare, and Para-
dise Lost. 
82b. Great Writers (3). 
Reading and analysis of several plays by 
Shakespeare and a group of works by influ-
ential English and American writers. 
101. History of English language (3). 
Historical development of modern Eng-
lish a~ used both in America and in England. 
Detailed study of dictionary. 
102. General linguistics (3). 
Detailed stud y of rudiments of science of 
language particularly the various sound 
components of words and their fluctuation\. 
Thi~ course also examines the use of lan-
guage as a communication tool especially in 
the area of grammar and rhetoric. 
103. English Survey (3). 
A survey of English literature from Beo-
wulf to the Vi c torian period. Course i\ 
usually taught by a team of instructors from 
department. 
104. American Survey (3). 
A survey of American literature from 
colonial times to the present era. Cour~c is 
u<,ually taught by a team of instructors from 
the department. 
150. Chaucer and the 14th Century (3). 
Reading of the major works in the Middle 
Engli~h text; analysi\ of the significant as-
pects. Some consideration of other writers 
of the 14th century. Prerequisite: En. I 0 I. 
152. Medieval literature (3). 
Literary traditions, heroic, chivalric, and 
religious, from Beowulf through The Faerie 
Queene. 
153. The English Renaissance (3) . 
The sonnets, other poems, dramas, and 
prose of such writers as More, Wyatt and 
Surrey, Sidney, Lyly, Greene, Nashe, Mar-
lowe, Jonson, and Spenser. 
154. Shakepseare 
a. The Comedies of Shakespeare 
(3). 
b. The Histories of Shakespeare 
(3). 
c. The Tragedies of Shakespea re 
(3). 
d. Problems in Shakespeare's 
Works (3). 
161. The Seventeenth Century (3). 
Reading and analysis of the principal 
works of such writers as Bacon, Browne, 
Walton, Herrick, Lovelace, Donne, Cra-
shaw, Marvell , and Bunyan. 
162. Major Works of Milton (3). 
164. Neo-Classical literature (3). 
Reading and analysis of selected major 
works of prose, drama, and poetry of the 
Restoration and Eighteenth Century, ap-
proximately I 660-1800. 
165. Romantic Period (3). 
After a brief consideration of pre-Roman-
tics, a reading and analysis of the principal 
works of such writers as Wordsworth, Cole-
ridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Hun t, Lamb, 
and DeQuincey. 
168. The Victorian Period (3). 
Reading and analysis of the principal 
works of such writers as Carlyle, Macaulay, 
Tennyson, Browning, Patmore, Arnold, Pa-
ter, Stevenson, Kipling, Wilde. 
170. Modern literature (3). 
Reading and analysis of such writers as 
Yeats, Pound, Frost, T. S. Eliot, J . F. Pow-
ers. Williams. Auden, O'Neill , Flannery 
O'Connor, and Joyce Cary. 
173. The Novel (3) . 
Development of the novel from Defoe 
through Faulkner, considering such authors 
as Fielding, Austen, Brontes, Dickens, Mel-
vi lle, Hawthorne, and Clemens. 
174. Practical Criticism (3). 
A brief survey of theories of literary criti-
cism. Practice in analysis and appreciation 
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of poems and prose selections of the con-
temporary and earlier periods. En. 174a 
treats poetry; En. 174b treats prose. 
175. Creative Writing (3). 
Individual guidance and c riticism of crea-
tive efforts in various literary forms. Only 
with permission of the instructor. 
185. Workshop in English Studies (3). 
An inten-,ive program of reading, discus-
sion , and practica l demonstrations to im-
prove the competencies of teachers of Eng-
lish. Only by permission of the department 
chairman. 
190. Seminar in English and American 
Literature (3). 
Inten\ ive study of individual authors. 
works. periods. or literary movement s. For 
<,tudent~ who<,e field o f concentration is Eng-
li~h. o r with perm1ss1on of the department 
chairman. Cour~es designated En. 190a, 
190b, 190c, 190d are all seminar courses 
bu t author , ~orks. periods, or movements 
Mudied are entirely different in each sub-
~ection of the number. 
199. Joyce 
A two-seme'>ter course in the works of 
James Joyce. 
J99a. ( 3) Study of Dubliners, Portrait, 
Stepltl!n llero. Exiles. Uly.ues, and the 
poems. For students whose field of concen-
tration is Engli~h. or with permission of the 
department chairman. 
199b. ( 3) Study of Finnl!gtms Wake. Pre-
requi<,ite'>: En. 199a. Only by permission of 
the department chairman. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Objectives of the Department 
I. Accuracy of expression , written and oral. through inten:;ive class 
work and constant use of the Language Lab. 
2. A good knowledge and appreciation of the cultural background of 
the language. 
3. Fluency and ability in speaking, reading, writing the language after 
completion of upper division courses. 
4. Upon completion of a full four-year cou rse of language s tudy, a 
s tudent shou ld be adequate ly prepared to enter the fie ld of language 
education as a primary or secondary teacher or to contin ue toward graduate 
studies in a language. 
5. Students passing the minimum two-year requirement should be able 
to take graduate school reading examinations without difficulty. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Fr. 70b; Gr. 70b; Sp. 70b. 
T oward a minor or divisional degree. 
FRENCH 
la. Elementary French (3). 
Thorou gh grounding in the essentials of 
grammar. oral drill . dictation'>, reading of 
e lementary and intermediate texts. conver-
\ation. wri tten exercise-.. Three rec itation and 
two workshop hour\. 
lb. Elementary French (3). 
Continuation of Fr. I a. 
3a. Intermediate French (3) . 
Readings fro m the nineteenth and twen-
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tieth centu ries. Oral and written summaries, 
lite ra ry evaluation' and critic i~ms. Grammar 
review. Three reci tation and t"o workshop 
hour,. Prerequisite: Fr. I b. 
3b. Intermediate French (3). 
Continuation of Fr. Ja. 
70a. Intermediate Advanced French (3). 
Oral and written French with special em-
phasis on pronunciation and spoken ability 
centered on French c ivilization. Three reci-
tation and two workshop hours. Prerequi-












70b. Intermediate Advanced French (3). 
Continuation of Fr. 70a. 
lOOa. Advanced Composition (3). 
Advanced compo\ition in a course cen-
tered on a \urvey of French Literature. 
lOOb. Advanced Composition (3). 
Continuation of Fr. IOOa. 
180a. The Romantic Century (3). 
A rcprc<,entativc study of the Romantic 
Century in French Literature. Outside read-
ings. Conducted in French. Prerequisite: Fr. 
I OOb or permi,\ion of the department chair-
man. 
180b. The Romantic Century (3) . 
Con tinuation of Fr. 180a. 
ISla. French Classical Period (3). 
A ~tudy of the representati\e works of 
Corneille, Racine, Moliere. La Fontaine, etc. 
Outs ide readings. Conducted in French. Pre-
requi\ite: Fr. 70b. 
18lb. French Classical Period (3). 
Continuation of Fr. 181 a. 
182a. Contemporary French 
Literature (3). 
A \tudy of the representative worh of 
Sartre. Prou~t. Camu~. etc. Outside readings. 
Conducted in French. Prerequi~ite: Fr. 70b. 
182b. Contemporary French 
Literature (3). 
Continuation of Fr. 182a. 
183a. The Age of Enlightenment (3). 
A \tudy of the representative works of 
the eighteenth century. Special empha-.is on 
the phi,olophers. Prerequi~ite: Fr. IOOb. 
183b. The Age of Enlightenment (3) . 
Continuation of Fr. 183a. 
190. Seminar in French Studies (3). 
lntemivc <,tudy of individual authors. 
''ork\, period .... or literary movements. For 
,tudcnt.., "ho...e field of concentration i-. 
French. or with permi~'ion of the depart-
ment chairman. Cour~cs de ... ignated Fr. 190a. 
190h. 190c. 190d. arc all ~eminar course<., 
hut author<,. work-.. periods. or movcmcnh 
... tuuicd arc entirely different in each \Ub-
\CCtion of the number. 
GERMAN 
la. Elementary German (3). 
An inten~ivc course in the rudiments of 
grammar, translation, and conversation. 
Three recitation and 1\•o workshop hours. 
lb. Elementary German (3) . 
Continuation of Gr. I a, "ith emphasis o n 
functional proficiency in the usc of the lan-
guage a ... a means of communication. Three 
recitation and two workshop hours. 
3a. Intermediate German (3). 
An intcn~ive cotm,e in current idiomatic 
German. A thorough review of grammar. 
Dc-.igned to develop accuracy and proficiency 
in the U\e of the language. Three recita-
tion and two workshop hours. Prerequ isite: 
Gr. l b. 
3b. Intermediate German (3). 
A continuation of German 3a. Extensive 
reading of prepared illustrative texts. Three 
recitation and two workshop hours. 
32. Scientific German (3). 
A concentrated course in translating scien-
tific German. This course may be used to 
... ati..,fy language requirements instead of Gr. 
3b. Prerequi~ite : Gr. 3a. 
70a. Intermediate Advanced German (3). 
Ora l and '' rittcn German with special em-
pha\i\ on pronunciation and spoken ability, 
centered on German civilization. Three reci-
tation and t\\O workshop hours. Prerequisite: 
Gr. 3b or permission of the department 
chairman. 
70b. Intermediate Advanced Germa n (3). 
Continuat ion of Gr. 70a. 
lOOa. Advanced Composit ion (3). 
Advanced compo~ition in a course cen-
tered on a ... urvey of German Literature. 
lOOb. Advanced Composition (3). 
Conti nuation of Gr. IOOa. 
190. Seminar in German Studies (3). 
lnten-.ive <,tudy of individual authors. 
\lOri..<,. period .... or literary movemenh. For 
\tudcrw, \\ ho'e fie ld of concentration i' Ger-
man, or with pcrmi"ion of the department 
chairman. Cour<.e<, de,ignated Gr. 190a. 
190h. 190c, 190d. arc all ~eminar courses 
but aut hor .... works. periods. or movements 
Mudicd arc entirely different in each ~ub­
~ection of the number. 
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RUSSIAN 
la. Elementary Russian (3). 
An intensive course in the rudiments of 
Russian grammar, careful drill in pronun-
ciation, collateral reading of prepared texts 
of Lermontov and Pushkin. Three recitation 
and two workshop hours. 
lb. Elementary Russian (3). 
Continuation of Ru. I a. Three recitation 
and two workshop hours. 
3a. Intermediate Russian (3). 
Intensive grammar review, readings from 
prepared excerpts from the works of Dos-
toevski, Tolstoy, and Turgenev. Prerequisite: 
Ru. lb. 
3b. Intermediate Russian (3). 
Continuation of Ru. 3a; scientific read-
ings according to needs of class. Three reci-
tation and two workshop hours. 
SPANISH 
la. Elementary Spanish (3). 
Thorough grounding in the essentials of 
grammar, oral drill , dictations, reading of 
elementary and intermediate texts, conver-
sation, written exercises. Three recitation 
and two workshop hours. 
lb. Elementary Spanish (3) . 
Continuation of Sp. I a. 
3a. Intermediate Spanish (3). 
Readings from the n ineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries. Oral and written summaries, 
literary evaluations, and criticisms. Gram-
mar review. Three recitation and two work-
shop hours. Prerequisite: Sp. I b. 
3b. Intermediate Spanish (3). 
Continuation of Sp. 3a. Conducted in 
Spanish. 
70a. Intermediate Advanced Spanish (3). 
Oral and written Spanish with special em-
phasis on pronunciation and spoken abil ity, 
centered on Spanish civilization. Three reci-
tation hours, two workshop hours. Prerequi-
s ite: Sp. 3b or permission of the department 
chairman. 
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70b. Intermediate Advanced Spanish (3). 
Continuation of Sp. 70a. 
lOOa. Advanced Composition (3). 
Advanced composition in a course cen-
tered on a survey of Spanish Literature. 
lOOb. Advanced Composition (3). 
Continuation of Sp. lOOa. 
180. Nineteenth Century Literature (3). 
A survey course in the Literature of nine-
teenth century Spanish authors. This course 
will go into the period of reflMW~PbW1Jed 
in Spanish. Prerequisite: ~ or permis-
sion of the departmental chairman. 
181. The Regional and Historical 
Novel of South America (3) . 
A study of the famous and historical 
novels of South America. At least one repre-
sentative author from each country. Atten-
tion to regional language differences. Out-
side . ~eports. Co?9H~59-d?" "-~~nish. Pre-
requiSite: ~ or PErmiSSIOn of the de-
partment chairman. 
182. Contemporary Spanish 
Literature (3). 
A course dealing with as many of the 
representative twentieth century authors as 1Q-7oL} 
can be handled in one semester. Outside re- 11 ( f 
ports. This class w~·ll 9e oncl~tecl in Span-
' h p . . 'l.i<"M7ool5 f IS . rereqUISite: Or. po:rmiSSIOn 0 
the department chairman. 
183. Romantic Period (3) . 
A survey of the Spanish dramas and 
poetry. Ouhide reports will be expected. 
Conducted Wl&l~t~R~ish . Prerequisite : 
~~"<>~ pei'i\liss'18'rf''Of the department 
chairman. 
190. Seminar in Spanish Studies (3) . 
Intensive ~tudy of individual authors, 
works. periods, or literary movements. For 
students, who~e field o f concentration is 
Spanish. or with permission of the depart-
ment chairman. Courses designated Sp. 190a, 
190b, 190c, 190d, arc all seminar courses 
but authors, works, periods, or movements 
studied are enti rely different in each sub-
section of the number. 
I n 











The purpose of the courses offered in Speech is to develop the student's 
understanding and cultural appreciation of Speech and the Theatre Arts. 
The program is designed to provide a balance between the study of 
theories and principles of communication and practical experience through 
participation in classroom and cocurricular programs in Forensics and 
Theatre. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Speech - Sph. 10 or 12, 20, 2 1, 50. 
10. Fundame ntals of Speech (2). 
Practical training in the fundamentals of 
effective speaking with emphasis on the 
preparation and delivery of the extempora-
neous ~peeeh . 
12. Advanced Public Speaking and 
Criticism (3). 
The preparation and delivery of extended 
speech. The reading and analysis of content 
and style in representative contemporary 
speeches. Prerequisite: Sph. I 0 or consent 
of instntctor. 
20. Theatre Arts (3). 
An introduction to T heatre through dis-
cussion of the fundamental elements of dra-
matic art, styles of dramatic literature, and 
acting and directing principles. Selected 
readings from world drama. 
21. The Visual Theatre (3). 
An overview of scenic concepts applicable 
to the physical theatre environment, with 
emphasis on technica l theatre, the historical 
development of vital stage features, styles 
of production. and scenic design. The read-
ing of illustrative plays. 
50. Beginning Acting (2) . 
Ba.sic acting principles with emphasis on 
the Stanislavskian sy~tem as well as other 
divergent techniques. Studies in interpreta-
tion and practical stage projects. 
110. Argume ntation (3). 
T he principles of argumentation includ-
ing evidence, reasoning, and refutation as 
applied in public speaking, discussion, and 
debate. 
111. Oral Inte rpretation (3). 
The theory, principles, and techniques of 
the oral interpretation of poetry, prose, and 
drama. Classroom presentation of readings. 
114. Practical Speech Activities 
(3 hrs., BUT, only 1 hr. credit 
per semester) 
Participation in a play produced at Regis 
College, both as actor or aid in the techni-
cal aspect, or participation in forensic ac-
tivities as a member of the Regis Debating 
and Oratorical Society, constituting more 
than a minimal individual creative respon-
sibility. May be repeated up to three credits. 
115. Rhetorical Theories of Speech (3) . 
A study of the classical theories of P ub-
lic Speaking culminating with Aristotle and 
Cicero. Emphasis on the intrinsics of speech 
preparation, organizat ion, and criticism. 
Additional practice in advanced speaking 
and persuasion. 
130. His tory of the Theatre (3) . 
Theatrical history from its beginnings to 
1850. Emphasis on elements of period stag-
ing, changing dramatic concepts, and the 
reading of representative period plays. 
131. Conte mporary Theatre (3). 
Modern theatrical developments from the 
growth of 19th century Realism to the pres-
ent. Emphasis on development of modern 
styles of staging and the various schools of 
dramatic literature. Reading of representa-
tive modern plays. 
133. Advanced Acting (3). 
Theory and practice in the acting tech-
niques of various " Period Styles," and intro-
duction to the various dialects popular m 
the theatre. Cooperative class projects. 
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136. Directing (3). 
The fundamentals of play direction as a 
creative and interpretative art. as a super-
visory craft and as a psychological skill. 
Projects in One-Act play direction. 
137. Dramatic Criticism and 
Aesthetics (3) . 
An examination of the po~sibilities of a 
basis for dramatic critici~m through a ;tudy 
of the writ ing' of the great dramatic theo-
ris t~ from ant iquity to the pre-.ent. Specia l 
cmphasi'> on the complexities of changing 
dramatic form. 
190. Individual Study in Speech 
and Theatre (2·4). 
Supervi; ion by a faculty member of spe-
cialized and advanced study in Speech and 
fheatre to meet the indiv idual needs of the 
~tudent. or a' preparation for graduate 
;chool . Prer eq ui ~i te : consent of the in-
structor. 
MUSIC 
Objectives of Offerings 
T he music cou rses. in dealing with a great human fine art other than 
lite rature, aim to bring the s tudent to an adequate contemplation of 
musical structures, and thus to furn ish him an analogy fo r deepening h is 
insights in literature and other fine a rts. 
15. Musical Form and Style (2) . 
Listening to and analysis of variou~ selec-
tions of comparative brevity and simplici ty 
w ith a view to introducinc the student to the 
formal and stylistic pr inciples of great muo,ic. 
25. Development of Musical Form and 
Style (2) . 
Listening to and analy~i~ of ~e lections of 
greater length and complexity. 
35. National Music (2). 
An analysis of characterist ic mu~ical prod-
ucts of the United States. South A merica. 
Rus<,ia. Bohemia. England, Spain, and other 
Weo, tern countric\. 
45. Concertos and Chamber Music (2). 
An analysb of music in which soloish or 
\mall groups play alone or with an or-
chestra . 
55. The Backgrounds of Modern 
Music (2). 
A <,tudy of the traditional roots of muo,ic 
being produced in our own t ime. 
65. The Opera (2). 
A n analy;,i;, of characterist ic opera~ of the 
clas;,ical , romantic, and modern periods. 
PAINTING AND SCULPTURE 
Art. 15. Introduction to Painting and 
Sculpture (3). 
The visual experience is examined '" it io, 
influenced hy materials. techniques. the ar-
tist. hi '> society, and the critic. 
Art. 16. Contemporary Movements in 
Painting and Sculpture (3) . 
Major trend;, in American and Interna-
t ional painting and <,culpture of the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries. 
Art. 20. Analysis of Painting (3). 
An investigation of great pcriodo, of paint-
ing with emphao,i~ on their relation;,hip to 
social and religious orientation. 
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Art. 25. Analysis of Architecture (3). 
A detai led o,tudy o f architectural achieve-
men~\ in ancient and modern civil ization\. 
including the Far Ea;,t, Egypt. Greece. Rome. 
Europe. and the Americas. 
Art. 30. Analysis of Sculpture (3). 
T he development of 'cu lplllt o.: from pt imi-
ti ve ritual i.,t ic o,ocictie-.. through pcriodo, of 
clao,o, ica l achievement, to the reflection of 
contemporary civi lization in o,culpture of the 
twentieth century. 
Art. 35. Creative Studio Art (3) . 
The pla<,t ic clement;, of design arc ex-
plored in two and three dimensional media. 
Individual projects are a-.signed in painting. 
drawing. printmaking, ceramic;,, scul pture. 
Divisiou of Natural Science and Matheuzatics 
Objectives of the Division 
The Division of Natural Science and Mathematics includes the Departments 
of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics. Primary consideration 
is given to preparing the student whose field of concentration is science 
for postgraduate work in one of the four departments mentioned. The 
courses also can be selected so as to fulfill all ordinary entrance require-
ments of professional schools. 
A further objective of the Division is to give the student an introduction 
to scientific thinking and to correct laboratory procedure and to stimulate 
him to inquire further into the origin of the power and beauty of nature. 
BIOlOGY 
Objective of the Department 
The objective of the Department of Biology is both cultural and professional. 
The non-science student is offered a survey of general principles, a study 
of the contributions of biology to human welfare, and discussion of further 
practical applications to human problems. The student in a pre-medical 
or pre-dental program is offered a sequence of laboratory and lecture 
courses to meet admission requirements for p rofessional schools. The 
student preparing for teaching or for advanced study in the biological 
sciences is offered intensive training in laboratory procedures and a 
sequence of courses covering the cellular, organismic and populational 
aspects of selected forms. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Bl. lOa, lOb, ll a, I Ib, 40 and 50. 
Strongly recommended: 
Ch. 6a, 6b, 40a, 40b; Mt. II; Ph. 2a, 2b. 
(or equivalents of the above courses) . 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Bl. lOa, lOb. II a and lib. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration consists of 18 semester hours of upper division 
courses, chosen with the counsel of the concentration adviser, and to 
include Bl. 191. The support ing area of 12 hours may be taken in any 
othe r a rea or areas approved by the concentration adviser. 
Natural Science and Mathematics j§ 85 
lOa. General Biology (3) . 
An introduction to the study of living 
maller including molecular, cellular, genetic, 
developmental , organisimic, ecological and 
evolutionary aspects. Three lectures per 
week. Correquisite: Bl. I Ia. 
lOb. General Biology (3). 
A continuation of Bl. lOa. Corequisite: 
Bl. II b. Prerequisites: Bl. I Oa and II a. 
lla. Ge neral Biology Laboratory (1). 
One three·hour laboratory period. Labo-
ratory experi ments to accompany Bl. lOa. 
llb. General Biology Laboratory (1) . 
A continuation of Bl. l l a. Laboratory 
experiments to accompany Bl. I Ob. Pre-
requisites: Bl. lOa and I Ia. 
20a. Human Anatomy and Physiology (3). 
An introduction to the integration of struc-
ture and function of human organ systems. 
The course involves the correlation of gross 
and micro~copic structure with functional 
maintenance of the human body. Three lec-
tures per week. Corequisite: Bl. 21 a. Pre-
requisite: permission of the instructor. 
20b. Human Anatomy and Physiology (3) . 
A continuation of Bl. 20a. Corequisite: 
Bl. 21 b. Prerequisites: Bl. 20a and 21 a. 
2la. Human Anatomy and Physiology 
Laboratory (1) . 
One three-hour laboratory period. Labo-
ratory experiments to accompany Bl. 20a. 
2lb. Human Anatomy and Physiology 
Laboratory (1) . 
A continuation of Bl. 2 1 a. Laboratory 
experiments to accompany Bl. 20b. Pre-
requisites: 20a and 21a. 
40. Plant Biology (4) . 
A comprehensive treatment of the plant 
kingdom covering classification, structure, 
function. life cycles, ecology and evolution-
ary relationship~. Occa~ional fie ld trips are 
required. Three lectures. one laboratory 
period per week. Prerequisites: Bl . II a and 
II b. 
50. General Ecology (4). 
A field course concerned with the ba~ic 
principles of modern environmental biology. 
86 j§ Biology 
The functioning of ecological systems and 
the biology of populations and communities 
are inve~tigated. Field trips are required. 
Three lecture'>, one laboratory period per 
'"eek. Prerequisite~: Bl. II a and II b. 
102. Comparative Vertebrate 
Anatomy (4) . 
A study of type forms from the proto-
chordate through the mammalian. The value 
of the structures as basal elements of verte-
brate anatomy, the principles of homology, 
adaptive radiation and change in the various 
groups. In the laboratory, detailed dissection 
of the cat as an ill ustrative mammal. Two 
lectures, two laboratory periods. Prerequi-
~ite: Bl. lOb. 
111. Vertebrate Embryology (4). 
A de~criptive course in vertebrate develop-
mental anatomy. Lectures on various phases 
of development from a comparative view-
point. Emphasis upon chick development in 
the laboratory, with some studies of the pig 
embryo. Two lectures and two laboratory 
periods. Prerequisite: Bl. lOb. 
127. Ce ll Phys iology (4). 
A study of the physiochemical character-
istics and fundamenta l activities of animal 
cell~, plant cell~ and micro-organisms. Cell 
nutnt10n, re~pon!>e to the environment. 
growth and reproduction are the fundamen -
tal activities emphasized in this cour,e. 
Three lecture'>. one laboratory period per 
week. Prerequisites: Bl. I Ob, II b; Ch. 6b. 
Recommended : Ch. 40b and 43b. 
128. Ve rtebrate Physiology (4). 
A study of the function of human organ 
sy~tems and metabolism including move-
ment , circulation. digestion. respiration and 
nervou~ and hormonal control. Three lec-
ture\, one laboratory period per week. Pre-
requi~ites : Bl. I Ob. II b; Ch. 6b. or permi\-
'ion of the in~truetor. 
131. Microscopic Technique (4) . 
De~igned to acquaint the student with the 
ba~ic principles and procedures involved in 
the preparation of whole mounts and ti,,ue' 
for micro~copic ~ tudies. Ba'>ic histochemica l 
procedure~ and current technique~ used in 
micro~copy are included. Two lectures and 
two laboratory period~. Prerequisites: Bl. 
I Ob and permi\\iOn of in '>tructor. 
141. Genetics (3). 
A ~urvey of current intepreta tions of: 
Mendel ism and the various laws of inheri-
tance; the cytological ba~is of inheritance: 
mutation; gene structure and function ; cy-
toplasmic inheritance; the genetics of devel-
opment: and the genetics of populations. 
Three lectures per week. Prerequisite : Bl. 
JOb. 
143. Organic Evolution (3) . 
A lecture course on the processes of bio-
logical change. Emphasis is placed on: the 
synthetic theory of evolution ; the sources 
and organization of variability ; the differen-
tiation of populations; the origin of pecies; 
major trends o f evolution: and evolution in 
man. Three lectures per \\eek. Prerequi~ites: 
Bl. JOb a nd 141. 
152. Vertebrate Histology (4). 
Study of the morphology of the cells and 
ti '>'>Ues of '>elected forms. The participation 
of the fundamental tissues in the formation 
of organs and systems. Preparation of tis-
\ues for mic roscopic observations. Two lec-
tures a nd two laboratory periods. Prerequi-
site : Bl. I Ob. 
190. Independent Study in Biology 
(Variable credit). 
Courses for the advanced student in Biol-
ogy dealing with independent research prob-
lems. Prerequisite: permission of the de-
partment chairman . 
191. Seminar in Biology 
(Variable credit). 
Report~ on ~pecial current problems and 
rc~earch activities in biology. The specific 
theme is annou nced prior to registration. 
Prerequisites: senior status and permission 
of the department chairman. 
CHEMISTRY 
Objective of the Department 
The courses offered by the Department of Chemistry a re professional as 
well as cultural. For this reason, exactness and care in laboratory 
technique, as well as s trict attention to the mathematical development 
of theory, is considered essential. 
For the benefit of those students who wish to prepare themselves for 
more ad vanced work in chemist ry, either in graduate school or in industry, 
the department offers the degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemistry. 
The curriculum leading to this degree embodies a ll courses recommended 
by the American Chemica l Socie ty. This is to be considered a professional 
degree, and as such, something quite distinct from a degree of Bachelor 
of Science. where in the student establishes a field of concentration in one 
of the natural sciences. 
F o r the benefit of the pre-medical students and for others who wish 
to obtain a fairl y s trong background in chemistry before undertaking 
studies in another profession, the department offe rs a second curriculum 
- one which leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science, with a concen-
tra tion in chemistry. While the requ irements of this degree do not demand 
such intensive work in chemistry as do those for the professional degree, 
they arc, nevertheless, comparable to the requirements for a concentration 
in any of the other sciences. 
Chemistry j§ 87 
The department will recommend for entrance into graduate, medical, 
or other professional schools, only those students who shall have maintained 
a quality point average in the chemistry courses taken at Regis of at least 
2.5 (Cplus). 
THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY DEGREE 
Prerequisite 
Adequate preparation in high school algebra, chemistry, and trigonometry. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Ch. 6a, 6b, 40a, 40b; Ph. 2a, 2b (or equivalent); Mt. 60a, 60b, 60c; 
Ch. 114, 116, 131 a, 131 b, 144, 146, 163, 191 , and six additional hours 
of upper division mathematics and/or physics. No other supporting area 
is required. 
Students interested in biochemistry may substitute an upper division 
course in biology for three hours of the required courses in upper division 
mathematics or physics. 
THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Ch. 6a, 6b, 40a, 40b; Mt. II (or equivalent) ; Ph. 2a, 2b (or equivalent). 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Ch. 6a, 6b, 40a, 40b. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration consists of 18 hours of upper division credit, 
including Ch. 114, 144, 19 I , either 136 or 13 1 a and 131 b. The supporting 
area consists of not less than 12 hours of upper division courses in physics, 
biology, or mathematics; these must be selected in consultation with the 
concentration adviser. 
3a. General Chemistry (3) . 
An introduction to the principles of chem-
istry together with suitable applications. Se-
lected factual aspects of chemistry are con-
sidered as illustrative of modern theories. 
Not recommended for those majoring in the 
science. Three lectures. Corequisite: Ch. 4a. 
3b. General Chemistry (3). 
A continuation of Ch. 3a. Corequisite: 
Ch. 4b. Prerequisite: Ch. 3a. 
4a, 4b. General Chemistry laboratory 
(1 hr. each course). 
One three-hour laboratory period. Labo-
ratory experiments to accompany Ch. 3a 
and 3b. 
88 j§ Chemistry 
6a. Principles of Chemistry (3). 
The beginning course in chemistry in-
tended for tho e students majoring in the 
sciences. A rigorous introduction to the 
principles of chemistry with special empha-
sis on quantitative relation~hips. The prop-
erties of the more common clements are 
then con~idered against a background of 
the~e principles and the periodic table. Co-
requi~ i te: Ch. 7a. Prerequisite: Adequate 
preparation in high school chemistry and 
mathematics. Three lectures. 
6b. Principles of Chemistry (3). 
A cont inuation of Ch. 6a. Corequisite: 






7a, 7b. Principles of Chemistry laboratory 
(1 hr. each course). 
One three-hour laboratory period. Labo-
ratory experiments to accompany Ch. 6a 
and 6b. 
40a. Organic Chemistry (3). 
A treatment of the properties of the im-
portant classes of aliphatic and aromatic 
compounds, and the development of funda-
mental theories of organic chemistry. Co-
requisite: Ch. 42a or 43a. Prerequisite: Ch. 
6b or permission of department. 
40b. Organic Chemistry (3). 
A continuation of Ch. 40a. Corequisite: 
Ch. 42b or 43b. Prerequisite: Ch. 40a. 
42a, 42b. Orga nic Che mistry laboratory 
(2 hrs. each course). 
Required of chemistry majors. Two three-
hour laboratory periods. Laboratory e~peri­
ments to accompany Ch. 40a and 40b. The 
preparation and purification of carbon com-
pounds and the study of their characteristic 
properties. Introduction to Organic Qualita-
tive Analysis. 
43a, 43b. Organic Chemistry laboratory 
(1 hr. each course). 
Laboratory experiments to accompany Ch. 
40a and 40b. One three-hour laboratory 
period. The preparation and purification of 
carbon compounds and the study of their 
characteristic properties. 
114. Quantitative Analysis (4). 
Volumetric and gravimetric analysis of 
complex mixtures illu~trating the principles 
and quantitative a\pect\ of chemical equi-
librium . Introduction to electrical and opti-
cal methods of ana lysis. Two lecture' and 
a minimum of si~ hours laboratory. 
116. Advanced Ana lytica l Chemistry (3). 
Con\ideration of more advanced princi-
ples of analy'>is. Introduction to modern in-
\ trumental techniques. Two lectures and a 
minimum of four hour~ laboratory. Pre-
requi\ite : Permi"ion of the department 
chairman. 
131a. Phys ica l Chemist ry (3) . 
Quantitative study of the ba,ic laws of 
chemiMry. The nature of the various states 
of mauer, thermodynamics, reaction kinetics, 
electrochemistry, and molecular and atomic 
structure. Three lectures. Corequisite: Ch. 
132a. Prerequisites : Ph. 2b (or equivalent), 
Mt. 60c, Ch. 40b. 
131b. Physical Chemistry (3). 
A continuation of Ch. 131a. Corequisite: 
Ch. 132b. Prerequisite: Ch. 131 a. 
132a, 132b. Experimental Physical 
Chemis try 
(1 hr. each course). 
One four-hour laboratory period. Labo-
ratory experiments to accompany Ch. 131 a 
and Ch. 131b. 
136. Survey of Physical Chemistry (3). 
Survey of physical chemistry with em-
phasis on subjects of importance to pre-
medical, pre-dental , and biology students. 
Three lectures. Corequisite. Ch. 137. Pre-
requisite: credit or regbtration in Ph. 2b or 
4b and Ch. 40b. 
137. Phys ical Che mistry laboratory (1) . 
One three-hour laboratory period. Labo-
ratory experiments to accompany Ch. 136. 
144. Qualitative Organic Analys is (3) . 
The clas-.ification and identification of 
selected organic compounds and mixtures by 
means of clas-.ical and instrumental tech-
niques. One lecture and a minimum of six 
hours laboratory. Prerequbite: Ch. 40b. 
146. Synthet ic Chemistry (1-4). 
The preparation of selected chemical 
compounds. One hour conference and a 
minimum of si~ hours laboratory. Prerequi-
site: regbtration or credit in Ch. 40b. 
150. Elements of Biochemistry (3) . 
The chemi,t ry and phy-.iological relations 
of amino acids, protein\, carbohydrates, 
lipid-.. and related compounds. Three lec-
ture\. Corequi'>ite : Ch. 15 1. Prerequbites: 
Ch. 40b and either 131 b or 136. 
151. Biochemistry laboratory (1). 
One three-hour laboratory period. Labo-
ratory experiments to accompany Ch. 150. 
163. Advanced Inorganic Che mistry (3). 
Special topics in the field of inorganic 
Chemistry j§ 89 
chemi~try. Includes nuclear, atomic. and 
molecular ~tructure; complex ion~ and co-
ordination compounds; inorganic reactions 
in aqueou\ and non-aqueou~ media. Three 
lectures. Prerequi\ite : advanced standing in 
chemistry. 
191. Seminar in Chemistry (1-4). 
192. Undergraduate Research 
in Chemistry (1-4). 
Content and credit to be arranged. Pre-
requisite: con~ent of the department chair-
man. 
MATHEMATICS 
Obiective of the Department 
The objective of the department is to prepare students for a concentration 
in mathematics. The courses selected will give the student the mathematical 
background necessary for various fields of science. However, since the 
courses arc intended primarily for those whose concentration is mathematics, 
the quality of work demanded from all students will be on that level. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Basic Requirements: 
Twelve hours of a modern language, French, German, Russian. The 
language requirement can be fulfilled by taking two years of any one of 








BACHELOR OF SCIENCE with a MATHEMATICS CONCENTRATION L 
Divisional Requirements: 
Mt. 60a, 60b, 60c, 154a, J 54b, 163, 170; Ph. 2a, 2b or 4a, 4b, 70a, L 
70b, I OOa, I OOb, I 02a, I 02b, 180, 18 1; Ch. 3a, 3b or 6a, 6b or BI. lOa, 
lOb. 
Other Requirements: , -
Ec. 10 or 20. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
Divisional Requirements: [ 
Mt. 60a, 60b, 60c, 115, I 23a, 123b, 154a, I 54b, J 59, I 63, I 70; 
Ph. 3a, 3b or 6a, 6b, 70a, 70b, I OOa, I OOb, I 05, I I 0; Ch. 6a, 6b. 
Other Requirements: l-
Ba. I 8 I ; Ec. I 0 or 20; Ph. 50 or 70; Soc. 2, 3, or 40. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites { 
Mt. 60a, 60b, 60c. ~ 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration in mathematics consists of a minimum of 18 
hou rs o f upper division courses, to incl ude Mt. 191. The supporting 
area consists of 12 upper division hours selected in consu ltation with the 
concentration adviser. 




0. Remedial Mathematics (0). 
For \tudents who are deficient in high 
~chool mathematics. (3 lectures per week) 
11. College Algebra (3). 
Logarithms, complex numbers, inequal i-
ties, the theory of quadratic equations, pro-
gres~ion~. binomial theorem, el em entary 
theory of equations, determinants, partial 
fractions. Prerequisite: a thorough knowl -
edge of intermediate algebra. 
12. College Algebra and 
Trigonometry (3). 
A more advanced cour~e than Mt. I I de-
voted to a rapid review of College A lgebra 
and College Trigonometry. Basic probability, 
introduction to limits and series. 
17a, 17b. Introduction to Mathematics 
(3 hrs. each course). 
Mathematics for well qualified busine~s 
and economic ~tudents. Mathematical meth-
ods required for an understanding of the 
various quantitative methods of modern 
management science. 
31. Plane Trigonometry (3). 
Trigonometric function\ of acute angle~. 
the right triangle, logarithms, goniometry. 
the oblique triangle. graphs of trigonometr ic 
functions, the exponential series. Prerequi-
site: Mt. II or its equivalent. 
60a, 60b, 60c. Analytical Geometry and 
Calculus (3 hrs. each 
course). 
An integrated course containing the main 
topics from analytical geometry and calcu lus. 
70. Mathematical Statistics (3). 
Introductory cour~e for students who~e 
field of concentration is not mathematics. 
Prerequ i\i te : M l. I I or 12. 
105. Introduct ion to Machine Data 
Processing (3). 
115. Determinants and Matrices (3). 
Matrices, operations with matrices, deter-
minants. System of li near equations. 
123a, 123b. Introduction to Higher 
Algebra (3 hrs. each course). 
Axiomatic treatment of ha~ic concept~ of 
groups. ring\, f ields. Prerequ i~ite: consent of 
instructor. 
125. Theory of Numbers (3). 
Fundamental concepts in number theory. 
Theory of congruences, Fermat's Theorem. 
Quadratic residues and quadratic reciprocity 
law. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. 
132a, 132b. Elementary Set Theoretic 
Topology (3 hrs. each 
course) . 
141. Introduction to Modern 
Geometry (3). 
Analyt ic and ~ynthet ic project i ve geom-
etry, affine geometr y, t ran~formation groups, 
topology. Prerequisite: consent of instructor . 
154a, 154b. Advanced Calculus 
(3 hrs. each course). 
Limits and continuity, functions of sev-
eral variables, partial derivatives, geometric 
applications. defin ite integral\. multiple inte-
grals. line integral~. surface and space inte-
grals. Prerequi\ ite: Mt. 163. 
159. Introduction to Applied 
Mathematics (3). 
A problem course concerned with appli-
cations of differential equations. A study of 
the special functions ari;ing as ~ol utions of 
second order differential equation\. Prerequi-
site: Mt. 163. 
163. Introduction to Differential 
Equations (3). 
A cont inuation of Mt. 60a, 60b, 60c. Sep-
arable linear and higher order differential 
equations and appli..:ations. 
170. Introduction to Statistics (3). 
The clas,ical mathematical theory of 
probability, including basic concepts of 
probability, permutations. combination~. ex-
pected values. and the binomial , Poisson, 
and normal distribution~. Prerequisite : M t. 
163. 
190. Seminar in Mathematical 
Problem s (1-3). 
Content ;111d credit to he arranged. Prc-
requi'>ite : consent of the department chair-
man. 
191. Seminar in Mathematics (1·4). 
Normally to be taken in senior year. 
Mathematics j§ 91 
RELATED AREA 
ENGINEERING DRAWING 
1. Engineering Drawing (3). 
Lettering; orthographic projection; work-
ing-drawing\; graphical representation~; iso-
metric, oblique, and perspective projections; 
plates and tracings. I ectures and laboratory. 
10. Descriptive Geometry (3). 
Orthographic p ro j ec t ion . Fundamental 
auxil iary v iew~. Point-line-plane problems. 
Revolution. Curved lines and surfaces. I nter-
sect ion~ and developments. 
PHYSICS 
Objectives of the Department 
The objectives of the department arc twofold : to prepare students fo r post 
graduate studies in the field of engineering, physics, o r o ther fields of related 
sciences; also to enable those students who wish to teach or enter technical 
management to obtain a strong backgrou nd in physics. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Basic Requirements: 
Twelve hours of a modern language, French, Ge rman, Russian. The 
language requirement can be fulfilled by taking two years of any one of the 
three languages or by ta king one year of German and one year of Russian. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A PHYSICS CONCENTRATION 
Divisional Requirements: 
Ph. 4a or 4b, 70a, 70b, 7 1 a, 7 1 b, I OOa, I OOb, I 02a, I 02b, 180, 18 1, 
19 1; Mt. 60a, 60b, 60c, 154a, 154b, 163, 170 ; Ch. 3a, 3b or 6a, 6b ; 
Bl. lOa, lOb. 
Other Requirements: 
Ec. 10 or 20. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING PHYSICS 
Divisional Requirements: 
Ph. 2a. 2b, or 4a, 4b, 70a, 70b, 7 1 a, 7 1 b, I OOa, I OOb, I 02a, I 02b, 
105, 11 0, 172a, 172b, 180, 18 1, 19 1; Mt. 60a, 60b, 60c, 11 5, 154a, 
154b, 159, 163, 170; Ch. 6a, 6b. 
Other Requirements: 
Ba. 18 1 a; Ec. I 0 or 20; Ps. 50 o r 70; Soc. 2, 3, o r 40. 
For the semester course requirements refer to page 6 1. 
2a, 2b. General Physics With 
Trigonometry (3 hrs. each 
each course). 
Lectures and experimental demonstration\ 
92 j§ Physics 
in mechanics, sound, light, heat, magnet ism, 
electricity, and introductor y modern physic~. 
T hree hours lecture, one hour quiz. Pre-
req u i~ i tc: Mt. 3 1 or equivalent. Must be 
accompanied by Ph. 5a, 5b. 
4a, 4b. General Physics With Calculus 
(3 hrs. each course). 
A strong course for beginning physics ma-
jors and engineers. Also recommended for 
all who had better than usual courses in 
high school. Three hour lecture; one hour 
quiz each semester covering mechanics, heat, 
sound, electricity, magnetism, light, and in-
troductory modern physics. Prerequisite: Mt. 
60a or equivalent to be taken concurrently. 
Must be accompanied by Ph. 5a, 5b. 
5a, 5b. General Physics laboratory 
(1 hr. each course). 
A laboratory course to accompany and 
exemplify Ph. 2a, 2b or Ph. 4a, 4b. One 
three hour session each week. 
70a, 70b. System Analysis-Discrete 
Phys ical Systems (3 hrs. 
each course) . 
Analysis of the linear and nonlinear time 
vector relationships for the active and pas-
sive elements fundamental to the electrical, 
mechanical, hydraulic and acoustic fields. 
Ideal and nonideal transformer elements 
such as levers, gears, nozzles and electrical 
transformers are developed. The fundamen-
tal concepts underlying all of the physical 
sciences are constant ly stressed. Prerequisite: 
Ph. 2b or 4b. 
7la, 7lb. Systems laboratory 
(1 hr. each course). 
This laboratory course is designed to en-
able the student to verify the voltage-current, 
force-velocity, torque-velocity, and pressure-
volume current relationships. The harmonic 
response of analogous systems is studied. 
100a, 100b. Advanced Dynamic Systems 
(3 hrs. each course). 
Operational calculus and matrices are used 
to write system equations. Kirchhoff's laws, 
Newton's laws, loop and nodal techniques 
and the laws of superposition, duality, mini-
mum energy are applied to electrical, me-
chanical , hydraulic, acoustic and thermal 
systems. The analogous nature of energy 
propagation through solids, gases, liquids 
and vacuum is shown . Prerequisite: Ph . 70b. 
102a, 102b. Electrical laboratory 
(1 hr. each semester). 
A laboratory course designed to accom-
pany the physics courses taken du ring the 
junior year. 
105. Engineering Systems (3). 
Closed loop servomechanisms are studied. 
Various electrical, mechanical, hydraulic. 
acoustic and thermal control components 
are studied. Laplace techniques are used. The 
concepts of root locus, Nyquist diagrams, 
Nichol's charts and Bode diagrams are in-
troduced as design and analytical tools. 
Theories of stability, limit cycles, nonlinear 
resonances, parametric excitation, subhar-
monic relaxation oscillations are discussed. 
Applicable numerical techniques for obtain-
ing computer solut ions are introduced. Pre-
requisite: Ph. 70b. 
109. Theoretical Mechanics (3) . 
Statistics and dynamics of particles and 
extended bodies in space. Generalized, sta-
tionary and moving coordinates. Hamilton's 
and Lagrange's equations. Applications of 
advanced methods of mechanics to discrete 
and continuous systems. 
110. Electricity and Magnetism (3). 
Electric fields and potentials. Electrostatic 
energy. Dielectrics, conductors, Polarization. 
Magnetic fields and potentials. Induced mag-
netism. Motion of charged particles. Electro-
magnetic induction. Introduction to electro-
magnetic theory; vector and scalar potentials. 
Energy in electromagnetic fields. Maxwell's 
equations. 
130. Physical and Geometrical Optics (3) . 
Study of wave motion, Huygens' Principle, 
lenses, light sources, the eye and optical 
instruments, dispersion, interference, diffrac-
tion, polarized light, double refraction, ori-
gin of the spectra. Prerequisite: Ph. 70b. 
172a, 172b. Advanced Physics laboratory 
(1 hr. each course). 
A laboratory course desi{!ned to accom-
pany the physics courses taken during the 
senior year. 
180. Introduction to Atomic Physics (3). 
A study of the findi ng of the elementary 
charged particles, electromagnet radiation, 
waves and part icle~. the hydrogen atom, 
atomic spectra. Prerequisite: Ph. 2b or 4b. 
Physics j§93 
181. Introduction to Nuclear Phys ics (3). 
A \tudy of natural radioactivity, radiation 
measurement technique, artificial radioactiv-
ity theory of nuclear radiation~. nuclear fi s-
~ion and chain reactions, radiation tracer 
technique, atomic energy. Prerequi~ite: Ph. 
2b or 4b. 
185. Quantum Theory (3). 
A qualitative and pictorial discu~~ion of 
quant um theory including a reasonable, 
complete mathematica l treat ment of the har-
monic oscillator, wave equation, probability, 
RELATED AREA 
uncertainty, correla tions, and eigen func-
tion\. Prerequi\ ites: Ph. 180 (or equivalent) 
and permission of instructor. 
190. Independent Study in Physics (1-4) . 
Course for the advanced student in Phy-
sic\ dealing with independent research prob-
lems. Prerequio.,ite : Permission of the chair-
man of the phyo,ics department. 
191. Seminar in Physics (1·4). 
Normally to be taken in senior year . 
GEOLOGY 
1. Phys ical Geology (3) . 
A study of the agents and processes that 
modify the face of the earth; the compo~i­
tion and \ tructurc of the earth as a whole: 
the fundamenta l laws providing the founda-
tion of \cicncc. Three lectures and three fie ld 
trip~. 
2 . Physical Geology Laboratory (1) . 
Demon\trations a~siM in the recognition 
of the more common minerals and rock~; 
a wide variety of topographic maps are used 
to illw.tratc the relation\hip between earth 
materials and proce%es and the develo p-
ment of land forms. Prerequisite: Gc. I 
taken concurrently. 
3. Historical Geology (3). 
A \urvey of the known and inferred hb-
tory of the earth and i t~ inhabitants as re-
vealed by rock characterbtics and rock 
\tructures. Con<,ideration is given to man\ 
place in nature and o,pccu lation regarding 
variou\ topiC\ as continental drift. and the 
earth\ magneti\m. Three lectures and t-wo 
fields trips. Prcrequi\ites: Ge. I and 2. 
4 . Historical Geology Laboratory (1). 
The aim io, to provide ino,ight concerning 
the gradual development of the earth and 
it\ inhabitant\ u-.ing fo .... ilo, and the geologic 
map a\ a -wor~ ing h:l',io.,. The uti lit y of the 
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geologic map in various phases of human 
endeavor is stressed. Prerequisite: Ge. 3 
ta~en concurrent ly. 
5 . Introduction to Minerals and Rocks (2). 
Deo,cription of the commoner minerals 
and rocks and of the methods of recognizing 
them and ~nowing their uses. The simpler 
and more usable facts of crystallography are 
presented. T"o lectures. Prerequisites: Ge. 
3 and 4. 
6 . Introduction to Minerals and Rocks (2). 
Study of the more common rock-making 
minerals for the purpose of recognizi ng and 
naming roc~s on the basi\ of their minera l 
composition and fab ric. Two lectures. Pre-
requisite : Gc. 5 taken concurrently. 
7. Structural Geology (3). 
A o.,tudy of the principle<o and force, in-
volved in the deformation of the earth\ 
c ru\t; the mutua l dependence of struc ture 
and \tra tigraph y in geologica l fie ld mapping. 
fhree lecture\ and three fie ld trips. Prc-
requi,itc\: Ge. 3 and 4. 
8 . Structural Geology La boratory (1) . 
Empha\i\ io, placed on the graphic \Oiu-
tion of prohlcm\ involving variou, a\pecl\ 
of field geology seen in the foothill s of the 
Front Range. One lab period. Prcrequi\itc: 




















DiPision of Social Sciences 
Objectives of the Division 
The Division of the Social Sciences includes the Departments of Education, 
History, Psychology, and Sociology. Each department is concerned with 
man in his past and present environment. The aim of the Division is to 
help the student gain a deeper realization of how man attempted to solve 
his problems in the past and how, in the light of past mistakes and 
accomplishments, man should try to meet the problems of the present 
and future. 
EDUCATION 
Objective of the Department 
The purposes o f the courses taught in the Department of Education arc 
to give the student an understanding of the philosophical, psychological, 
sociological and historical foundations of education as wel l as a knowledge 
of the American educatio nal system. The teacher education programs are 
designed to give the prospective teachers a knowledge of the principals of 
education based on a Christian philosophy of life and practical experience 
as student teachers in the classrooms of the nearby schools, public or 
parochial. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Ed. II and 40. 
11. Introduction to Education (3). 
A ~urvcy of educational theory, in~ t itu­
tions, and practice from the developmental 
approach. Examination of the fundamental 
phi lo'>ophical principles of education and 
~tudy of the objective~ and trends in modern 
educat ion. 
40. Educational Psychology (3). 
A cour'oe de'oigned to help the student 
under'oland and guide the phy~ical, mental, 
'oocia l and emotional development of chil-
dren from infancy through adole~cence. A 
\tudy of the learning proce\'o and factor~ 
influencing learning i' al,o included. 
100. Curricu lum Materials and Methods 
of Teaching in Elementary 
Schools (5). 
Practical method~ of teaching the elemen-
tary school ,ubjech: language arts, mathe-
matics. ,ocial \tudie,, 'oCience, and physical 
education with empha~b on the u~e of mod-
ern audio-v i~ual materials. team teaching, 
and other current trends. Prerequisite~: Ed. 
II and 40. 
110. Elementary Education and Student 
Assistantship (4). 
Pre~entation of principles of learning and 
techniques of teaching and control in the 
elementary ~chool. Scheduled observation 
and student a~'oi'otant'ohip are required. All 
student'> meet once a week in cla~s with the 
college ~upervi,ing profe"oor to report and 
di\Cll\\ experience' and problem~ in contem-
porary elementary education. In addition to 
cia" worl. on campu~ the student must 
!.pend 60 hours in participation-observation 
in an elementary ~chool cht\\room. Prerequi-
,ite'o: Ed. ll .40,and 100. 
112. Physica l Education for the 
Elementary Grades (3). 
Organization and supervision of play-
ground, game ' k ills, rhythmic activities, and 
phy~ical fitne~\ exerche~. 
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130. Curriculum Materials and Teaching 
Methods in Secondary Schools (4). 
A pre.,entation of the material\, methods, 
and practices appropriate to secondary edu-
cation. 
135. Secondary Education and Student 
Assistantship (4). 
General methods in clas~rom manage-
ment: motivation of learning, ~>tudy and per-
formance; methods of effective disciplinary 
action; observation and -.tudent-assistantship 
in an accredited high school are required. 
Student will spend minimum of 60 hours as 
active teacher a-.sistant in addition to regu-
larly -.cheduled campu~> seminar~>. Prerequi-
sites: Ed. II, 40. and 130. 
140. Principles of Counseling and 
Guidance (3). 
A -.tudy of the basic concept~ and princi-
ples of guidance and counseling. The role 
of the educator in guidance; representative 
guidance service~ being used in A merican 
schools. Recommended prerequisite: Ed. 40. 
145. Tests and Measurements (3). 
A <,urvey of the testing movement and of 
\tandardized tests in current use; a study of 
intelligence. achievement. prognostic and di-
agnostic tesh: their administrat ion. scoring. 
t;~bu lation and interpretation; const ruct ion of 
achievement tests. 
150. Principles of Curriculum 
Development (3). 
A study of the basic principles for cur-
riculum construction and development. An 
appra isal of modern techniques and trends 
of curriculum development in elementary 
and -.econdary schools. 
152. School Administration (3). 
A study of the fundamentals of school 
management. objective-.. organization. the 
procedure in admini, tration and supervi,ion 
of '>Chool'; the relation-.hip of -.uperinten-
dent. principal . teacher,. parents. and '>I ll· 
denh: certificat ion of teacher': rating of 
teacher,· eff iciency; 'chool finance-. and 
equipment. 
156e. Student Teaching (5) . 
156s. 
Senior ,llldcnts '' ho have hecn appro~cd 
hy the Committee on reacher Education 
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teach in the elementary or secondary schools 
under the direction of critic teachers. All 
students arc required to meet once a week 
in a seminar with a college supervi-.ing pro-
fes\or. In addit ion each student will spend 
150 hours teaching, planning and conferring 
with the critic teacher. Prerequbites: all 
other courses "hich arc required in the 
teacher education sequence, except Ed. 140 
and Ed. 182. 
170. School Health Education (3). 
School procedures that contribute to un-
dcr-.tanding. maintenance, and improvement 
of health of pupil\; procedures, processe'> 
and techniques in developing abil ity of the 
'>tudent to underMand and guide his own 
health and contribute to the health of his 
community. 
171. Audio· Visual Teaching Aids (3). 
A survey of audio-visual materials and 
their use in the classroom; operation and 
administration of audio-visual equipment: 
evaluation of studies in the field. 
175. Education and Psychology of the 
Gifted Child (3). 
Identification and education of the men-
tally gifted child: consideration of the social. 
emotiona l, and intellectual characteristics: 
principle-. of adjustment in the home, -.chool , 
and community. 
176. Education and Psychology of the 
Mentally Retarded (3). 
Ident ification and education of the men-
tally retarded child; consideration of the 
-.ocial. emotional. and intellectual character-
i-.tics: principle'> of adju.,tment in the ~chool. 
home, and community. 
182. Workshop in Teaching Aesthetic 
Values (3). 
l he guiding principle., of teaching ae-.-
thetic ~aluc., in the ch1"room throuch the 
media of art. mu.,ic, litcrawrc. dra~latic,. 
and fol~ lore. 
184. Workshop of Human Rights and 
Values (3). 
Technique' in undcr,tanding a plurali-,tic 
'>Ocict>: the problem' in intercultural rela-





























communities. A deeper understanding of the 
obligation~ ari\ing from the acceptance of 
democratic value~. 
185. Workshop in Mathematical 
Concepts (3) . 
A cour~e which Mre\ses new concepts in 
ba\ic mathematical idea' at the elementary 
or secondary level. 
186. Workshop in Reading Methods (3). 
A course for elementary teachers. Special 
field' of intcre'>t to be included: importance 
of reading-readine~\; place of phonics in the 
total serie\ of techniques in teaching read-
ing; de' eloping a love of reading; individ-
ualizing reading in the upper grades. 
RELATED AREA 
187. Workshop in Science for the 
Elementary Grades (3). 
A survey of the sequence and scope of the 
science area\ for pupih from kindergarten 
through grade '>ix. Emphasis on science con-
tent and method~ of teaching science to stu-
dents in the elementary grades. 
188. Workshop in Social Studies (3). 
A course for elementary teachers which 
~tre,.,e, hi.,tory. geography, civics, economics 
and sociology, as related to living in today's 
world. 
190. Seminar in Current Educational 
Problems (3). 




The physical education program at Regis College aims to develop physical 
fitness and to promote athletic skills and inte rests which will be of use 
throughout adult life. Courses in the theory of physical education, health 
education, and skill techniques arc offered to students whose supporting 
area is physical education. Emphas is is placed on the coaching techniques 
of team sports. Students wishing to teach at the elementary or secondary 
level must comply with the regulations of the Department of Education. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Ed. I I and 40. 
Supporting Area 
The supporting area consists of Pe. I 02, II I, and 112, plus six o ther 
upper division hours. 
13. Fundamentals of Football Coaching 
(2). 
A theoretical cour\e dealing with the 
method' of coaching. \trategy, tactic,, foot-
ba ll ~y,tem'>. training and diet. ~couting. 
rule' interpretation and equipment. 
14. Fundamentals of Basketball 
Coaching (2). 
Method' of coach ing offen'>e and dcfen.,e. 
'>lyle' of play, '>trategy, training and diet, 
rule-, interpretation, equipment. 
15. Fundamentals of Baseball Coaching 
(2). 
Method' and fundamental' taught in con-
junct ion with actual participation in varsity 
practice-.. Offered only in ~pring 'eme-,tcr. 
16. Fundamentals of Track and Field 
Coaching (2). 
How to train for track and field evcnh; 
form and technique; conduct of meets; con-
struction, u\e, and a">cmbling of equipment. 
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101. Teaching of Individual Sports (2) . 
A \Urvey cour~e covering all the individual 
\ports. Method~ of teaching each: participa-
t ion in each. 
102. Treatment and Prevention of 
Athletic Injuries (2). 
Emergency treatment for various types of 
injuries: bandaging, ~plinting, control of 
bleeding. artificial re, piration. and tran,por-
tation. 
108. Methods of Physical Education 
and Recreation (2). 
Same as Ed. 11 2. 
109. Test s and Measurements in 
Physical Education (2). 
Study, interpretation. and practice in teMs 
of strength, , kill. endurance, and achieve-
ment. 
111. History and Principles of 
Physical Education (2). 
Hi<,tory of physical education. ~lodern 
developments of physical education in rela-
tion to general education: objectives, pro-
grams. phy\ical plant, and personnel. 
112. Organization and Administration of 
Physical Education and Recreation 
(2). 
A \eminar in which each Mudenl carrie\ 
out a project in the field . Abo, lectures by 
in'>tructor and by specialist; from the com-
munity. 
113. Coaching of Swimming and Diving 
(2). 
Methods and fundamentals of ~wimming 
and diving form <md technique. Origin and 
development of swimming, facilities for 
teaching swimming, terminology, safety, con-
duct of meets, class organization. 
115. life Saving (2). 
Meets American Red Cross requirements 
for life saving. 
116. Playground and Administration 
of Physical Education (1). 
A study of playground activities and ad-
ministration of physical education. 
117a. Officiating Football (1). 
A study of the rule'> and basic fundamen-
tal\ of position and enforcement of the rules. 
117b. Officiating Basketball (1). 
A continuation of Pe. 11 7a. 
HISTORY 
Objective of the Department 
The Department of History considers a general knowledge of the develop-
ment of Western Christendom to be a necessary part of the education of 
any Christian. Upper division courses arc designed to give the student 
a knowledge sufficient to understand the development of Western Man 
and to consider the modern world in the light of this development. Further, 
the d.::partment endeavors to define the pervading influence of history in 
world affa irs. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Any 12 hours of lower division History, plus H . 199 ('. 
*Rcgtstration during Fall semester of junior year. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Any six hours of lower division History. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration consists of 18 semester hours of upper division 
courses. The supporting area of 12 hours may be taken in any other area 
approved by the concentration adviser. 
















13a. Survey of Western Civilization (3}. 
A survey course designed to acquaint the 
\ tudent with the rOOb of we, tern C ivil iza-
tion. Review of the hi-,tory of the earliest 
civilizations; contribution'> of the Grech 
and Romans; the 1\tiddle Ages to the Ref-
ormation. 
13b. Survey of Western Civilization (3}. 
Continuation of 13a. The evolution of 
modern Europe from the Religious War;., and 
the Age of A b-,oluti-.m through the En-
lightenment, the French Revolution, and the 
nineteenth century to the antecedent!. of 
World W ar I. 
32a. History of the United States (3}. 
A survey cour..e of the establishment of 
American civi lization from discovery, e.x-
ploration and seulement to the Civil War 
with integrating excur;.,ions into the develop-
ment'> of European hi-.tory as they have 
affected American history. 
32b. History of the United States (3). 
The development of America from the 
Civi l War to the Cold War with integrating 
excur.,ions into European and Asian hi\tory 
to round out the ' tudent\ comprehen,ion of 
America as a member of the community of 
nations. 
50a, 50b. Survey of Asian Civilization 
(3 hrs. each course). 
An overview of the pol itical. military, and 
cultural development of A'>ia. but with -.pe-
cial empha'>i~ on China and India and the 
important role'> the'>C civi l izat ions have 
played in the Ea.,tcrn World. 
60. History of Colorado (3}. 
Survey of Colorado hi.,tory. Indians. Span-
i'>h, French. and American exploration'>; fur 
trader~ and trapper'; Pike'> Peak gold rtl'>h; 
early mining method' and influence of min-
ing; pioneer life; creation and organ ization 
of Colorado Territory; movement for state-
hood: .. eulcment of ea'>tern and western 
area'>; con;.,ervat ion and reclamation; recent 
problem'> and tendencie'>. 
70. Introduction to History (3}. 
A combination lecture, reading and di'>-
CLI'>'>ion cour'e on the hi,tory o f hi-. torical 
writing. t ype~ of hi,tory ... chool' of hi.,tori-
ca l thought. and an evaluation o f the tech-
nique-. u!.ed hy hbtorian' to analyze ;tnd 
teach hi'>tory. 
131. The Birth of the Republic (3}. 
A study of the formation of the United 
State;., f rom the Treaty of Paris, 1763, to the 
ratificat ion of the Con-.titution, 1788. Em-
pha;.,is i., placed upon the imperial con fl ict, 
the crbes and di•-,olution of the American 
Empire, the Confederat ion and the Const i-
tution. 
140. Civil War and Reconstruction (3). 
Intellectual and institutional background 
of the Civi l War. The great compromise'> 
and the Kansa.,-Nebra.,ka cri'>i'>; the Repub-
lican Party and the emergence of Lincoln. 
The I rrepressible Conflict and the aftermath 
of politica l and economic reconstruction. 
Prerequisites: H '>. 32a and 32b or permis-
sion of department chai rman. 
142a, 142b. Diplomatic History of the 
United States (3 hrs. each 
course). 
The origins and development of American 
foreign policy from the Revolution to the 
prc;.,cnt wi th part icular attention given to the 
po'>ition of the United States in world di-
plomacy. Empha-.is i'> placed on the evolu-
tion of America's tradit ional foreign policy 
goal-. and her diplomatic participation in the 
"orld', problems. 
143. The Age of Enterprise, 1865-1917 
(3). 
A study of America from the Civil W ar 
to World W ar I w ith empha\i-. on transpor-
tation devclopmcnh. indu,trial expan,ion. 
the ri'>e of organi7cd labor. Populism and 
Progrc.,,ivi,m. the 'econd era of 1\lanife\t 
De\tiny. and the growth of American power. 
144. The West in American History (3). 
A '>tudy o f the ri.,e of the West. Geo· 
graph ical factor-. of the we>tward movement; 
;.,eu lement of the tran~-Appalachian and 
trans-M is-,i-,~ippi region~; frontier fi nance; 
tranwortation; >.ociety and cu lture; proh-
lem~ of governmental organ ization; state-
ma~ing on the frontier. Prerequisites: Hs. 
32a anti 32h or permi'>'ion of department 
chairman. 
148. The United States, 1917 to the 
Present (3). 
A \ llldy of the United States from the in-
tervention in World War I to the pre,ent 
with particu lar attent ion to American in-
volvement in world affair,, Major topic-, of 
concern will include the dcpre-,-,ion, the New 
Deal, and the Cold War. 
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149. Men and Ideas in American 
History (3) . 
The life, times, and principal ideas of se-
lected American leaders. 
152. Histo ry of Mode rn Japan (3) . 
An inquiry into why Japan became a 
dominant power in Asia by examining the 
imperial institution, the military tradition, 
and Japanese adaptability to new conditions. 
Emphasis is on the period 1600 to the 
present. 
160. Medieval Civilization {3). 
A study of the Middle Ages with special 
reference to the characteristic medieval insti-
tutions, such as the Church, the Empire, 
Monasticism, and Feudalism. Also, the unity 
of Chri\tendom, the Crusades. the revival of 
commerce, the growth of cities, the rise of 
the national monarchies. 
165. Renaissa nce Euro pe (3). 
A more detailed study of Europe as it 
passed through the period of transition from 
medieva l to modern . The conditions, eccle-
siastical and secular, which shed light on the 
religious upheaval of the sixteenth century. 
167. The Refo rmation (3) . 
The causes of the disruption of the re-
ligious unity of Europe; Luther, Calvin, 
Henry VIII , and others and their revolt from 
Rome; the Church's renewal from within, 
effected chiefly by the reforming Popes and 
the Council of Trent with the help of new 
religious orden •. 
170. 18th Century Europe (3). 
The continuing struggle for Empire; the 
France of Louis XV; the impact of a grow-
ing Prussia; the development of benevolent 
despoti~m; the Enlightenment and its effect 
on religious and social life. 
172. The Fre nch Revolution and 
Na poleon (3) . 
An inquiry into the causes of the French 
Revolution and the course of French h istory 
in the period of that great upheaval. Fur-
ther, the work of Napoleon and his influ-
ence on F rench history from his accession 
to power to his downfall in 1815. 
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174. 19th Century Europe (3) . 
The Congress of Vienna and its settlement 
of problems raised by Napoleon. The at-
tempt to keep Europe conservative; the 
growth of Liberalism; the Revolutions of 
1848; the birth of Communism; the unifi-
cation of Germany and Italy; the resurgence 
of Imperialism. 
181. Europe Since 1914 (3). 
Designed to provide a better understand-
ing of current problems. Study of the causes 
of World War I, the Treaty of Versailles, the 
efforts of the various European countries to 
adjust themselves to the changed circum-
stances brought on by the war. 
186. Tudor a nd Stuart England (3) . 
The history of England from the acces-
sion of Henry VII to 1715. Emphasis on the 
political, economic, social and religious de-
velopments which took place during the time 
of the Tudors; the raise of Puritanism, com-
mercial development, and the great struggle 
between King and Parliament, the ensuing 
Civil War, Commonwealth and Revolution 
which laid the foundation for modern 
Britain. 
187. The History of Russia (3) . 
The history of Russia from the coming of 
Rurik to the present, with a view to under-
s tanding Russia today. The Golden Horde; 
the age of Ivan the Terrible; Peter the Great 
and "Windows to the Baltic"; Russia as a 
European power; the French invasion; Rus-
sia in the 19th century; the Bolshevik Revo-
lution; Stalinist Russia. 
190. Historical Pro ble ms (3) . 
A course to relate history to other di~ci­
plines. 
199. Research Se mina r (3). 
A cou~e designed for the student plan-
ning on graduate study. Training is given in 
the methodology and technique of historical 
research and writing through the preparation 
and presentation of a research paper. In ad-
dition, appropriate readings are assigned for 
d iscu~~ion to introduce the student to the 
hi~torian's profes~ion . 










The courses in Political Science are designed to provide adequate orienta-
tion and training in the problems of citizenship for undergraduate students 
and to provide special background for those intending to specialize in 
social sciences or in professions, such as law, journalism and teaching. 
These courses are intended also as preparation for positions in civil service 
or in governmental work. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Po. Sci. 1, 2, or permission of division director. 
1. Introduction to Government (3). 
A general introduction to the nature o f 
poli tics and government, including: natural 
law and the concept of power; the nature 
of the state and its role in society; the basic 
historical forms of government; the applica-
tion o f governmental power to the nat ional 
and international scenes. 
2. American Government (3) . 
A study of the con~titutional and polit ica l 
sy~tems of the U nited States. Con\t itutional 
origins; federal ism and inter-level relation\ 
and trends; citizenship: civil rights; the in-
strumentalities of popular control: organiza-
tion. functions. service\, and admini\tration 
of the national government. 
100. International Relations (3). 
An opportunit y for the student to familiar-
ize himself w ith the forces that arc at \\Ork 
in world politic\. A study of the background 
and operat ion of the in.,titution<., which arc 
trying to preserve the peace of the \~orld. 
105. Current Problems in International 
Relations (3). 
Continuing anal ysis o f the relation\ be-
tween nations in the contex t of current 
events. The role of the United N ations in 
the efforts to maintain peace in the world. 
110. Parties and Elections (3). 
A study o f the electora te and public opin-
ion w ith special empha'>i'> on suffrage and 
pre~sure groups; nature. history, and organi-
zat ion of political parties; nomination pro-
cedure!> and conventiOn\; elect ions, campaign 
method~ and finance; corrupt practices. 
120. Governments of Western Europe (3). 
Government~ and politics in present-day 
Great Britain, France, and We~t Germany. 
Emphasi\ on modern developments w ithin 
these countries in light of their 20th cen-
tury experience~. 
130. Legislative Process (3). 
Structure and functions o f Congress and 
the state lcgi'>latures a\ legi'>lat ive systems, 
l cgi~ lati vc procedure, participants in the 
l egi~ lat i vc procc~s, party organiz.ation, pres-
sure groups and lobbying. Special attention 
will be given to ~uch problems as commit-
tee act ivi ty. reorganization , and the in flu-
ence of the executive. Prerequi.,ites: Po. Sci. 
I and 2 or permission of the department 
chairman. 
145. American Political Thought (3) . 
An analysi'> o f political phi losophy in 
America as reflected in pertinent writings 
and movement\ throughout our hi\tory, 
basic concepts or repre\entation, civi l rights, 
equality, political leadership, constitutions 
and con;titutionalbm. Attention will be 
given to ideas of di\\ent as ''ell as to the 
prevalent conccph in various eras. Pre-
requi\ itcs: Po. Sci. I and 2 or permission 
of the departmen t chairman. 
150. Current Political Problems (3). 
Current political prohlcm'> in government 
and political affair'>. Atten tion \\ ill be given 
to problems of f inance. \~clfarc, lcader\ hip, 
national \ecurity. the rclatiOn\hips hct\~ccn 
go,ernmcnt and hu'>inc''· government anJ 
labor, the formation of public policy, and 
others. Prerequi.,i tcs : Po. Sci. I and 2 or 
permission of the department chairman. 
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155. Government of Cities (3). 
The relation~hip~ of cit ies to state and na-
tional governmenh; hi~torical background~; 
the structure, theory and function of mod-
ern municipalities. Attention will be given 
to municipal administration, administrative 
organization. personnel problems, financial 
problem~. city planning, urban renewal, and 
reorganization~ of municipalities. Prerequi-
~i te\: Po. Sci. I and 2 or permission of the 
department chairman. 
190. Problems in Political Science (3). 
A course to relate political science to 
other di\cipl ine\. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Objective of the Department 
The courses in psychology aim to give the student a knowledge of the 
scientific principles of human behavior. The sources, motives, and 
theoretical explanations of both normal and abnormal behavior are studied 
by the scientific method. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
P s. 50, and Mt. 70 ( Ps. 50 required for all upper division courses). 
50. General Psychology (3). 
A general introduction to the science of 
behavior. Emphasis is placed on the basic 
p\ychological proces\es of learning, motiva-
tion, sen\ation, and perception as these proc-
e\SC\ relate to development, personality, in-
dividual difference\, social behavior, and be-
havior disorders. 
70. Psychology of Personal 
Adjustment (3). 
A general orientation to the subject of 
per\onal adju..,tment. it\ historical develop-
ment and ih scope, including a study of 
human behavior problem\ with emphasis on 
the probable cau\ation and prevention of 
such problem\. 
80. Sensation and Perception (3}. 
A general intrcxluction to the principles 
and the methods of the \tudy of sen\Ory and 
perceptual mechanisms and processe\. Labo-
ratory. 
111 Behavioral Science Statistics (3). 
A general introduction to those statistical 
method\ currently u\ed in behavioral science 
research. 
121. Motivation (3) . 
A general introduction to the bases for 
animal and human motivation with empha-
102 j§ Psychology 
sis on experimental methods and findings. 
Laboratory. 
131. Theories of learning (3). 
A comprehen\ive survey of experimental 
learning theories including the phenomena, 
the empirical findings, and the methodology. 
Laboratory. 
141. Social Psychology (3). 
An examination of selected problem areas 
in social psychology including social factors 
in cogni tion, social interaction, conformity, 
and social influence, and attitude develop-
ment and change. Same as Soc. 141. 
150. Tests and Measurements (3). 
An introduction to psychological tests and 
to test construction, including a survey of 
methodology and methodological issues. 
160. Developmental Psychology (3). 
A study of growth and development 
through adole\cence considering fundamen-
tal scientific principles of human develop-
ment. 
170. Psychology of Personal ity (3). 
A study of personality f actors, develop-
ment. structure and dynamics, and including 


















17la, 17lb. Abnormal Psychology 
(3 hrs. each semester). 
Consideration of the nature of abnormal 
behavior, its origins in personality develop-
ment, characteristic symptom patterns with 
con~ideration given to therapy systems and 
methods and theories of prevention. 
180. History and Systems of Psychology 
(3). 
A historical survey of psychology includ-
ing a review of systems and schools as these 
contributed to the development of modern 
psychology. 
190. Seminar in Current Problems in 
Psychology (3) . 
Limited to senior students. A survey of the 
major theoretical and empirical issues of 
contemporary psychology with particular at-




Objective of the Department 
The objective of the Department of Sociology is to provide instruction 
in the analysis and comprehension of society and its problems. 
Sociology bears within itself its own liberal humanistic justification 
inasmuch as it studies man as a social being. It likewise has practical 
societal value in that it gives us a clearer comprehension of human relation-
ships and of the forces at work in the social process, thus enabling us to 
direct our efforts more effectively for the improvement of the social order. 
It also has certain applications in such fields as social service, law, crime 
prevention, counseling, person nel work, and publ ic administrat ion. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Soc. 2 and 3; Mt. I I and 70. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Soc. 2 and 3. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration consists of 18 credit hours of upper division 
work, including Soc. I 00, I I I, and 122. The support ing area of 12 hours 
may be taken in any other area o r areas approved by the concentrat ion 
adviser. 
2. Principles of Sociology (3). 
A general introduction to the science of 
sociology through a consideration of the 
ba~ ic concepts of sociology and sociological 
analysis. The study of the structure and dy-
namic~ of ~ociet y. 
3. Modern Social Problems (3). 
A general ~urvey of the problem~ area. 
including a discu~~ion of the etiology of the 
..ocial problem, effect~ on the social institu-
tion~ and the social proce..se~, and pos~ible 
preventatives, palliat ives, and solutions. 
40. Social Orientations (3). 
An introduction to the development of 
various cu lture<, with an emphasis on the 
comparative study of kin.,hip, marriage, fam -
ily, law, reli gion. etc., a\ man has developed 
method~ for coping with his environment. 
T his course may be taken in place of Soc. 3. 
" Modern Social Problem~" in ful fi ll ing 
lower division social ~ciencc requirement. 
100. A System of Sociology (3). 
A study of the social nature of man with 
1 04 j§ sociology 
a view to determining what social structures 
and in~ti t utions he needs to develop his hu-
man nature sat i~factorily. 
109. Juvenile Delinquency (3). 
The '>tudy of del inquency causation and 
the prevention and rehabilitation program<, 
of private and public agencies. 
110. Criminology (3) • 
The definition of crime and criminal. The 
'>llldy of the individual and social causes and 
effect\ of crime, including: theories of crime 
cau.,ation: apprehension and the judicial 
proce": prevention. rehabilitation. and pun-
i.,hment of cri me. 
111. History of Social and Sociological 
Thought (3). 
A review of the hi\tory of social and 
~ociologica l thought. Emphasis on outstand-
ing ~ocial thinkers and their influence on 
contemporary ~chools. Influence of variou., 













112. Conte mporary Social Theory (3). 
An analysis of the currently significant 
sociologica l theories and theorists, with an 
emphasis on the contribution of American 
Sociologists in the 20th Century. This course 
complements Soc. Ill and is strongly rec-
ommended for students concentrating in 
Sociology who intend to pursue advanced 
~tudies. 
ll5. Curre nt Socio·Economic Problems 
(3). 
A study of both general and special prob-
lems of our times in their social, cultural, 
and economic setting. 
122. Methods in Social Res earch (3) . 
An inquiry into the tools of the social 
sciences. The study and interpretation of 
group behavior through case studies, ques-
tionnaires, and surveys. Application of these 
techniques in research projects. 
127. Socia l Stratification (3). 
The fundamental systems of social rank-
ing, with emphasis on the American class 
structure. Prestige, occupation, possessions, 
interaction class consciousness and value 
orientations as determinants of social class 
composition . Examinat ion of the theories 
and/ or research of Marx, Weber, Lynd, 
Wa rner, Holl ing\head. and Mills. 
130. Minority Groups (3) . 
Cultura l and ethnic minorities in the 
United States; the factors influencing their 
relation\hips with the dominant group; the 
problems of the minorities. 
141. Social Psychology (3) . 
Same as Ps. 14 1 . 
155. Social Principles and Economic Life 
(3). 
An explanation of Catholic ~oci al princi-
ples in the light of American economic life. 
The righh and duties of Capital, Labor, the 
State, the Church, in the contemporary cir-
cumstance\ of the American social environ-
ment. 
159 (Ed 159). Educational Sociology (3). 
An application of socio logical analysis to 
the study of educational institutions; the re-
lating of formal education to its social en-
vironment. This course may be taken as an 
upper division elective in either Education 
or Sociology at the option of the student. 
161. Urban Sociology (3). 
A survey of the metropolitan masses in 
terms of their natures, chief characteristics, 
dynamics, mutual interaction, and formative 
influence upon individuals and groups. 
163. American Society (3). 
A critical analysis, in light of man's social 
nature and needs of the principal social insti-
tutions in American society and the cultural 
values which they implement and reflect. 
172. The Field of Social Work (3). 
A pre-professional introductory course on 
the origin, development, and present extent 
of professional social services. Human needs 
with which the profession is concerned; the 
voluntary and tax-supported services for 
meeting these needs; program description, 
principles of operation, legal foundations, 
finance. 
176. Correctional Sociology (3) . 
A consideration of the field of correction, 
past and present. Changing correctional phi-
losophy and practice in probation, parole, 
and the institutional field, both adult and 
juvenile. 
182. The Family (3). 
A study of the sociological implications 
of the difference in the sexes. The character-
istic physica l, emotional, intellectual, and 
religious qualities of the sexes; the d ivergent 
theories of causation of these differences; 
their significance in social relations. 
185. Practicum gtvmg one additional 
credit hour may be taken in connec-
tion with uppe r division sociology 
courses up to a limit of three such 
courses. 
This Practicum consists of at least two 
hours per week of field work under the 
supervision of various approved social wel-
fa re agencies. Enrollment in this course and 
placement in a community agency is subject 
to the approval of the department. 
190a, 190b. Independent Study (3). 
Enrollment with the permission of the 
department chairman. 
sociology j§1 os 
Division of Philosophy and Theology 
PHILOSOPHY 
Objective of the Department 
The purpose of the Department of Philosophy is to introduce the college 
student to those investigations which are of ultimate concern to men: the 
question of being, the source of being, the being of man in the world. 
Contemporary thought is studied and discussed including its immediate and 
remote origins. This much is required of all students at Regis College as 
integral to a liberal education. A full schedu le of courses is offered for 
those who have a special interest in philosophy or who wish to make 
philosophy an area of concentration. 
Concentration Prerequisites 
Pl. 50 and 60. 
Supporting Area Prerequisites 
Pl. 50 and 60. 
The Field of Concentration 
The field of concentration consists of a mtntmum of 1 8 hours of upper 
division credit including Pl. 130, Pl. 140, Pl. 161. The supporting area of 
12 hours may be taken in any other area approved by the department head. 
50. Philosophy of Man (3). 
Man is studied as he is found in experi-
ence: the being who can sense, know, and 
love and reflect on the reality of wh ich he is 
a part. There is an emphas is on man's indi-
vidual personality and freedom and his need 
to live in a free society. 
60. Philosophy of Values (3). 
This course follows from Pl. 50 in order 
to seck human values. The existence of a 
Mandard of judgment is questioned and 
whether such a judgment can distinguish 
right or wrong. These questions are applied 
to the ind ividual, the domestic, the civil and 
the international situation. Prerequisite: Pl. 
50. 
130. The Philosophy of Being (3). 
This course investigates the basic ques-
tions about the reality of man. about the 
values, and of the causes of being. The 
possibility of transcending finite being and 
arriving at a knowledge of the source of 
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being is also considered. Prerequisites: Pl. 
50 and 60. 
140. Epistemology (3). 
This is an investigation of human knowl-
edge in terms of its metaphysical reality. 
Knowing includes both subject and object. 
There is a consideration of the properties of 
knowledge: objectivity, certitude, and truth . 
Finally the cau~e~ of knowledge are studied 
along with the relation~hip of knowledge to 
being. Prerequisites: Pl. 50, 60, and 130. 
153. Study of Philosophical Texts (3). 
Special study of selected texts from the 
cla~~ica l , medieval, a nd modern philosophers. 
This course may be used for credit in theol-
ogy if approved by the chairma n of that de-
partment. Prerequisites: Pl. 50 and 60. 
155. Philosophy of God (3). 
The cour;e con~iders the possibility o f 
proving the existence of God together with 
the possibility of a meaningful language 
about God. Modern and contemporary atti-
l 
tudes toward God are also d iscussed. Pre-
requisi tes: Pl. 50 and 60. 
161. History of Ancient and Medieval 
Philosophy (3). 
This is a ~urvey of Greek and Medieval 
philo~ophical thought beginning with Thales 
up to and including the thought of the later 
Middle Ages. Representative readings are re-
quired . Prerequi~ites : Pl. 50 and 60. 
163. History of Mode rn Philosophy (3). 
The cour\e is an explanation of the phi lo-
sophical thought of De\cartes. Locke, Hume, 
Kant, Spinoza, Leibniz, Hegel and their in-
fluence on contemporary phi losophical posi-
tions. Readings and critical estimates are in-
cluded. Prerequi ites: Pl. 50 and 60. 
172. Introduction to Symbolic logic (3). 
A study of the development of symbolic 
logic with reference to its sources in Aristotle 
and Will iam of Ockham. Prerequisites: Pl. 
50 and 60. 
175. Philosophy of Science (3). 
This course concerns itself with the nature 
of scientific knowledge, its origins and de-
velopment. Scientific method , proof, and 
predictability, together with the nature of 
scientific certitude are also investigated. Pre-
requisites: Pl. 50 and 60. 
180. Trends in Modern Thought (3). 
The course is meant to be a serious study 
contemporary systems of thought as Empiri-
cism, Idealism, Naturalism, Pragmatism, 
Dialect ical Materialism, Analytic Philoso-
phy, and Existentialism. Required of all sen-
iors. Prerequisites: Pl. 50 and 60. 
190. Readings in Contemporary 
Philosophy (3). 
The course is meant to be a serious study 
of the writings of one or more contemporary 
American or European philosophers with 
special emphasis on new developments and 
relationships to other disciplines. Prerequi-
sites: Pl. 50 and 60. 
THEOLOGY 
Objective of the Department 
Theology constitutes an important part of an integral liberal education. 
It seeks to relate the insights of mankind derived from personal and 
traditional religious experience and, above all, from divine revelation, to 
all human experience and chiefly to the ultimate concerns of man. The 
program at Regis endeavors to acquaint the student with this process of 
integration and wi th the methods whereby religious knowledge of a 
specifically theological character is attained. 
Credit for cou rses in programs of the departments of theology or 
religion of other institutions in the Colorado Association of Independent 
Colleges and Universities is avai lable to R egis students. Students arc to 
consul t the catalogues and bu lletins of the cooperating institutions and 
to seek fu rther informat ion from the chairman of the department of theology. 
Supporting Area Prerequisite 
T h. 50. 
50. Theolog ica l Sources and Methods (3). 
In this course in positive theology, ques-
tions are selected from the whole range of 
theology and studied in the sources of Divine 
Revelation and in their historic-dogmatic de-
velopment. They are chosen with considera-
tion for the background and capacity of the 
student and their pertinence to his cultural 
and religious formations, rather than with a 
view to exposing him to the conclu ions of 
systematic theology. This course, regularly 
offered in the second semester, is required 
of all Catholic freshmen. 
Theology j§101 
101. Problems in Dogmatic Theology (3). 
Methods of theological thought exercised 
in Th. 50 and insights and discipline ac-
quired in Pl. 50 and 60 are fused in a study 
of questions taken from those areas of dog-
matic theology which the background of the 
student will enable him to investigate in a 
speculative way. This course is intended to 
further the student's acquaintance with the 
discipline of scientific theology. This course. 
regularly offered in the first semester, is re-
quired of all Catholic juniors. Prerequisites: 
P. 50 and 60. 
123. Theology of the Redemption (3). 
Question~ from the theology of the Incar-
nation, grace. and the sacraments are studied 
in relation to the theme of the Mystery of 
the Redemption, with emphasis on their im-
mediate per~onal and social relevance. 
140. Moral Principles and Problems (3). 
Allention will be given chiefly to the prin-
ciples which integrate moral theology with 
the common sources of all theology. Practi-
cal problems will be selected as illustrations 
of the application of these principles. 
150. The Mass of the Roman Rite (3) . 
The Western liturgy is studied in its his-
torical development . showing how: the Eu-
charistic Liturgy illustrates the sacrificial and 
sacramental character of the Mass; the Lit-
urgy of the Word its Hebraic roots and the 
~hifting emphasis of Western asceticism. It 
is contrasted with examples of the Oriental 
liturgies. and its study is complemented with 
illustrations of Western liturgical art and 
music. 
153. Study of Theological Texts (3). 
See description of Pl. 153. 
155. God in Revelation (3). 
Questions treated include the existence and 
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nature of God as revealed, the mystery of 
the Blessed Trinity, and man's knowledge of 
God. providence, and predestination conse-
quent upon Divine Revelation. Prerequisite: 
Pl. 155, or equivalent. 
180. Introduction to the Systematic Study 
of Sacred Scripture (3) . 
Sacred Scripwre is here approached as the 
object of scientific inquiry in its own right , 
rather than with reference to the larger im-
plications it has for the study of theology. 
Empha is is placed on major themes in sa-
cred literature. 
185. Special Problems in Scripture (3). 
Selected writings are intens ively studied , 
with a view to presenting the student with a 
comprehensive survey of the cultural and 
scientific dimensions of higher studies in 
cripturc. Limited registration. 
190. Contemporary Theological 
Literature (3) . 
The study of selected writings of modern 
and contemporary theologians is undertaken 
to acquaint the student with the vitality of 
theological speculation under the guidance 
of a living magiste rium. Prerequisites: Pl. 
50. 60. 155 (or equivalent). 
192. Current Theological Problems (3) . 
The work of contemporary theologians is 
studied with a view to alerting the student 
to i\\Ue' of the day which have serious theo-
logical relevance. Prerequisites: Pl. 50, 60; 
Th. 101 . 
195. Seminar in Theological Literature 
(3). 
Prerequisites: Pl. 50. 60; Th. 101 . 190. 
196. Seminar in Contemporary 
Theological Problems (3). 














Degree R ecipients- 1968-69 
DEGREES CONFERRED MAY 19, 1969 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
WITH LATIN (A.B. with Latin) 
on 
*Paul T . Max, St. Louis, Mo. 
cum laude 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS (A.B.) 
Irvin Abell lll , Louisville, Ky. 
Sr. Paula Archuleta, Greeley, Colo. 
V. Michael Atchity, Jr., Kansas City, Mo. 
John P. M. Auman, South Bend, Ind. 
WilliamS. Bahn, Jr. , St. Louis, Mo. 
John C. Barker II, Littleton, Colo. 
John P. Barry, Denver, Colo. 
•Conrad J . Boeding, Jr., Denver, Colo. 
J. Philip Brannan, Omaha, Nebr. 
*Stephen C. Brittan, Alliance, Nebr. 
Joseph F. Canepa, Rocky River, Ohio 
summa cum laude 
• Joseph M. Chojnacki, Milwaukee, Wise. 
John M. Coffey. Omaha, Nebr. 
*Patrick C. Coffey, Denver, Colo. 
*Thomas P. Coursey, Jr., Denver, Colo. 
Paul F. Creadon, Denver, Colo. 
Michael W. Dennis, St. Louis, Mo. 
Robert T . Devoy, Jr., O'Neill, Nebr. 
Will iam A. Doub, San Francisco, Calif. 
Stanley W. Ereckson, Jr., Denver, Colo. 
cum laude 
• William C. Ertmer, Denver, Colo. 
magna cum laude 
*Andrew J . Fisher, Kansas City, Mo. 
Robert G. M. Foster, Denver, Colo. 
Romeo C. Gervasini, Torrington, Conn. 
Robert W. Gillard , Omaha, Nebr. 
Charles E. Gilliland, Cortez, Colo. 
Christopher J. Hayden, St. Louis, Mo. 
George D. Heavey, New York, N .Y. 
•James G. Heflin, Lakewood, Colo. 
on 
0 James V. Heinrich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 
• Eric P. Hibbison, Denver, Colo. 
magna cum laude 
John W. Hyer lll, Denver, Colo. 
magna cum laude 
Patrick J. Kearns, Denver, Colo. 
John H. Koke, Denver, Colo. 
Thomas P. Kresler, Chicago, Ill . 
Gregory C. Lauby, Lexington, Nebr. 
Kevin D. Leahy, Tiffin, Ohio 
• Pascual L. LeDoux, Jr., Denver, Colo. 
• Robert M. Lee, J r., Denver, Colo. 
Stephen J . Lovett, Kansas City, Mo. 
James M. McCaffrey, Minneapolis, Minn. 
John J . McCullough, Jr., Rockford, Ill. 
cum laude 
Richard J . McDonald, St. Louis, Mo. 
Kevin D. McGrath, Kansas City, Mo. 
*Thomas P. McNally, Denver, Colo. 
Timothy R. McWhite, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Timothy C. Madden, Elmhurst, Ill. 
Gilbert D. Maes, San Luis, Colo. 
Alfonso D. Martinez, Westminster, Colo. 
Terry J. Matthews, St. Louis, Mo. 
• Eugene D. Montoya, Thornton, Colo. 
*Thelma A. Morehart, Williamsport, Pa. 
magna cum laude 
• Dennis P. Moroney, Milwaukee, Wise. 
Thomas C. Nickolai, Kenosha, Wise. 
*Michael R. O'Brien, Aurora, Colo. 
cum laude 
Christine M. Olsen, Aurora, Colo. 
summa cum laude 
Degree Recipients j§1 09 
•Kathleen M. O'Nan, Chicago, Ill. 
Francis R. Ortolani, Duxbury, Mass. 
John P. Protz. Manito,~oc. Wise. 
John T. Samson, Denver, Colo. 
John B. Sandknop, Edina, Mo. 
• Robert L. Scheck, Denver, Colo. 
cum laude 
• Richard L. Schraeder, Denver, Colo. 
Sr. Gabrielle C. Skupien, Montrose, Colo. 
Sr. Marlene Smith, Denver, Colo. 
cum laude 
Robert M. Squier, Lakewood, Colo. 
cum laude 
David K. Sutton II , Loveland. Colo. 
• William L. Toomb~. Den,er. Colo. 
cum laude 
Jame'> G. Wegman, Evanston, 111. 
Jacob A. Williams 111, Denver, Colo. 
James J . Young. J r., Clinton, Ia. 
Carlton Zenon. J r.. Denver, Colo. 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
James T . Amos, Denver, Colo. 
111agna cum laude 
Thomas J . Ashburn, Hastings, Nebr. 
Richard J . Barteau. Denver. Colo. 
Dewey B. Bartlett, Jr .. 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Robert W. Beard, Denver, Colo. 
• susan D. Blue, Lakewood, Colo. 
111agna cum laude 
• Kenneth E. Boedeker, Golden. Colo. 
H. Jerome Brecher, Waukesha. Wise. 
J. Ebel Campion Ill, New Rochelle. N .Y. 
M iehael J . Carlon. Denver, Colo. 
1110/IIIO cun1 laude 
David F. Carr. Denver. Colo. 
Michael D. Carroll , Denver. Colo. 
Louis C. Chiara, Jr., Monroe, La. 
Robert J. Collins. Jr., River Forest, Ill. 
Michael J . Conlon. Council Bluffs, Ia. 
George V. Coyne, Golden. Colo. 
David C. Craig, Des l\loines. Ia. 
111(11/lla cum laude 
John F. Dwyer. Den~cr. Colo. 
magna cu111 laude 
Franklin D. Farnsworth. 
Downingtown. Pa. 
James W. Fitzgerald, J r., El Paso, Tex. 
Donald E. Fortney, Tuscola. Ill. 
Will iam J . Fortune, Denver, Colo. 
Mark E. Fucrniss. York, Nebr. 
cu111 laude 
Leroy L. Garcia. Espanola, N .M. 
Patrick F. Gart land. Denver, Colo. 
110 j§ Degree Recipients 
on 
Keith F. Gibson. Storm Lake. Ia. 
Christopher J. G ist, Kansas City, Mo. 
James W. Gold, Denver, Colo. 
1ichael D. Griskc, Cheyenne. Wyo. 
summa cum laude 
L. Thomas Guerin , Denver, Colo. 
Stephen J. Hannan, Milwaukee. Wise. 
William R. Harryman, Jr., Denver. Colo. 
Stephen A. Hodes, Kansa~ City, Mo. 
John W. Holmes. Des Moines, Ia. 
* Richard J . Janning, Carroll , Ia. 
RogerS. Johnsen, Rapid C ity, S.D. 
Timothy 0. Kane, Aurora, Ill. 
Daniel F. Keefe, Cheyenne Wells, Colo. 
James R. Kelley, Milwaukee, Wise. 
John E. Kenny. J r., Northbrook. Il l. 
Charle'> T. Kier. Wa'>h ington. Kan'>. 
Robert D. Langfield, Denver. Colo. 
lllllf!lla cum laude 
Alice J. Mc Hale, St. Louis, Mo. 
nun laude 
Paul G. Magers, Billings, Mont. 
Harry B. l\losgrove, Denver. Colo. 
Timothy T. O'Connor, Denver. Colo. 
Carl A. Ortiz. La\ Vega'>. N.M. 
Patrick A. Parenteau. Omaha, Nebr. 
Harry J . Pelley. Chicago, Ill. 
Greg A. Peterman. Lexington. Nebr. 
R ichardS. Power. Denver. Colo. 
Carl A. Ri zza, Littleton, Colo. 
Michael J . Sch iff. l\l ilwaukee. Wise. 
Walter C. Schmieder Jr .. St. Louis, Mo. 







James C. Syner, Jr .. Denver. Colo. 
1111/f.!llll cum laude 
1ichael 1. Ward. Peoria, Ill. 
Robert L. Wille. Elm GrO\e, Wise. 
Richard S. Wintermann. St. Louis, Mo. 
Thomas R. Young III, 
Overland Park , Kans. 
Conrad A. Zielsdorf. Eau Claire, Wise. 
cum laude 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN CHEM ISTRY (B.S. in Chern.) 
Thomas J . Peters, Wichita, Kans . 
• H/111//Ia cum laude 
on 
John F . Remark , St. Louis, Mo. 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
ENGINEER! G PHYSICS (B.S. in Eng. Phy.) 
Leonard C. Elli\, Denver. Colo. 
Robert J\1. Malone, Wheat Ridge, Colo. 
Oil 
Ly le L. McElhaney. Littleton , Colo. 
George R. Mitchell, Baltimore, Md. 
cum laude 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN MATHEMATICS (B.S. in Math .) 
on 
Stephen J. Treinen, Sidney, Nebr. 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES AUGUST 2, 1969 
TH E DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS (A.B.) 
Jame~ 1\1. Bluhaugh. Wichita. Kan~. 
Sr. Marilyn Carpenter, 
Colorado Spring,, Colo. 
!-'ranee' G. Champlin. Arvada. Colo. 
cum laude 
Edwin F. Doerr. J r .. Bay\ide, Wi\C. 
Sr. Chrio,tine Gutierez. Demer. Colo. 
Anthony J. Hartnell, Chicago, 111. 
John T. Kraemer. Webster Groves, Mo. 
Brian J . i\ladden. ew York. N.Y. 
Jame' J. !\landis. Dhahran. Saudi Arabia 
Michael A. O'Dorisio, Denver, Colo. 
J\1 ichael A. Stafford, San Diego. Ca lif. 
THE DEGR EE OF BACH ELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
Rohert M. McNichoh, Denver, Colo. 
Charlco, M. J\tyer,, Den,er, Colo. 
Jane G . Pubifer, Denver, Colo. 
Sr. M. Cecilia Schlcbecker, Denver. Colo. 
cum laude 
Daniel J . Smith, Aurora, Colo. 
Degree Recipients j§ 111 
DEGREES CONFERRED DECEMBER 20, 1968 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS (A.B.) 
*Bruce J . Abeyta, Denver, Colo. 
*Greta C. Andrews, Denver, Colo. 
magna cum laude 
Michael R. D aly, Minneapolis, Minn. 
*Georgia K. Dupree, Denver, Colo. 
*Larry W. Eaton , Denver, Colo. 
James P. McGuire, New York, N.Y. 
on 
Beryl B. Miller, Denver, Colo. 
Daniel J . Pradel, Denver, Colo. 
H. Charles Scharenberg, Oak Park, Ill. 
Michael L. Shaver, Flossmoor, Ill. 
Michael J . Sheehan, Denver, Colo. 
Tony M. Taddonio, Denver, Colo. 
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (B.S.) 
Jerome J . DeCoursey, Tulsa. Okla. 
• Donald P. Doyle, Commerce City, Colo. 
Thomas J . Higgins, Englewood, Colo. 
Ronald D. Macalu\O, Wheat Ridge, Colo. 
Michael T. Mitchell , Denver, Colo. 
magna cum laude 
on 
• David A. Opsahl , Littleton, Colo. 
Norbert 0 . Picha, Denver, Colo. 
Richard E. Rokosz, Denver, Colo. 
Thomas X. Schiff, Klamath Falls, Ore. 
Robert P. Spindler, Aurora, Colo. 
John S. Wodniak, Chicago, lll . 
*Met requirem ents for Colorado Teacher's Certificate 
Regis College Alunzni Associatiou 
The Regis College Alumni Associat ion is the official alumni organization 
of the college. All graduates and former students who have attended the 
college for one or more years are included in the membership in the 
Association. The membership totals over 4,000. 
Alumni chapter meetings are held in Albuquerque, Chicago, Colorado 
Springs, Denver, Detroit, Kansas City, Leadville, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, 
Minneapolis, Omaha, Pueblo, St. Louis, San Francisco, Washington, D .C., 
and Wichita. 
The Association has the following goals: (I) to encourage alumni to 
maintain close contact with the college and to have knowledge of its goals 
and problems; (2) to enlist a lumni in constructive endeavor and service 
to the college; (3) to foster a spirit of fellowship and good will among 
alumni; ( 4) to encourage a lumni to continue a spirit of intellectual 
curiosity ; (5) to give the college the benefit of alumni opinion on matters 
of importance to the college. 
The Association tries to achieve the above goals through a varied 
program of religious, educational, a nd social activities that it encourages 
in its chapters. 




H istorica l H ighlights 
1877- The college, then known as College of the Sacred Heart, was first 
established in Las Vegas, New Mexico. 
1884 - The college was moved to Morrison, Colorado. 
1887- The college was incorporated at its present location in July. 
Ground was broken for Main Hall on September 13. 
I 888 -Classes began with 7 5 students on September 10. 
t 889 - The college was empowered to confer university and college 
degrees by an Act of the State Legislature of Colorado on April I . 
I 890 - Ten degrees were awarded. 
19 I 1 - Gymnasium completed behind Main H all. 
192 1 - On April 19, the Articles of Incorporation were amended, chang-
ing the name of the college to Regis College. 
I 922 - Regis purchased an additional 40 acres of land , extending the 
campus to its present boundaries of Federal and Lowell boulevards 
on the east and west, West 50th and West 52nd avenues on the 
north and south, a total of ninety acres. 
1923 - Addition to Main Hall completed. 
I 923 - Carroll Hall , student residence, completed. 
1944 - Dramatic effect of World War I I on enroll ment was shown by 
the fact Regis graduated three students. 
1945- Coeducational Evening Classes established. 
I 949 - Student Chapel completed . 
195 1 - Loyola Hall , main classroom building, completed . 
1952 - Regis accredited by North Central Association as a four-year 
degree granting college. 
1957- First graduating class of more than I 00 students. 
1957 - O'Connell Hall , student residence, completed. 
Student Center, completed . 
I 957 - Renovation of other major campus buildings, extensive renova-
tion of campus facilities, re-landscaping. 
I 960- Regis College Field House completed. 
I 963 - The Center substantially enlarged. 
1964 - DeSmet Hall , student residence, completed. 
1966 - Dayton Memorial Library, and Science Hall , completed. 
1968- Status of college changed to a coeducational institution effective 
September I . 









Jesuit Colleges and Universities 
Alabama ....... . ............ . ......... Spring Hill College, M obile 
California .. ...... . ..... . .......... Loyola University, Los Angeles 
University of San Francisco, San Francisco 
Uni1•ersity of Santa Clara, Santa Clara 
Colorado ... . ........... . .... . .......... . .. R egis College, Denver 
Connecticut ...... . .. . .. ..... .. ....... Fairfield University, Fairfield 
District of Columbia .............. Georgetown University, Washington 
Illinois ...... . .... . ... .. .. ............. Loyola University, Chicago 
Louisiana ....... .. ........ . .. . .... . Loyola University, New Orleans 
Maryland ...... . ....................... Loyola College, Baltimore 
Massachusetts . ............................ Boston College, Boston 
Holy Cross College, Worcester 
Michigan .......................... . . Unirersity of Detroit, Detroit 
Missouri ......... . ................. Rockhurst College, Kansas City 
Saint Louis University, St. Louis 
Nebraska .. . ..................... The Creighton Univer ity, Omaha 
New Jersey . ....................... . St . Peter's College, Jersey City 
New York .............. . ........... . ... Canisius College, Buffalo 
Fordham Unil'er.\ity, N ew Y ork City 
Le Moyne College, Syracuse 
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The X m·ier Unil-ersity, Cincinnati 
Pennsylq mia ... . ................ . . St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia 
Unin!r.<ity of Scranton , Scranton 
Washington ... . ................. . .... Gon::.aga Uni1•er;; ity, Spokane 
Seattle Unil·ersiry, Seattle 
West Virginia .......... .. ... . .......... Wheeling College, Wheeling 
Wisconsin ...... .. ............ . ... Marquette Unil·enity, Milll'aukee 
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The Regis College seal was designed by the Rev. Aloysius 
Brucker, S.J., of Sacred Heart Church, Denver. The wording in 
the margin is the Latin rendering of the name of the college with 
the date of its founding. Unlike most seals of this type, it bears 
the Roman numerals for consistency's sake rather than the 
Arabic. The eagle is taken from the family crest of St. John 
Francis Regis of the Society of Jesus, after whom the co11ege 
took its new name. The shield in the center with its desigl'l is 
the seal of the Jesuit order and the letters, "A.M.D.G." stand for 
its motto, "Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam- For the Greater Glory 
of God." The legend, "Nil Sine Numine," is the Latin motto of 
the State of Colorado and means "Nothing Without God." Thus 
the seal embraces the Regis arms, the Jesuit escutcheon and the 
motto of our Centennial State. 
